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Fisii and Game.
The metropolitan
papers are teeming with the tales of fishing in the Maine waters just now, in the
same
manner
that they advertise the
KSI> A V JMOKMNG by thh
great hunting resources in the fall of the
Commissioner Carletou is remarkyear.
'an
ably well pleased with the way the season
has opened and expects great things of it.
.Dr. L. S. Chilcott ami G. F. Dority of
HE. PAPER for .Maine SeafarBangor caught 11 landlocked salmon Suning People.”
day at Tuuk pond. They weighed from 2
to 4 1-2 pounds each.Kennebec county
.at ion In City and County
has 50 of the fish and game guides of the
State.
These guides are mostly fish
in advance,$2.00a year,
ovx
guides and largely operate ou the string
cents for three months.
»,
of ponds in the Bel guide and Wintbrop
For one square, one inch
waters.Hon. L. T Carletou, last Fri•cuts, for one week, ami 25
; lent insertion.
day. captured the finest trout ever taken
from Marauocook lake.
It weighed 0
pounds as it came from the water, and is
ot To-Day’s Journal.
a model in
shape and markings. It is to
be placed in the museum at Augusta.
l’AG K 1
Hon. 1*. o. Vickery of Augusta
was in
The 17th Encampment...
«•: Societ ics.Ohm.ary....
Bangor Tuesday on his way to Enfield,
Waloo t'a^es to the Law
where he joined Commissioners Oak and
1
Mrs. \\ I’.
April
\ derails* Meeting.. ..Trans-' Carletou.
They will proceed to Winn,
The Labor Trouble at
where they will take a team for Duck
umI Periodicals. ..The Melpond, to be there joined by guides and
base Hall Season Opened
"ill start down (Hand Lake stream on a
Concerning Local Indusat
Somes Sound.
fishing trip, the length of which will
'.imp
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Encampment.
ol

Will Convene

at

liucksport, June 14 and 15.
In Orders No, 1 of the series of 1899,
Commander George E. Leighton of the
Division of Maine, Sons of Veterans, gives
in addition to t> e quarterly report and
other details of the order, the plans for
the 17th annual encampment of the Maine
Division: The following are the plans:
“The seventeenth annual encampment
of the Maine Division Sons of Veterans
will convene at Bucksport, June 14 anti
15.
Headquarters will be established at
the Robinson house.
The rates at this
house will be $1.50 t.*$‘J per day. At the
Summer and Winter hotel, $1 per day.
Besides these, there are numerous first
class boarding houses which give reasonable rates.
Brothers desiring to engage
rooms should write Lieut. Geo. l\ Hamilton, Bucksport, Me. A rate of one fare
for the round taip has been secured from
all points on the Maine Central; between
Gorham and East Lebanon on the Portland and Rochester and from all points on
the Bangor and Aroostook. A rate of
one fare for the round trip has also been
secured on the Boston ami Bangor S. S.
! line and the Steamer M. and M. from all
landings. Tickets in all instances to go
on sale June Id.
That this encampment
may be one of the best ever held, the
commander lias no hesitancy in saying, !
for the committee in charge is leaving |
nothing undone that will prevent tlie en- j
joyment of the brothers. Let us recipro- !
cate by being present in large numbers.
The following piogram will be followed j
as closely as possible:
Wednesday, June
14, 9 a. in.. Meeting of division council j
at
R ibinson house.
10.:’,0 a. in., En J
campment called to order in Emery hall
to be followed by the usual sessions of the 1
day. S p. m., gr and complimentary ball. I
; Thursday June
15, o.dO a. m., resume
11.d0 a. m.,
j regular order of business.
recess and the encampment will repair to
j
the town hall where a banquet will be :
served. 2 j». m.. closing session, which
will include a memorial service for those j
of our number who gave their life for i
8 p.
their country.
m., public
camp |
lire in Emery ball.
Addresses will be j
made by some of the leading workers in j
the State.
It is expected that Quartermaster General E. E. Bolton ot Boston
will be present during the encampment.”

the Portland, has withand will go no further
lit- said he was largely
representations made to
the construction of the
c circumstances connected
Boston. He has thorougbthe matter, and believes
difficult to show that any
in tlit* steamer, anti he is
o
( apt. Blanchard was a
iiiy and judgment.The
ship Building company of
re
a contract for the im»notion of live more coal
k upon which will coin*
:>
mon as the three
barges
ssted s* luioners now on the
launched.
This insures
*uths of rushing work for
a
be i company..... There is
ex-President Cleveland
:r
during the coining sutnc claims of
Maine sports.e
line lishing this State
case decided against Boss
Bangor towboat company,
as>et. in which a verdict
•ndcred for damages, will
irt.
The suit was biouglit
who was injured in a
-xus as his craft was being
The
Bucksport harbor.
._( > called for the loss
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the other was SS..•r>
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o ud.
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Esq.,
Bangor
ibsel for Boss w Howell, i
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May 4th, the University
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no Town hall by the Univerassisted by the ’Varsity!
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Sad Story.

of Bangor has sold his
Boston parties and left
in the yacht last Thursday for Boston.
The steam yacht Princess, owned by Mr.
Morey, a summer resident at Castine, was at
Bangor last week for repairs to her machin-

!
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«*.Benjamin

^isliington,

Bliss

Leora to

ery.

twenty years; one daughter died in infancy,
and their only son died when twenty-one
A niece of
years of age.
Pace, now Mrs. Mayo of

taken by them when she

Mrs. Moore, Lettie

Keuduskeag, was
infant, and

was an

as a
daughter to them The funeral
held yesterday forenoon. Rev. G. G
Winslow officiated, assisted by Rev. G. E.
Edgett. There was a large attendance, especially of our business and sea-faring men.
The bearers were W. S. Olson, E. H. Conaut,
C F. Ginn and W. O. Folsom.
was
was

Mrs. William P. Simonton of Camden passed away May 4tli, after a long illness, at the
The deceased was a woman
age of 74 years.
of many noble qualities, always kind and
pleasant, and will be missed and mourned by
many. She was an active member of the
Woman’s Christian Temperance Union and
the George S. Cobb Relief Corps. A husband, two daughters, Mrs. C. W. Bisbee now
in Virginia and Mrs. W. R. Gill of Camden,
four sons, Edwin of Bath. Charles, Frank,
and Everett L. of Camden, and three sisters.
Mrs. Julia Butler of South Thomaston, Mrs
Eph Mirick of Somerville and Mrs. George
Hosmer of Camden survive her. The funeral was held Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock,
Rev. V. P. Ward well officiating.
Mr. Simonton, usbaud of the deceased,is a
of Mrs. A. E. Clark and Mrs. G. W.

brother
Burkett

this city

of

Died in Boston April 29th of typhoid fever
Oscar Nason of Troy. Me., aged 20

We intended to say last week that the
Glide is to have “some” light sails, not
“more," as printed. She has had none heretofore. The Glide is now at her mooring
above the steamboat wharf and near by is
anchored the sloop Effie, the latest addition
to the local fleet. There is a good deal of
talk as to the respective sailing qualities of
these flyers; and many would like to see
them cuter for a good square race over a
triangular

Mr. Nason went to Boston

ago,

and occupied when taken sick

position

in

the

employ

bakers, in that city.
he

two

was

attacked

of

About

a

course.

the house of the Passagassawaukeag Yacht
Club house. Some time ago the well known
yachting magazine, The Rudder, undertook
to establish yachting stations along the
coast where visiting yachtsmen could find
landing facilities, receive mail and obtain
supplies, etc., and offered to furnish a Hag
for each station. The Hag is a white cross
blue

ground

in

a

Milliken et

red field.

Knowlton, Belfast,

one

month ago
and al-

by typhoid fever,

though having the best of medical assistance
and nursing the disease baflied all skill.
The

deceased

was of
a high
moral and
character, and a generous, genial
disposition won for him a large circle of
friends, not only in his native and adjoining

Christian

towns

of civil

Inhabitants of Winterport vs. Winterport
Water Co.; on report. Bailey aud Dunton
Cleaves aud Bowden for defor plaintiff.
fendants.
Maurice

;

Winterport Water Co. vs. Inhabitants of
Winterport; on report. Cleaves aud Bowden for plaintiff
Bailey ami Duuton for

The representatives of the local granite
cutters union and Pierce Bros., owners of
the Mt. Waldo granite company, who were
the successful bidders for the work.have held
a conference for the purpose of coming to
some reasonable understanding, hut the proceedings have not yet been mail- public.
As the strike was ordered by the national
union the members of the local union claim
that they can do nothing until they are notified to do so by the head officers in Baltimore.
They have been notified of the conference, and their decision on the matter is

defendants.

('has. A. Milliken, app., vs. B. W. Downes
and E. H. Simpson; on motion. Holway
and Brown for plaintiff. Libby and
son lor defendants.
E.
F. Bramhall vs. Thomas H. Went- expected Saturday,
The granite cutters demand $3.00 for an
worth and G. F. Danforfh; on motion.
eight-hour day. The Mt. Waldo company
Thompson for plaintiff. Yose for defend- j claims that it is not obliged to pay this sum
or reduce the hours of labor to correspond,
ants.
and as a result 400 man are not at work.
The Weeks & Potter Co., app. from deThe Messrs. Pierce say that they cannot
cree of
Insolvency Court, vs. Luella A. afford to pay such wages, and rather than
accede
to the demand of the labor union they
Elliott; ou report. Williamson for plainwill forfeit $50,000and let the work go elsetiff. Thompson for defendant.
where.
Elbauo I. Gowen aud Mittie L. Gowen vs.
This contract means $1,000,000 in wages
Chas. F. Bessey; ou report. Brown, Jr., ami
$200,000 /or freights to Maine for the
aud Heath & Andrews for plaintiffs. Menext three years.
It is claimed that there
Lellan for defendants.
are many men now idle who would gladly
Walter L. Mathews vs. M. C. R. R. Co.; on
to work if they were not members of the
go
Wardwell & Blanchard and i union.
exceptions.
Thompson for plaintiffs. Wilson & Woodard | The way they are situated they cannot
for defendants.
strike a blow until the national union says
Joseph Tyler vs. Jennie S. McCambridge, J so.
Kuowlton for plaintiff.
app.; ou report.
McLellan for defendant.
Wesleyan Grove Campmeeting AssociaPapers and Periodicals.
tion vs. Chester Perkins; on facts agreed.
R.
F.
for
R.
&
J.
Thompson
The Christian Mirror is to be merged in
plaintiff.
Duuton for defendants.
the Congregationalism Boston.

Thomp-J

Twenty-three criminal

cases

go

up

The

on

weeks of its
ment of W.

demurrer.

The following civil cases, entered at previterms of the Law Court are still pendChas. A. Schiren & Co.

vs.

Independent,

existence under

in the f^w
the manage-

J. Landers, has certainly won
the distinction of being a live, local newspaper, and merits the success it is sure to

ous

ing

Gardiner

win.

the Belfast

from this life

April

Johnson and family have arrived at
from New York and opened the
Lambard place for the summer.
R

Mr. and Mrs Fred W. Bailey have arrived
home from North New Portland, where they
have been teaching the High School.

last
to Bucksport
one day’s
cream
Mr. A. \V. Tulmai )f Portland, v ho repreweek,otherwise the creamery has run withsented the Portland Transcript nu the Maine
out interruption. They are now handling
Press excursi >u to II tlifax last summer lias
200 gallons of cream per day and the patbeen admitted t< the Cumberland C uiutv
ronage is gradually increasing. They will
bar.
soon have 300 gallons daily.
f Readtieid, formerly of
Maurice Crosby
send

Belfast

Humane

Belfast, was m town a few days the past
He represents Wm.
week on business.
Harvey & Sons of Readtieid, manufacturers

Society.

The annual meeting uf the Belfast Humane

Society was held at the Memorial building of scythes,
Tuesday afternoon, May 9th. The report of
Mr. and
the treasurer

showed $172.27 in the treasury.

Belfast

j The report <>f the
agent was as follows:
Barns inspected and caused to be repaired,
j 12; number of complaints received,
36, ali of
i which have been
investigated; uumber of
horses killed by order of the agent, 27; cost

The May number of The Rudder is fi ll of
Light & Power Co.; on exceptions. Kuowl- interest to yachtsmen from cover to cover, of same, $17 ; horses blanketed on the street,
and owners reprimanded, 10.
for plaintiff. Dunton for defendant.
Voted io pay
aud with the interest aroused by the coming
Fred W. Brown, Jr., vs. Isaac F. Gould; contest for the America’s
N. E. Keene was elected
cup The Rudder the agent, $25
on report.
Williamson for plaintiff. Rogers
should have the increased circulation t. so president; C. W. Wescott, vice president;
for defendant.
To the yacht or boat-builder
richly merits
L. M. Burrington, secretary; H. P. Thompeach number is easily worth a year’s subThe Weather for April.
scription, which is only $2. The Rudder is son, treasurer. It was voted t-* recommend
at 1) Murray street, New
now published
T. W. Knowlton for reappointment as agent.
Abstract of meteorological observations York.
Resolutions have been received from the
taken at the Maine Agricultural Experiment
Through the courtesy of the publisher of National Society in regard to cruelty to aniProfitable Advertising, Kate E. Griewold, mals in
Station, for the month of April, 1899.
menageries and in shipment, and
we give on the 7th page a sketch and porEat. 44° 54 2" N., Lon. 68° 40' 11" W.
A
trait of Col. Alden J. Blethen, a native of against li re bird shooting at inat< lies.
Altitude above the sea 150 feet.
Waldo county, who has won high distinc- communication from Superintendent Brick
Highest barometer, April 6
tion as a journalist, aud is now editor-in- in
regard to the curfew law was referred to
and 20..30.10 inches
chief of the Seattle, Wash., Daily Times.
Lowest barometer, April 9.29 28
The city editor of the Times, O. M. Moore, Messrs. Keene, Knowlton and Burrington.
barometer.29 83
19
of clear days.
10
of fair days.
1
of cloudy days.
Amount of snowfall.
0.5 inches
Average for April for 31 years.. 0 0
Total precipitation as water.00
Average for April for 31 years.. 2 85
Total movement of wind. 5391 miles
Average daily movement of
wind.*.. 179.4 miles
TEMPERATURE.
Ar erage

for the month.

Average fur April for 31 years...
Highest, April 30.
Highest for April for 31 yearsLowest, April 5 and 0.
Lowest for April for 31 yearsAverage of warmest day, April

43°.32
40° 20
84°
84°
18°
1°

30.
08°
30°
Average of coldest day April 5..
The record shows that April has been remarkable in several respects. The average
temperature for the month was three de-

is also

a

Maine man, ami the

founder of the

In

Phillips Phonograph.
j
;

me

aeirasi

C.

Augusta

^cnooib.

Camp

new bell for the Pitcher school arrived
week and has been put in position on
the school house.

The.

The flag on the grammar school building
will be at half mast and Mrs. Hall’s school
suspended this, Thursday, afternoon in
memory of Marion L.
Whitney, whose
funeral takes place at 2 o’clock.
The senior class of Belfast High School
have received their class rings, which are

plain gold bands with the figures ’99 raised
on the outside.
The class parts are assigned
as follows:
salutatory, Miss Helen Bird;
valedictory, Miss Edith Uunton; poem, Miss
Cleora Haney; prophesy, Messrs. Emery
grees higher than the averages for April for
Heagau and Ralph Cooper; history, Mr.
30 years, while the highest point reached,
Rex Hazeltine.
ever
0°
than
0
before
record84°,was
higher
ed for April at this station.
Mark Calderwood, North Haven, has lived
states, two towns and three counties,
April has the lowest rainfall of any month in two
and has only moved two miles. When he
of the year, yet the lowest previously noted
was a child, Maine and Massachusetts were
here (1.12 inches in 1892) was nearly double one State. He formerly lived on Vinalhaven,
that of this year. The month had but one moved to North Haven two miles distant,
and these two towns have been
wholly cloudy day and 19 were almost en- from county to county, until be has changed
been In
tirely without clouds.
three counties. [Rockland Star,

1

G. Clark. Mrs. F. A. Brown expects to go
there this week. Those contemplating this
move are, Mrs. D. E.
White, Mrs. F. F,
Smith and Mrs. L. F. Hopkins. They reut
or build small cattages or camps near the
quarries, and take from their homes just as
few of their household goods as they cau get
along with. This gives them cheap and
comfortable temporary homes. These people all own very comfortable homes is Vinalhaveu and take this method to keep their
families together during the dull times in
the stone business there.

Whitney.

Mrs. William C. Whitney, wife of the forsecretary of the navy, died May 8th at
her summer home, Westhury, near Roslin,
R. I. She sustained a serious injury to her
spine a year ago by being thrown from her
horse.
She had since been undergoing
treatment and last summer was removed
from her Westbury home to Bar Harbor.
Some months later she was brought back to
Long Island in a yacht. At that time her
condition was reported to be somewhat improved. This apparent improvement continued up to within a short time ago, when
her case took a change for the worse.
mer

«

etc.

Benjamin Kelley

visiting their

son,

and

c-i

East

Walter KelMrs.

Wai-

will return
in

this

city

September, undergoing treatment for an injured knee, and although not fully recovered she is greatly improved.

Camping out at Somes Sound, is getting to
quite the thing with the Vmalhaven colony there. Among the first to adopt this
method, were Mrs. Lomou Gray and Mrs. L.

C.

Mrs

Miss Cornelia T. Crosby, more widely
known as “Fly Rod," has returned to her
home in Phillips. She has been at the Maine
Eye ami Ear Infirmary since the 1st of last

at Somes Sound.

Mrs. W.

are

ter

be

last

axes

family in Minneapolis.
Kelley and her little son
with them to spend the summer

ley

ton

Average
Number
Number
Number

R. 1.

P. McGowan of Portland has been
making a brief visit to Belfast, being the
guest of Mr. Jame* Haney.

Miss Jennie Whiddeu returned home Satand may they feel “That he is not
dead hut just away.”
urday from Everett, Mass., where she spent
Resolved, That in loving remembrance of the winter with lo r father, Win. K. Whidour brother our charter he draped m mourn- J
ing and that a copy of these resolutions be deu.
entered on our records and one be sent to
Charles R.
Coombs and his
friend
the family, also to the Republican Journal I
Fred Hollins were in Washington county
for publication.
the past week on a fishing and gunning
Mr. J. O. Bartlett,
J> Committee
Mrs. J. O. Bartlett,
on
trip.
! E. P. Brown
Mrs. Volnky Thompson, ) Resolutions.
few days at. borne
spent
with his parents the past week
He s in
the employ of the Bangor &
Aroostook
Concerning Local Industries.
Railroad.
Mayo, White & Carter have 10 men em- i Mr. and Mrs. Wm H. Sanborn were i.
ployed at their bottling and confectionary 1 Bangor recentK to attend the wedding 0
Two men are
works on Pleasant street.
tii-'r soil, Ross 11 Sanb >rn, and Miss Ida.
making candy, and the others are selling,
luberson of Bangor.
packing and putting up bottled goods, chief- I
Clinton G. Ferguson came up from Hall s
ly ginger ale.
quarry, Sow* -s' Sound, last week, ami reW E. Hamilton has advertised bis Relief i
turned Friday with his family, wh
will
Soaps in Belfast and vicinity, using a neat spend the summer there.
of
F.
H.
is
ami
horses.
pair
Hoag
wagon
The families »«f C. E Drink water i-f Norththe advertising agent and has left circulars,
and Andrew L. Knowumi of Belfast
port
These soaps are adetc., at every house
moved t«• Castine Monday. They are :n the
vertised on the 3d page.
bakery business there,
James W. Knowlton is erecting a 1 3-2
Mr and Mrs Orlando H erri« k
former
on
story building, 2ox30 feet, at his place
residents but for some years past uviug at
Union street, and is to tit it up for a bakery
Cape Ko/,ier au.l latterly in Castine, have
for his son George. They will open about
returned to Belfast, moving here last week.
June 1st, and will have a team on the routes
Col. A. K. Bolan anjd friend and Dr.
which A. L. Knowlton worked on last year.
Grindle and family arrived here by special
A slight accident to tin* machinery of the
car last Thursday evening and went
CasEmerson creamery caused the manager to
tiue by a special trip of steamer Silver Star.

The strike of the granite cutters on the
Waldo, in

j

passed

who

Providence,
Mr. T.

sorrow

Chicago postoftiee job at Mt.
Frankfort, remains unsettled.

Co. vs. Thomas
Trauber
Haugh; on facts agreed. Williamson for
plaintiff. Harriman for defendant.

in

Resolved, That in the death of brother
Ramsay, his family lias lost an affectionate
and devoted husband and father, and mat
this order has lost a true friend, one who
was faithful to his duties and ever ready
with cheerful words ami with willing heart
and hand to do his part.
Resolved, That the members of this grange
extend their kindest sympathy to the wife
and children in this hour of loneliness and

The Labor Trouble at Frankfort.

&

Ramsay,

A.

21, 1899,

M.

Miss Edith Poor and Mr. Percy Poor have:
returned from a visit to friends and relatives

Whereas, The members of Union Harvest
mourn the lows of an esteemed member, an officer of this grange, brother Oakes

port. S. S. Lane estate, Northport, to S. N.
Goodwin; laud and buildings in Northport.
Chas. O. Dickey, Northport, to II. J. Morrison, Belfast; laud iu Northport; Adelia A.
Flanders, Northport, to Mary F. Smith,
Belfast; land and buildings in Northport.
Joseph G. Prentiss, Thorndike, to Joseph F.
Prentiss,-; laud in Thorndike.

cases

Bickford went to Augusta last
in the Maine
Farmer office.
Mell

Grange

to

to

Thursday. He has employment

respect:

Gushee, Appleton; land and buildings in
Montville; S. N. Goodwin, Lincolnville, to
Miles II. French, do.; land and buildings iu
Lincolnville. Mary Lane, Northport, to S.
N. Goodwin; land and buildings in North-

marked
Following
“Law1' for Waldo county to he entered at
the Law Court at Bangor at the June term,
1899:
Belfast Savings Bank vs. W. K. Laucy; on
Duuton for plaintiff.
Williamson
repo it.
and Manson for defendants.
list

day

Union Harvest Grange, Centre Montville,
has adopted the following resolutions of

J. L. Colby, do.; land
in Belfast; Geo. L. Ames,
Thomaston, to
Delia M. Nealey, Northport; land iu Northport; Austin Wentworth, Montville,to S. J.

Waldo Cases to the Law Court.

E. Dilworth went to Gardiner Moncoach the High school base ball team
;;f that cit,T
W.

Grange hall on May 23rd. Plans are being
made for a most interesting meeting ami it
is expected that at this time of the year the
attendance will be large. The program, so
far as arranged, was given last week.

to

land ami buildings in Montville.
Inhabitants of Montville to John M. Tibbetts, Montville; land and buildings in Montville. T. R. Simonton, Camden, to Camden
Land Co., land in Lincolnville; B. H.

sheets started, aud off the Camp Ground
wharf came about for the beat home. She
stood up well under the occasional heavy
squalls and worked to windward in great
shape. A small schooner was heating up»
and at one time when they were both on the
same tack the Glide’s course was almost at
right angles with that of the schooner.

a

Boston,

Montville;

The first of the local yacht fleet to spread
her white wings was the Decrow sloop
Giide. She went down the bay Sunday afternoon before a fresh northwest wind with

is

als-;

land in Knox. Charles
F. W.
McCormick,
do. ; land in Islesboro.
Ellen A. Flagg
Belfast, Ella L. Hall, do.; land in Belfast.
TV m. B. Sprowl, Winterport, to Chas. A.
Curtis; do.: land in Winterport. Eunice
J. Bennett, Montville, to Inhabitants of

Durham,

good

Ferguson Bros.,

PERSONAL.

Capt. Charles Havner of Portland is visitThe members of Hillside Grange, East
ing his brother, Joseph L Havner of this
Thorndike, will treat themselves to a clam
city.
The following transfers iu real estate were stew next Wednesday evening.
Amos Clement is spending the week at
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds,
F. M. Poland has been elected and infor the week ending May 10, 1899: Herbert stalled as secretary of Union Harvest Seal Harbor in the interests of his hotel
Black, Searsport, to Annie M. Partridge, do; Grange, Centre Montville, to till the place business.
land in Searsport. Belle M. Gilkey.Islesboro, made vacant by the death of 0. A. Ramsay.
W. C. Marshall attended a meeting of the
to Edmund C. Frye, Camden; land in IslesWaldo Pomona Grange will hold their State Fair trustees in Lewiston Tuesday and
boro. A. B. Sparrow, Freedom, to C. V. next
meeting in Waldo at Silver Harvest Wednesday.

Rudder Station has been established at
Belfast, Walter J. Clifford captain, and the
Rudder Hag is displayed from the staff on

years

The Base Ball Season Opened.

Transfers in Real Estate.

Mr.

years.

neeting.

Stinson,

A

on a

Veterans

...

■

'•

Gilman lau uched the Jennette

The steam yachts Iilalette, Guinevere and
Orca have been put in the water.

Harry V.
sloop yacht

NUMBER 19.

The Waldo County Veterans Association
The first game of ball with an outside
Miss Sadie M. Wight ia visiting friends in
met at Ritchie Grange Hall, Waldo, Thurs- team to be
played in this city this season Boston.
day, May 4, 1899. It was a line day, and at was on the Congress street grounds SaturR. M. Carter ia confined to the house by
an early hour the veterans with their ladies
day afternoon between the Belfast Juniors illness,
were on hand.
After a social chat, with and the Castine Normals.
The visitors
Loren Fletcher is visiting his mother in
some
story-telling, Pres. Lorenzo Jones kept up their record of never being beaten Jackson.
called the meeting to order. The records of by winning the
game by a score of 16 to 14.
Mias Enna Cottrell arrived from Boaton
last meeting in Belfast were read and accept- It was an
interesting game and was well
Saturday.
ed. Comrades Higgins, Johnson and Rowe attended. The game was
Rev.
umpired by
were appointed a committee on time and
Frank T. Parker left Saturday for a visit
R. T. Capen. Following is the score:
in New York.
of
next
The
names of Carrie
place
BELFAST.
meeting
B. Stinson, Mrs. Nahum S.
AB. K. lB. TB. PC. A.
E. I
Mark Know 1 ton of East Northport arrived
Piper and John F.
5
Johnson, c.
0
2
1
1
6
11
S. Fernald were reported and accepted as
Berry, 1. f. 0
2
2
2
3
0
1
Tuesday from Boston.
honorary members. Dinner was then an- H. Patterson, 3b. 0 2 3 4 5 1 2
Miss Maude E. Mathews went to Boaton
McDonald, r. f. 5
3
]
1
1
1
nounced, and the meeting adjourned while Shute, m. f. 4 0 1 1 2 0 o1
yesterday for a short visit
the hoys repaired to the dining room to I B. Darby, s. s. 5
0
0
0
0
4
0
McLellan. 2d.5
1
1
1
0
l
Adomram Rigby of Mexico is visiting his
satisfy the inner man. The good sisters of Patterson, p. 6 1 1 1 0 23 0
niece, Mrs. F. S. Brick.
G. Darby, lb. 5
Waldo gave the veterans a splendid
3
3
7 10
0
0
repast.
Mrs. Geo. S. Mills and child are visiting
Then again comes the story telliug and a
40 14 13 18 27 11
0
at her old home in Calais.
smoke, after which the meeting was again
CASTINE.
called to order, and the following program
AB. K. lB. TB. PO. A. E.
Willis B. Fletcher arrived home Saturday
Reynolds, lb. 0 3
3
5 10
0
0
given: Music by Ethel Staples; prayer, C. Dixon, 2b. 0
from a visit in Lowell, Mass.
4
3
9
2
2
0
O Fern aid ; address of welcome, J. G. Hard- Porter, c.
0
2
2
2 10
2
1
Dustin Cunningham of Natick, Mass
2
4
1
McKennon, 3b. 0
7
1
1
ing; response, Dr. A. J. Billings; commit- Kellar, l.f..0 0 2 2 0 o u is visiting relatives in Belfast.
Far well, r. f. 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
tee on time and place of next
meeting re- Simmons,
m. 1'. 4
Mrs. F. C. Pendleton returned last Satur2
1
1
1
1
0
ported time Thursday, June 1st, place to be Perkins, s. ..5 1 1 1 1 0 2
day from a visit to New York.
3
0
3
0
2
5
0
Upton,
p.
reported later, which was accepted; rec.,
Mrs. E. J. Morrison returned home SaturInez Hadley; remarks by J. O. Johnson;
48 lt> 17 27 27 10
0
2 base hits, Belfast, 3; Castine, 4. 3 base hits, day from a short visit in Boston.
music, Emily Gilbert; remarks by Edward
Belfast, 2; Castine, 3. Bases on balls, Belfast, 3 ;
Mr. and Mrs A. C. Burgess returned TuesEvans; rec., Carrie B. Stinson; remarks, Castine,
2. Struck out, by Upton. 9; by PatterJohn H. Gordon; rec., Ethel Staples; re- son, 5. Left on bases, Belfast, 8; Castine, 0.
day from a short visit in Boston.
The visitors came by a special trip of the
marks, Joseph Ellis; rec., J. H. Ci 1 ley ; reJordan Smith is in Castine, where he has
marks by Comrades Clifford, Stinson, Joues str. Silver Star and returned by her in the
employment on the steam yacht Princess.
and Mrs. Piper and Mrs. Griffin. A vote of evening
About one hundred came on the
Mrs. John Mace of Brunswick is visiting
thanks was given the people of Waldo for steamer and a party of five came over in a
her daughter, Mrs. Ambrose J. Morrison.
their hospitalities. It was one of our pleasant- catboat.
The three Misses Friend of Sedgwick spent
est meetings and will long be remembered
News of the Oranges.
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Mayo.
A.
by the veterans.
Sec.

Baltimore on both northward
W. A. Kimball launched his new knockand southward lines. During the war of the about
the first of the week. S .0 is 22 1-2
Rebellion he was in the transport service feet over
!
all, 14 feet water line, 7- feet, 8
for the U
S. government, in command of inches
wide,and draws 5 1 2 feet with centredifferent steamers. When advancing years
board down. She has been named Irene.
warned him to leave the ocean and seek a :
The yachtsmen all agree in saying that
less arduous business he entered the
employ the coming season will be the best in recent
of J. W. Frederick & Co., of this city, and years. Many who had forsaken the sport to
remained with them many years. He was become devotees of the bicycle are returnsatisfied there is no manner of relaxaa
quiet, unassuming man, strictly honest, | ing,
tion to compare with the old-time one of a
and a professing Christian.
He was very “life on the ocean wave.” [Boston Globe.
conscientious in obeying orders of his supeA noticeable addition to the Kennebec
rior officers or
employers, and exacted strict Yacht Club fleet the coming season will be
the
handsome sloop yacht Empress owned
obedience and discipline from those under
Mr. r. S. Sawyer, who recently moved to
his command. His neighbors all honored by
this city.
The yacht irrived in the river
and respected him, and his business acMr. Sawyer left
this week from iiocklaud.
White Head, off Rockland, at 7 10 a. in. and
quaintances everywhere relied upon his
with a two reef breeze reached the mouth of
wunl on all occasions.
His wife, formerly
the river at noon. The yacht is twentyElizabeth Snell of Belfast, has been dead eight feet in length. [Bath Times.

but also in Boston where he was employed. He leaves a wife, father and mother,
Mrs. Alice Lancaster, win* recently ar- brothers and sisters ami numerous friends
j
rived at Addison from China, had a sad i
to mourn, their
ss.
His funeral, at the
tale to relate concerning her voyage, j
home of his pare ms in Troy, May 3d, was
Last September slit- sailed from New Voik
by acquaintances and
for Shanghai with her husband, Capt. : largely attended
Henry Lancaster, in tlie bark Sachin. friends. Rev. F S. DollilY officiated.
While on the passage her husband, who j
had been a victim of Plight's disease for j
The children in our public schools were
some time, began to tail and continued to j
greatly pained Tuesday morning to learn of
such
until
his
condition
was
worse
grow
j
that it was considered advisable to change ; the sudden death of one of their number,
Miss Marion L>. \\ hitney. She was in school
tlie ship’s course and make for Hong Kong,
or. clubs,the Hawley quarwith the hope of securing medical aid in last Thursday, apparently in good health,
us ol fifty voices under the
season
to save his life.
On Feb. 14.
but remained out Friday.
She was not
lines
C. Coombs.
Some j
however, when within four days’ sail of considered seriously ill, and Sunday she
recited work was done by j
port, lie died and the next day his body was out- of doors a little.
Monday she was
the Hlee and Mandolin was committed to the sea, and on Mrs.
j
■ •d to
advantage in several Lancaster and the second officer devolved taken very ill and her father, who was in
urge sum was netted from ; the task of
preparing the remains for Boston, was sent for. She passed away
nt.l'he board ot man- burial.
Mrs. Lancaster states that during early Tuesday morning. She was a smart,
rtland Board of Trade held the last stages of her husband’s sickness
intelligent and lovable child, and her
eting. May t>th. President his suffering became so intense that his parents, Arthur C and
Mary H. Whitney,
ile. read a letter from the hair
to
She
white
in
one
night.
changed
and the little brothers aud sisters, have the
the navy which
leaves also states that the conduct of the first
of all.
The funeral will be held
ot that the North Atlantic officer after her husband was
obliged to sympathy
afternoon at 2 o’clock. Rev.
visit Portland during the
keep his stateroom was brutal in the this, Thursday,
;d'!.v in August.Among extreme. Mis. Lancaster is the daughter G E. Edgett will officiate.
leal publications from the of
Capt. \V. S. Nickels, of Addison, who
;m
of Thompson cV Co.,
Kev. Charles Fox Penny, D. D., a widely
upon the receipt of the news of the death
e-rs ->f Boston, special menof his son-in-law left for San Francisco, known Free
Baptist clergyman, died in
made by the Boston press where he embarked on the steamer
City Augusta May 7th, aged 67 years. He was
Rocks
and
Gray
Grayer of Peking for Shanghai to bring the vesborn m New
where he re-•‘d hv Miss Kate Vanuah, sel
home, she having sailed from Hong mained until Gloucester, Me.,
Me.
The title page is
nearly twenty years of age,
Kong in command of the first officer and
motive, having a line sea a pilot.
when he fitted for college and later graduatmusic is specially adapted
ed in the class with Speaker Reed in 1860,
The great height of the
.Secret Societies.
After a course in
from Bowdoin College.
iiobseot river is proving a
the divinity school in New Hampton he took
bl branches of the lumber
in
Augusta, which he retained
At a recent meeting of Canton Halifax, the pastorate
ivei is So high that it has
L eaving Augusta .he accepted a
24 years.
A. Iviiowlton of Fairfield
Dr.
F.
Waterville,
call from Oakland, Calif., where he reessary to hang up all the
as the
booms would not was installed as captain.
mained three years. For a short time he
in Auburn and then for two years
'-tin of any more logs with the
District Deputy Grand Master Workman preached
he officiated in Augusta. Four years
'■ning as swiftly as it does at | C. H. Dill of Augusta will make an official more
were passed in Auburn and then he gave
-ports from the Kennebec
visit to Enterprise lodge, A. U U. W., this,
up active work on account of ill health and
rivers say that the water is
He received the degree
moved to Augusta.
11th.
evening,
May
Thursday,
and
there,
usly high pitch
of doctor of divinity lrom Bates college in
-'.oi lias overflowed its banks
Mrs. Penny
He was twice married.
1884.
The Grand Comuiandry of Knights Tem.The total shipment of
and three children survive him.
assembled in Portland at 2 p m., May
plar
■'ll Portland during the Eug4th. Hun. Frank E. Si eeper of Sabattus,
was
P season just closed
Thomas H. Parker, one of Bucksport’s
grand commander, presided. All thel9coman increase of 1808 over the
oldest and most respected citizens, died sudear ago.
The American por- manderieswere represented ami 12 past grand
4-407 cattle, 1029 sheep and commanders were present. The address of denly of heart disease May 7th, aged about 71
The deceased leaves a wife, three
The ice is now fully out of the grand commander and the reports of the
years
ike, and the steamer Katah- other grand officers indicate an active and sons and three daughters. The children are:
liiht trip from Greenville to
flourishing condition of the order in Maine. Walter Parker of Ellsworth ; Manley Parker
lay. Several fishermen, in- The
of Barre,
following grand officers were elected: of Medway, Mass.: Thomas Parker
o'.\ »f New York sportsmen
Vt.; Mrs. Alpheus Abbott of Barre, Vt.;
Bangor men, arrived at the Grand commander, Herbert Harris, East Miss Sarah Parker of Boston, and Miss
.In the case of George Machias; deputy grand commander, Albert Florence Parker of Bucksport. Mr. Parker
trial for the past three days M. Spear, Gradiner; grand generalissimo, w as one of the oldest ship carpenters in
that trade all
ircuit court in Portland for a Clayton J. Farrington, Lewiston; grand Bucksport, having followed
his life, aud he was one of the best known
hand by the use of the U. S.
captain general, Gilman P. Lombard, Bel- rnt n along the river.
■injection with the Fairfield fast; grand senior warden, Frederick W.
'lie jury May Cth returned a
Plaisted, Augusta; grand junior warden,
Mrs. Caroline E. Dow of China, the proThere are several other Frederick C. Thayer, Waterville; grand prelate, Ed ward Howard Vose, Calais; grand
based on the same general
prietor of the Lake House, is dead. She
Leander
W.
treasurer,
Fohes, Portland; had been sick about a week with pneumonia.
nee has not yet been imposed,
recorder, Stephen Berry, Portland.
oder of the United Friends of grand
The Grand Commaudery then adjourned to She was one of the most successful women
more.
By vote of the grand supper in the banquet hall. At 7 30 o’clock, hotel proprietors in this section of the State.
"l at the end of the meeting
the session was resumed.
The report on re- Her husband died 25 years ago, leaving her
the hotel on her hands. So successfulBangor it was decided to pass turns showed 19 comm anderies, 3333 mem- with
the house that it has a
bers
and
152
The
•mce as a fraternity. The memknighted.
grand officers ly did she managethis
section and especially
name all through
were installed by Jos
A. Locke, grand jun"f course, lost their investthe
Masons,
many of whom used to
among
ior w'arden
of the Grand
Encampment,
on
account
of
order, though
United States, the following appointments go there for the dinners served. She has
of tlie insurance the sums are
who live in the West.
being made: Grand standard bearer, Newell several daughters
It is not understood that W.
Brainerd, Skowhegan; grand sword Her age was 74 years
any dividend to rne noioers bearer, George C. Purington, Farmington;
iMHr-ates.Miss
Mary S. Snow, grand warder, George A. Gorham, Houlton;
News of the death in Brooks of Azel E.
1
ndent of Bangor schools, will go grand captain of guard, Warren O. Carney,
Houghton, late of Brooks, formerly of Weld,
to-day, to preside Friday at Portland.
has been received in Augusta by relatives.
''"!l annual
meeting of the New
“|d
Mr Houghton married Miss Hawes, the sisAssociation of School Superin- The Growing Scarcity of Lobsters.
ter of George F. Hawes of Augusta.
Before
’!l,si of which organization she is
his removal to Brooks Mr. Houghton was
who 20 years ago used to
A
W.
Murch, a oftenfishermen,
in
men
the
town
of
of
one
the
of
one
out
leading
lobsters
fc'iv
18
Weld,
trap, lately
get
ij;,.’1 1 armel, Maine,and a graduate of only secured 16 Johns out of 45 traps. Fish- having served on the board of selectmen for
assismade
of
has
been
the
the
17 years, including
Civil
period
j.. °Bege, 1883,
ermen generally agree that lobsters are
War, and as town treasurer for a number of
of {.-"'"Ferlntendent of the public schools growing more scarce each year and that the
D. C.,at a salary of $3,000 only salvation of the lobsters is to prevent years, and in his capacity of justice of peace
a
,Ie will assume his duties on tbe exportation of them to other States. he had performed 77 marriages and conJuly
ducted 160 funerals.
[Kennebec Journah
[Bath Independent.
■
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Capt. H.
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Baltimore for which he sailed many
His experience as a shipmaster in-

chant service.

■
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Capt. John Moore died at bis home on
Court street in this city, Sunday afternoon,
May 7tli, after a long illness. He was born
in Prospect, near the present site of Fort
Knox, May 4, 1813, and came to Belfast
when a young man.
He early began following the sea, and became connected with

Journal Pub. Co.
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Tl-_BELFAST,

Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Locke have received
the following notice of a marriage: “Mr
and Mrs. L. G. C ombs announce the marriage of their daughter, Lauriette Estelle,to
Mr. Samuel Alexander Parnall, Thursday,
At home
April 27, LSOO. Globe. Arizona.
Thursdays uJune.
An elaborate banquet and reception was
tendered to the newly elected United States
James P.
Senator from Florida, Hon.
Taliaferro, ar the Leon Hotel in Tallahassee,
Over 700 people were present,
May 3d.
There was u«* speech making, and the affair
from a social standpoint was one of the most
brilliant ever given at Florida's State capi
tal.

We met

on the street last Saturday Dr.
Rich of Brooks, who as traveling man
for a fertilizer coiupauy has set a pace that
the “boys’’ find it hard to keep up with.
Since last August I)r. Rich lias practically

A. W.

covered all of Maine and done business to
the amount of $25,000. He travels with his
team, a single horse, but uses the railroads when be can do so to advantage.

own

James Stewart is visiting his brother,
John N. Stewart of this city. In early life he
worked in Belfast and Bangor as a house
carpenter, but went West 34 years ago,
since which time he has lived in Ohio,
Montana, Florida and other States, and
since the close of the Spanish war has been
on government work in Havana. He thinks
that when Yankee enterprise gets fully
established Cuba will be the garden of the
world.

Letter from Dawson City.
Profitless Prospecting in Alaska. What a
boy writes to Friends at Home
Dawson City, March 20, 1899. As

Kansas

Good
BlOOd!

you will see by the heading of this we are
once more in Dawson City. VVe came out
to Fort Cudaho in February for a short
rest after a
long and hard winter of fruitless

and have arrived

adventures,

the

at

conclusion that the way of the prospector
is hard.
We prospected and worked hard
winter and got nothing.
Cudaho we received several
all

first since

Young People’s
The

Christian

spring meeting
Young F*■*<■.pie's

Maine

of

Union.

the

this

city Thursday, May

The forenoon session

Central

Clnistian Uni<*u

held in the Uni versa list

was

j

church in

4ih.
was

a

devotional

meeting, the subject of which was “What
does it mean to you to be a Universalist ?''
After

the

openiug voluntary,

the meeting,

she read

a

several

portion of

tin- eighth chapter of Homans and oll'cicd
pi *vei\ alter which sin* spoke bnelly on
tin* subject of the meeting.
In substance
she

said,

it

means a

Universalist.
narrow

One

vast

deal to be

a

true

!

lay aside ali

must

views and take the broadest view-

id life.

When

father of all

we

realize that Hod is the

of necessity look
ll life in its broadest sense.
Believi;
ing that we are living for eternity we shall
•:va*

Be

nobly.

woven

The
v

u

*1"

we

must

The lessons of

into

hymn

our

our

faith must

lives.

‘-Forward

be

our

Watch-

sung.
uther remarks

A

was

on the subject were
Miss A. A. Hicks, Belfast; II. S.
Watei vide: Mrs. K. 1*. Alexander,

by

-;i.Mi** Cleaves of Watei vilie; Mrs.
Ueigliton, Fkowhegan; C. J.
U:
Haiioweil and Mrs. A. F Peterson. Belfast.
1 he sessoui closed at \'l o'clock with
hi*'
virtu, “Press on. ye suns oi light.“
: ie after!.;'on session was
opened at ’i
>ck in the audience room of the
■i pch.
The ; lii'ii and its surroundings
weie very
pu-ttily decorated, ihe wank
he., g de>igu< d and superintended
by Miss
F la.
Bai:.
A broad festoon >•!
blue
was
gai:;*-*
suspended across the top of
tin- aicove at the rear of the pulpit, and
"u
were the white letters “V. P. c. U.”
The pulpit and a small table at the front
were artistii ally draped in blue and
white,
th< official colors of the V. P. (’. U.
A
handsome agapanthus in full bloom stood
on the table and a
flowering maple beside
•h
altar.
A lew otbei potted plants
tdded to the general effect.
'Ihe afternoon session opened with au
pan \oluntary by Miss Carrie Kingsbury The meeting was call, d to older by
..i Blake, set n tary of the association, and
h*\. Leu. F
Leighton was chosen chairman pro tem.
Mrs. A. A. Mintli of Belfast read a brief
and hearty address of welcome.
After
expressing F-i herself and the Belfast
Anion their pleasure iu meeting the delegates from the sister Unions, sl> spoke
on some of the phases of the wou of the
“Onward” is the watchorganization.
word, and “Christ and IJis work,” the
rnotto of the V P. (
U. We are humble
instruments in II > hands for the upbuilding "t His kingdom, and we must work
with out best efforts to that end.
'i he chairman made a biief and feeling
i*.
; !'U>e, ami Mrs. O. S. Haskell of Piir>:i«1 ollowed,
She stated that she f.-und
ie s! hear'y welcome and
geiieieiis hos
'• p
i
y '.ii Bellas:, and exj ressed the aj>im*»u <«i the delegate.* hi the maunei
l re
in w .I ,! iiey vt-re being eiCerlaine*!. 'j'Jie
vL im s* ..t the Union i**i
good to its
membeis and all who come within its, in1
:. '<■ was spoken of
briefly.
A paper on “The benefits to be derived
ip m attending the National
Convention,”
was
read by Mrs Leighton.
She compare*: tin- love that a true American has
L : hi* country to the love of a true Uni
o-i* tos: for the church. She
spoke of the
nspbation t. be gathered at the conventions, in listening to the winds of the great
ea.icis <»i
thought, and also >f the good
tb p follows ;<> others if those who attend
niake the best use of their privileges.
'» general discussion
followed, in which all
'i "k-* favorably of the advantages of attending the coming National Convention
in Lynn this year.
Mrs. A. F. Peterson
.spoke from experience of the hospitality
of the Lynn people and of the welcome
*he felt sure would be given the visitors
~>y the Unionists of that city.
-v
paper on ••consecration
by A. t.
Petei *on was read by Rev. A. A. Smith,
lie defined consecration as giving one’s
whole soul to a work.
To be consecrated
to God one must be constantly on the

watch,

not

only

to

guard against tempta-

tion* blit to look for opportunities for
work.
We should ask ourselves, not
‘How did I work yesterday?” but “How
shall I work today?”
Mrs. E. P. Frost sang as a soprano solo,
‘Grass and Roses.”
The paper by Harry S. Yose of Wateiville on “Why wear the white and blu^?’’
vas interesting and full of good points.
The National Convention adopted the
colors white and blue in l^lM, and they
have since been worn as the colors of the
Two questions were considered:
Union.
Why wear colors? and why the white
and blue as those colors?
It is the
iashi<»u to wear colors and emblems to
designate members of various societies.
t<> sociability and enthusiasm for
It tent
the work of the society, w hatever it may
be.
The colors, our white and blue,
were not chosen merely to please the eye;
they have a deeper significance, the white
symbolizing purity and the blue truth,
the two cardinal virtues of the Y. P.
The two ideas are inclusive and
C. U.
inseparable. The question was interestingly discussed along these lines by Miss
Hicks, Mrs. Alexander, Rev. A. A. Smith,
Mrs. Haskell,
J. W. Knowlton, Mrs.
Sarah E. Pierce, Mr. Leighton.
The writer of the next paper on the
program, Miss Saidee L. Burnham of
Hallowed, was absent, and the question
“The Y. P. C. U.” was opened for general discussion.
Messrs. Leighton, Smith
and Vose, Mrs. Alexander and Mrs. Peterson
spoke briefly on various phases of
The word
the Union and its work.
*
‘Young” in the name of the organization does not of necessity mean young in
years, but young of heart, earnest workfor the cause.
ers
The other terms
“Christian Union”—define themselves as
a union of workers for the cause of Christ.
Mrs. Mabel Webber sang, as a soprano
solo, “Not a sparrow falls.”
Mrs. Alexander read “If we only understood,” after which the business of the
After reading the
convention opened.
records and other routine business a vote
was passed expressing the appreciation of
the Association for the valuable work of
Rev. Geo. E, Leighton and wife, who are
-'

from Skowhegau to Portsmouth. X. H., and expressing the best
wishes for their future.
A vote of thanks
was also passed to Belfast Union for enand
tertainmeut
courtesies.
An invitation was received and accepted that the
next meeting be held iu Oakland.
The evening session opened at 7.30
o'clock with a praise service led by Mrs.
Leighton, Rev. A. A. Smith offering the
soon

to

move

opening prayer.
A quartet

h\iuus were sung by the congregation.
Mrs. L. W. t....ns ,.f Pittstield was leader
of

BEL EAST

composed of Mrs. Webber,
Miss Skay, Mr. Ellis and Mr. Pitcher,
sang “The Homeligbt,11 by Macy.
Mr. Smith read James 1:13 27, and
offered prayer.
Mrs. Webber again sang, by request,
“Not a sparrow falls.’’
The address of the evening was by ltev.
As; M. Bradley of Winthrop, on “What
re you aiming at?” After brief introductory remarks, in which the speaker said
he was baptized in a city on the Pacific
Coast and was given the hand of fellowship as a minister of the Gospel by a
former Belfast pastor, he began his address by referring to the old statement
that in war it takes the weight of a man
in bullets to kill him.
So, under existing methods in Christian work it takes the
full weight of a sin, in Christian effort, to
kill one sin.
There is a fault in being too
optimistic. We should be able to see our
mistakes and difficulties that beset us as
well as our successes and the hopeful features 'I the work.
If we are making mistakes we should know it, and strive to coiled term.
:successes never come by accident. As we look back at the work of our
hnefathers we ask, “What were they aiming af.'“ (‘ui children and grandchildren
will doubtless ask the >ame question as
they review our work. We cannot expect
to let,,im the world in a century nor the
church n
h-ca !c. In ten years the Y. P.
C. I
has worked wonders.
But have we !
been aiming to tit
ur members for the i
church or to bring many members into the
Union.
We must aim at what we want to
hit and shoo! to kill.
The advice given
by Putnam to his men to wait until they i
could see the w hites of the enemy’s eyes,
and then shoot, at their belts, was good !
advive.
.shoot at short range and shoot j
to kill.
The heart is a better target than
j
the head in Christian as well as in carnal
|
arfaie.
A great deal of preaching and
the talk of the laymen goes over the
heads or around the sides of those -it
whom it is aimed.
If we would interest!
•i man we must talk about what he underj
stands.
Get near him, load with person- I
al experience, and aim at his heart.
Mr. and Mrs. E.S. Pitcher sang as a con- !
tralto and bass duett, “Twilight’’ by Nevin, and the meeting closed with the i
benediction by Mr. Bradley.

\

j

LOUISVILLE.
For .«nlo by nil

or

Maine.

Duiing tlie first four months of 1899
the libraiy of the University of Maine
has had (579 volumes added to it, by purchase and gift.
The catalogue of Columbia University,
V askiiigton, for 1898-99 contains the
names of three Uuiversity of Maine men
among its faculty: Arthur M
Farrington, ’70, professor of obstetrics and
F.
Damson .Scribner,
zoutcliuic*;
’73,
pi d'essui of botany; George P. Merrill,
'7'.' profVssoi of geology and mineralogy.
8o fat as is known the first
public exhibition of wireless telegraphy given in
the .State of Maine was that of Prof. J. S.
8tevcns at the University of Maine, in a
lecture before the Athene club of llangor,
on Fast Day.
The oscillations required
in the experiments are produced
by
means of a ten-inch SplitdoilY induction
coil recently purchased by the university.
One of the requirements for a degree in
the courses in engineering and in chemistry at the University of Maine is the
preparation of a thesis which shall represent professional work of a chat actor
that the graduate is likely to have presented to him in his professional work
aftei graduation.
These theses are now
required to be type-written and bound,
and are deposited for reference in the
university library. At present the members of the civil engineering section are
Bert Whitaker Flint,
at work as follows:
Bangor, and Allen Whitmore Stephens,
Old Town, Cement Tests; Frank Lotlirop
Batcbelder, Machias, and Alson Edwin
Boynton. Aina, Bridge Designs: Wallace
Edward Belcher, Plymouth, Mass., and
Charles Comfort Whittier, Skowhegan,
Water Supply for Caribou; George Collins, Athol, Mass., and Win. Augustine
Murray, Pittsfield, Sewerage System for
Orono.

Yachting
This is the

by Capt.
Sailing,'*

taking

1

evening, and is
and

Creek,

and

We have

wagon is

and

This is

location,

the world.

Chapter

j

be-

when

1st deals

with yacht racing as a sport, and the 12th
and concluding chapter contains “final
hints to those who want to sail their own
The intervening chapters cover
about all the facts and phases of yachting.

craft.”

The book

is

profusely illustrated,

con-

taining fine half-tones of many famous

yachts, and merits a place in every yachtsman’s library.
It is published by the
Outing Publishing Co., New York.
organization known as the
club, composed of summer visitors to Camden, is now being organized aud
has bought the whole summit of Mt. Battie,
Camden.

An

Mt. Battie

where a fine clubhouse will be erected. The
deal includes the purchase of land located
at an elevation of 132 feet and commanding
one of the finest views on the Maine coast.
A winding road has been built to the top of
the mountain. The plans comprehend the
erection of a bouse 60 by 40 feet with a piazza
A captain’s walk will suron three sides.
mount the roof. Work will begin on this
structure in a few weeks, and before the
end of this season it will be well along to
l

completion.

and

for several

the harvest time

months, including

“owns the earth” here.

lie is

said

have

to

low

are

here.

Maine

good enough

is

of about 5,000

town

pretty place.

very

a

rigs and

one

for

freeze

bit,

a

of

acre

thousand

nothing but to feed sheep
hardly that.

It lias

good load

California has

a

beautiful

work

and

This is

people

all

enjoying

Forty
hope

I

road is open now.
We shall have

I

ing
of

on,

as

there

plenty

is like

meat

will

is

finished,
have

never

and

1

haul

to

a

losing

faith in

If

prospecting.

gambling,

there

are

one

long

Prospecting

you may win sometimes,
wins thousands fail, and

times between

I

winnings.

would not advise any one to come to this
country at the present time, as a great

We

part of it is yet undeveloped and there is
work, and prospecting is too uncertain for a man of limited capital.

little

Our health has been
here.

hear that

fishing

and

could find anything it would not be
bad; but when five thousand men

but
of

I

but while

good

We have met with
no

more

a

since

few

being
accidents,

than at home.

We have

gone through hardships ami privations and
not made a cent.
I am now willing to

from

lots of streams along
I
here, and through the mountains.
tried my luck in the creek here yesterday but nary a bite did I get.

now

here this winter. Moose

looks rather hard for them.

our

as we

days

4

or

Game has been killed

prospect all winter and find nothing, it

in-

intended to go,
changed
route and will go farther up north before
crossing, then take the Pitt river route
for Alturas, Cal.,

for 3

gently

are

stop my foolishness and take what is in

sight

and

fond of

let

the

new

comers

take their

adventures

who

are

turn at'

will say to all those that are followin The Journal that there are four

prospecting; and perhaps they may be

H.

hardships and privations we are
healthy and have grown fat. My weight
is now7 184,[while Charles’ is 187, with hair
nearly two feet long.

us—It.

Luther and wife and C.

Luther and wife—that we are all well and
happy, and that some of .us are much
better in health than when we started on
this voyage.
vVe are about half way to our home in
Oregon now, but will reach the other side
in due time.
Good luck to all.
C. II. Luther.

1

Bears the

Signature

of

/'GUC&Qt

A leading characteristic of The Forum
during the thirteen years of its existence
has been its impartial discussion of questions of the day. The May
number
admirably illustrates this feature by tbe

presentation of two articles on the Trust
Problem.
Aldace F. Walker, formerly an
Interstate Commerce Commissioner, and
now chairman of the Atchison,
Topeka,
and Santa Fe Railway Company writes on
“Anti Trust Legislation;” and Wilhelm
Berdrow, the eminent German economist,
discourses on “Trusts in Europe.” Tbe
temperate tone of these papers is excellent; and they form a valuable contribution to the discussion of this burning
question.

were.

With all

Willie Goodwin.
The America’s Cup Contest.

|

New York, May 3.
According to the
plan of the New York yacht club, a race
between the new Columbia and the Defender will be sailed July 1st.
The result of this race will practically
decide which of the two crack vessels
shall defend the America’s cup against
the Shamrock.
To the winner of this
race the club will award a cup valued at

$250.

I

The course is to be 15 miles to windward or leeward and return from Sandy
Hook.
October 3d is the date set down on the
program for the first of the international
races.
That is the date arranged by the
club with the Royal Ulster Yacht Club.
It is thought probable, however, that an
earlier date may be fixed for the r ice.

To Cure
To Cure
To Cure

in One

Day
a Cold in One Day
Sore Throat in One Day
Hoarseness in One Day

To Cure a

Cough

Lung Healer, 25c
If it fails to cure, your
money will be refunded. A. A. Howes
Sc Co.
Take

Cleveland’s

Trial size free.
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will

get them from the White
Tailors. They use only the best
of material, made up by expert tailors,
which insures for the clothes dura
BILITY STYLE and COOD FIT.
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ami get

your

SclotKei fit.

33, 33, 37 Front St., Belfast, Me
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White Lead,
Mixed Paints,
Old Linseed Oil.
*

*

MACNITE

WATERPROOF

*

*

*

Meats, Poultry, Vegeta:
PORh
NEW YORK, RO(KLAM) ami BANGOR LINK.

PAINT,

MIXED WITH COLD WATER.

This line will be opened again <n Wednesday
March 2 when a steamer will '•ail from Tier
d, North River, foot of Rector St.. New York, h
Rockland, Camden, Belfast, and Bucksport, wbi< h
is the winter terminal of the line.
AH freight
delivered in Bangor.
R* gular service will be
maintained hereafter, further notice of which
will be duly given in this spar*. All competing
rates

promptly met
tjri M B'Y, Eastern Agent.
22 Broad St Bangor. Me
N. L. NENVCOMB, General .Manager.
A. 1). SMITH, Geneial F reigbt A gent,
5-11 Broadway. New York City

H. C.

PETROL,

Ceilings.

A. A. HOWES & CO.
Receiver’s Sale.
hereby given that a license has been
given to me by the Supreme Judicial Court, authorizing and empowering me, as receiver, in the
case of EDGAR F. HANSON et als., against the
CREAM IT '.FISHING Co., to sell at public auction the following described property belonging
to the Cream lhtblishing Co., to wit: advertising
space, stock, amount uue on subscription list,
pictures, electrotypes, ink, wrappers, mailing
tubes, cans, oil, claims against the Belfast Novelty Co., J. J. Lane and New York Special Agency,
pictures out of town ami personal accounts. In
accordance with said license, I shall sell at pubNotice is

EAMES, M.D, D.D.S,

The Nose and Throat.

II'

>

>| \i;i;

Howes’ Block, Hiirh St..
Corner M

tin*

W..M"

...

Cot.nfv

co partners under tin* firm name and style
of Browning. King A Co. a certain piece or par
cel of land si mated within the town of
Job. i<>,
in flic County of Waldo and Slate id Maine, to
wit The island situated in IVnnl-- -t Bay a; d lietwee n Saturday Cove, so-called, in Northport, ami
Seal Ha rum in said Islesboro. and known a< Flat
Island
being the same premises winch Lewis \
Knowlton and Elizabeth E. Knowlton, lus wife, l.\
deed bearing date the fifth day of December, A.
1» 1887, recorded in the Registry
.i Deed- for
the said County of Waldo, in Book 217. Cage
441), granted and conveyed unto the said Warren
A. Reed in fee; and whereas, the condition
J
this mortgage has been broken, now thetefore, by
reason of the breach of the condition thereof, we
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Hated this 1‘dth day of April. A. 1>. 18‘jh.
Witness, C. E. Thoknall.
U
<
BROWNING,
JOHN SCOTT BROWNING,
E. W. DEWEY,
3wl7
Browning, King A Co.,

We shall pav 1

the

20c. for Crete

*■

L>.

a'

May,

un*r

make

a

pound of

buffer, delivered
in Belfast.

at

<

EMERSON CRt
Notice of Foreclose
1¥7H EKE A S, HENRY t>. BROW n
V?
the County of \\ abm an-. S
his mortgage deed (consisting ot
auce appearing on its face to Inseparate instrument of defeu-.i
the same time, and as part ot
tion), dated the thirteenth da>
1>. 1897, and recorded in \\
Deeds, Hook 257, Page 308. con
undersigned, a certain lot or t
the buildings thereon, situated in <
County of Waldo, and hounded an
follows, to wit: Bounded on tin- so
George Bird; on the west 1>\ I •'
called; on the north by land-d !!
and on the east by the road leadiu
to Northport, known as Northpof
narcel id land being seventeen
N’orthp >rt avenue, and of uniform u
to Little River, containing tweut>
less, excepting so much of said lai
taken by the Belfast Water Com pa'
as, the condition of said moitp.u
broken, now therefore, by reason ot
the condition thereof, 1 claim a fort
11

1

1

Fine farm in Northport, two miles from Camp
Ground, 135 acres land, nice buildings, large
orchards, 350 bids, apples last year. Good soil,
never failing water. Will be sold very low and on
easy terms.

40tf
M. <J.

HILL,

39 Miller St., Belfast.

Street

(Near Corner of Fairfield Street)
MASS.
Hours, 12 to 2. Others hours
by appointment only.
October, 1898—ly 46

BOSTON,

IN

FOGG.

■

lS'.H). and recordci in

Register of Deeds, Book 24'.. Cages 28s and 2S‘d.
conveyed to the uudersig n*d. U (' Bi.>\\iiing,
John Scott Browning and E W D«*w*-y "f iln-t ny
and State ot New York, and one Henry W
King,
laic of the City of Chic
: I'.lu «»i".
an I Siatinow deceased, whom the
ndersignrd survive. I .r-

lic auction all said property at the Court House in
Belfast, in the County of Waldo, on the 18tli day
of May next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon.
Dated at Belfast, Me., April 24, 1899.
3wl7
F. 1. WILSON, Receiver.

No. 949 Newbury

JOHN A.

Foreclosure Notice.

>

GEO. F.

AM) ALL KIM1
GAMK

T HEKEAS, WARREN A REF. 1) of tin City of
I’hiladelphia and Slate of Fciinsy 1\ama. by
bis mortgage deed dat-.-d tin* tenth day ! I nc,
A. 1>.

For Walls and

LAIU),
HAM,

F. 1*. M lI.SON. Belfast, Agent, Lewis Wliart

tf"»E CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

For Infants and Children.
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The Kind You Have

successful than

more

us

am

Kitted up with Dunlap rires.
Hi«»l»
how Prices.
Kully (guaranteed.
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man, and it is the hardest
The weather goes by
did.

mile Post

am

one

trip very much.
a country and its

have

a

sled any more.
I shall have hauled a
sled over 800 miles when we get back to
Dawson City, with a load of 200 pounds.

our

we

making

is worth 30 cts. per pound aaid has nearly
driven beef out of the market.
1 hunted
three days and got a caribou.
Our trip to

the mountains now, and find
there is snow on the road over which we
so

of stuff

■_*<.

OKI E«v NOVELTIES

Crescent

a

snows

mercilessly

near

are

ever

Then it

so

the way to see
and know what it is worth.

I

for

gets colder again.

deed, and it has more of that than anything else that can be counted upon.
are

through

it clouds up and grows warmer rapidly
until it gets in the neighborhood of zero.

good for
cattle, and

climate,

burst

speiis; growing colder eaen (lay until tlie
mercury reaches 40 or 50 below zero; then

are
or

eucounters

oue

waters

it with 200 lbs.

over

land iu California
that

and

over

j

j
j

A CHOICE SELECTION,

Swan £ Sibley So.

a

time. Snow falls to the depth of 4 feet,
and is as dry as sand.
We haul our sleds

little sheep feed for about t> or 8
There are many sheep
weeks in the year.
over the plains now, that in a few weeks
will be run back into the mountains.
For

good

entirely

SEN

j
S _'*

Ladies' Sash and Collar Burl
8

...TIIE...

person must use care and
for all that.
Many have

a

j
J

JUST ARRIV

a

night.

I

l(

SPRIVi AND SDDIEf STYLES,

Then you must change your foot gear or
your feet would be frozen in ten minutes

a

every real
there are

was

the ice and you are compelled to walk in
water G to S inches deep for half a mile.

line black soil in this

some

bed at

places where the

popula-

bicyclists

Address. Dli. J. C. AYER.
Lowell, Mass.

woolen out-

lost limbs and lives in the last winter. Oue
of the woist features is that the river and
creeks that run so rapidly that they do not

and 1 think California the poorest place 1
know of for a poor man or the laboring
a

|

good judgment,

for the laborer

a

Doctors.
the exclusive services of

our

have

i>f the most eminent physic: ms in
the Uni tea fjrat'-s.
Write free, y ail the
particulars in your case.

and have not suffered any inconbeyond a frost bitten nose or

cheek; but

or poor man, and my advice to the
young
men of that section is
to leave California

1 have traveled about quite

a

mackinaw coat and

a

a warm

zero

New

or

We

fr“A complete line of

John W. Jones,!

veniences

the last election, on the Prohibition
ticket; but of course, Gage, the Republican candidate, was elected.

Wages
Englaud

underclothes,

We have five
fur rug, a tarpaulin
under us and one over us.
We traveled
and camped iu a tent in weather GO below

at

We

the coldest weather

12-pound blankets,

over
25,000 acres, his
away back into the mounHe ran for governor of this State

or

running

torffo to

V

.•

ham

All

pants, a
common cap, one pair of socks, one pair
of Germ an socks and moccasins, and one
The main thing is to
pair of mittens.

control

own

land

shirt,
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and flowers bloom-

here this winter.

worn
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wore

we

will last
the

gold

Juvenile \v heels.
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You will be more rapidly cured
if you will take a laxative dose of
Ayer’s pills each night. They
arouse the sluggish liver and thus
cure biliousness.

growing brighter every
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advantages which produces Columbia and Has

♦
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Recovery.

bring
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EAC'TORIES,

less. Models 69 and GO.
Models 57 and 58
Hartford, Patterns 19 a? d 20
Hartford, Patterns 7 and 8.
Stormer, Models 15 and 1G.
Pennant, Models 21 and 22.
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To Hasten

here
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on

that 1 have

and fruit crops, of course.
Chico is the
home of Gen. John Bidwell, and he

| furnish

On

over

a

fruit country for
miles around.
In about two or three
weeks haying will be in full blast in this

tains.

lined with

combination

all sides. I would not attempt to pass
winter in Kansas with the same clothing

ing

is hard to beat any where, and
i there is also plenty of coarse gravelly soil
; that is good for nothing at: all, except to

Magazine he has found appreciative readall

streets

a

Columbia,

♦

giving properties.
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Columbia, Chain,
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It makesthe liver, kidneys,
and bowels perform their
It removes all improper work.
purities from the biood. And it
makes the blood rich in its lifeskin

cycling
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few remarks about this country:
not half so bad as
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iu the papers by those who have
come out here looking for a paradise with
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I region
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expert, and as yachting editor of Outing
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will be work
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THE LONGEST EXPERIENCE,
THE GREATEST RESOURCES,

Y

The climate of Alaska is

dry.

j dried fruit.
j There is

only thirteen years old, and liis familiarity with blue water is evidenced on every
page.

we

♦

day.

: pedestrians, with plenty of shade trees on
! all sides. There is a
large fruit canning
j
plant here and also a packing house for
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sea

the prospects

weather all the
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woolen suit of

for light

book
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nicely
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Stormer and
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friends in Kansas 1 will not leave

way, and can not complain of the shower
now.
We have our tent pitched, and as
our
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popular price.
by the
time the clean-up is over we can get a lay
or
something that will make us some good
money.
Although I would like to see my

as
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That

wheel?”

! Columbia, Hartford,

1 think

back
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STORMER

back to Klondike and go to work.
Wages are from 81 per hour down to 875
One dollar per
per month aud board.
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cannot cure

for all, I think.
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Mile Post and sell our heavy goods and
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Y
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Y Now to this
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noth-

see

much and

looking for work we
think they can get us work
the first of May, when there

her

camped

^Y“\Vh other,
it is homo
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2

many men
have friends who

4-horse team

are

If bad, impure biood, then your
You are troubled
brain aches.
with drowsiness yet cannotsleep.
You are as tired in the morning
You have no nerve
as at night.
Your food does you but
power.
little good.

A

“What is homo without
rt
a mother*/”
Y To our souls once m ule

and after

situation could

quite rich; and while there

many nice residences, and one line avenue
that runs away north, and for a mile out
it has a drive-way for heavy teams, two

and those who read this little

volume will say that the title is
stowed.
The author went to

I

as

had

Chico is

Wrinkle is defined
etc., etc.
Nautical Lexicon as “Something worth

knowing,”

We

mile out of Chico

tion and is

A. J. Kenealy, author of “Boat
“Fair Weather and Foul,”

“Yac-bt Races for the America’s

have 5.

now

Chico is
a

Cudaho,

short time at

a
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much activity and many now
claims have been opened, most of them

CAL.

fine colt.

a

the

on

Your heart beats over one hundred thousand times each day.
One hundredthousandsuppliesof
good or bad blood to your brain.
Which is it?

There is

YORK, N Y.
Price 50c. per bottle

We started with

name.

going out

RIDE

pay
back to Dawson City.
We find the situation much changed and improved since
last fall throughout the Klondike district.

stock of horses and she arrived last

through
new

rested

looking over the
ing that would

[Correspondence of The Journal.]
Chico, Butte Co., April 23, 1800. We
have traveled only 45 miles this week.
We have been expecting an addition to
our

men

Some claims on
Chicken Creek were worked this winter,
but with what success is hard to tell. We

j class.

Wrinkles.
title of a

ber. There are lots of

NEW

H*.-t

River, where 5,000

ice, badly discouraged.

California to Oregon, Overland.

alone.

University

KY
■

Mile

have worked and prospected all winnothing, ourselves among the num-

men

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.
FRANCISCO.

do not

we

do think

ter for

the value of obtaining the liquid laxative principles of plants known to be
medicinally laxative and presenting
them in the form most refreshing to the
taste and acceptable to the system. It
is the one perfect strengthening laxative, cleansing the system effectually,
dispelling ct-lds. headaches and fevers
gently yet promptly and enabling one
to overcome habitual constipation
permanently. Its perfect freedom from
every objectionable quality and substance, and its acting on the kidneys,
liver and bowels, without
weakening
or
irritating them, make it the ideal
laxative.
In the process of manufacturing figs
are used, as they are
pleasant to the
taste, but the medicinal qualities of the
remedy arc obtained from senna and
other aromatic plants, by a method
known to the California Fig Syiiup
Co. only. In order to get its beneficial
effects and to avoid imitations, please
remember t he lull name of the Company
printed on the front of every package.
SAN

we

especially the Forty

California Fig Syrup Co., illustrate

CHURCH,

the

somo
complain, but
parts of Alaska have been over-estimated,

to

mean

An Excellent Combination.
The pleasant method and beneficial
effects of the well known remedy,
ciYRur of Figs, manufactured by the
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VU)R0 AND

Fortifications Explored

«t

oM<

the world is seen but that of
outlining all, the ocean.
Here we

and

halted by other sentinels
to stay while our passes
were sent forward to be approved by the

Hits of Gruesome

iimera.

u

with

Spain;

and

Where Men Were Shot, their
,i :»nd Ashes Dumped into the

were

requested

says that one evening near the beginning of
the var he was arrested while
sitting in
the plaza, on what charge he never knew.

New York Fashions.
Plain and Fancv
Swiss Muslins.
siery. Gloves.

For several weeks he was kept in one of
the larger dungeons, alternately chained

Piques.

Dawson, the Mecca

Ways of Making.

Travelling

Dresses.

Ho-

In

its

Dawson,

The

of the North.

simplest geographical setting

this Mecca of the north, is a settlement of the Xorthwest Territory of
Canada, situated at a point thirteen hundred miles as the crow flies northwest of
Seattle.
It is close to, if not quite
on,
the Arctic Circle, and it lies the better
part
of three hundred miles nearer to the
pole
than does St. Petersburg in Russia.
By
its side one of the mighty rivers of the
globe hurries its course to the ocean, but
not too swiftly to permit of sixteen hundred miles of its lower waters being navigated by craft of the size of nearly the
largest of the Mississippi steamers, and
five hundred miles above by craft of
about half this size. In its own particular world, the longest day of the
year
drawls itself out to twenty-two hours of
sunlight, while the shortest contracts to
the same length of sun absence.
During the warmer (lays of summer the
heat feels almost tropical; the winter cold
is, on the other hand, of almost Siberian
rigor. Yet a beautiful vegetation smiles
not only over the valleys, but on the hilltops, the birds gambol in the thickets,
and the tiny mosquito, either here or near
by. pipes out daily sustenance to the
wrath of man. The hungry forest stretches out
gnarled and ragged arms for still
another hundred or even three hundred
miles farther to the north.
[From a Journey to the New Eldorado, by Prof. A.
in
lfeilprin,
Appletons’ Popular Science
Monthly for May.

Journal.]
a
pleasing
..ndenee of The Journal.]
others, many of whom were his personal change from heavy, dark wools, that
! i ui.vNA,
friends, all respected citizens of Habana, they attract the fashionist, even while
April 23, 1899.
and all, like himself, ignorant of the cause there
w-eks ago one might as ish plaster, a double row of stunted oaks
is scarcely an indication of spring;
of
the
arrest.
middle.
Tread
to
make
a
walkgrowing
along
Having powerful relatives and their fresh colors and iloral designs sugsoftly
aspired
for this is hallowed ground! At a glance a clear conscience, he hourly expected remoon as a visit with notegesting early spriDg flowers. This seanone can fail to recognize the gruesome
lease. But days dragged by, and
a to the interior of Moro
months, son plain and fancy piques lead, the latplace. Breast-high, on both sides, the and years—till hope deferred died within ter coming in beautiful plaids, floral
: veil under the new Ameriwalls are peppered with small, circular him.
cas equally impossible in
Finally, having had neither trial figures, stripes or dots, followed closely
□or examination,
be was planed in the
now nobody is admitted indentations, and the grass beneath is
hy linen duck in somewhat similar patffial pass, countersigned by startlingly rank aud green—watered by the third and foremost of a “nest” of cells_ terns; both well suited to general wear;
blood of martyrs.
Here thousands upon a narrow hollow in the rock, not
.hug officer.
long at the same time, however, duck shrinks
>< was
The cirmy good fortune to thousands of men, whose crime was love enough to allow a man to stretch out on to a greater extent than pique.
of liberty, have met death—their faces to floor, and fastened to the wall
y which spent the day exby a chain cular skirt again asserts itself, and durable
the walls, the firing-squad with their too short to admit lying down.
c.» oldest of Spain’s fortiliFortu- insertion is the foremost trimming; di“The dead!u.
First came the long backs against the trees.
nately the tomb had no door,so at mid-day agonal bands in the waist, and a double
minutes from our subur- line,’’ as the tell tale row of bullet-marks a feeble glimmer of light was visible from row of very deep points let into the skirt,
is called, s unmistakable, not only on both the
;-» the other side of the
aperture near the top of the outer conveying the idea of an overskirt, with a
of this
long passage, but in dungeon, and his voice reminded the care- gored front breadth and a band of inser-i.il Ludlow’s head quar- sides
's late “Palacio,” and others that diverge from it, and particuThe latter style is,
less guard to bring his food, or other- tion at either side.
in a small square known as “El
an
wise he would have starved.
post office swarmed larly
Doubtless ; however, not admissible in the true cirPast the Patio de los Muertas'’—the Court of the his people made efforts in his behalf but ! cular skirt.
•uuntrymen
i-ilral,” where the great Dead. They must have been excellent he had no knowledge of it; and when he
PIQUE OK DUCK WAISTS
.:■
sleeps, from which marksmen, those Spanish soldiers. The was released, four years later, parents, ; are either the simple shirt waist, or else a
line of bullet- holes is. almost exactly a brother and sisters were all
wore rolling like billows
dead—every i short jacket with an Eton front and
L ist thousands of good foot wide with hardly a straggling mark.
relative sacrificed in the long struggle.
i plaited back, any collar being suitable to
At any rate, none brought to execution
In course of our explorations we enter- the shirt waist, as the neck is finished by
women, strolling leisMaine Loyal Legion.
meudicunts making stock lived to tell the manner of it. Tradition ed a subterranean passage—or rather a a plain baud. Plaided or striped gingAt the annual meeting of the Maine
that when the first volley failed to
.1
sores and
series of them, so low and narrow that
hams are in enormous demand, and the
infirmities; says
Commandcry of the Loyal Legion in Portor
muslin
in
white
mkee sentinels patrolling kill, the ever-ready machete, or bayonet,
dotted
Swiss
old
time
we could just squeeze through
by stoop- |!
land, May 3d, the following officers were
ciicre Spain’s ill-fed boy- made shambles of the place.
ing, and so totally dark that it was im- colors is among the novelties; plain stripes, elected for the ensuirg year: Commander,
10
came
rresenuy permission
proeeea
marched to and fro. I
possible to see an inch before the eye. dotted with tiny sprigs in contrasting Surgeon Seth C. Gordon, U. S. V.; senior
vice commander, Maj.
from the commander, together with a
W. Thaxter,
i gaily caparisoned don'striking matches frequently, and hold- hues, relieving the monotonous plain U. S. V.; junior vice Sidney
commander, Ilrevet
who
had
been
detailed
as
young
soldier,
taii. with red, blue and
ing each others’ hands for fears of pit- stripe. An addifon to the ordinary shirt Col. Augustus B. Farnham, U. S. V.:
of ourselves, where no
their ears, and harness “guard”—not
falls, we penetrated the tunnel half a waist, is a ribbon drawn around the waist chancellor, Lieut. Chas. W. Roberts, U.
but to eheck auy curioS. V.; chaplain, Maj. Wm. LI.
danger
threatened,
mile or more.
Spencer,
brass; trains of heavilyThe path to unknown and tied in a smart bow at the left side.
U. S. V. The principal paper of the evenacquiring propensities we might be prone
DRESSES
FOK
TRAVELING
arts, each
I
poor patient
short
perils sloped steeply, turning
curves
was read by Maj. YV. II.
ing
of
t
Spencer
indulge. During the next two horns and
•hain passed through his
diverging toother passages, all trend- Cheviots or mohair are preferred, as the YVaterville and was entitled “Campaignthat youthful defender of Uncle Sam kept
bowed to the dust by a
ing downward into the blackness of etern- first-named material conceals dust, and ing with the tilst New York Yrolunteers.”
us on
There was a large attendance from all over
“double-quick." Preferring the al
Past
upon his horns.
night. At intervals iron gratings were the latter sheds it. Circular skirts and the State.
pleasures of cantina off duty,lie trotted us
felt beneath the feet, and rusty gates were short open jackets with fauey fronts are
strumming upon guitars
hither and yon, above and below, through
found most, convenient, and the regulation
Rich L'ncle.
“Are you always so quiet,
now open wide; and
m-s, or sitting idly in open
presently the
darksome dungeons and among ancient seen,
>iv without a care iu the
sound of the sea was beard, dashing upon finish for well-made traveling gowns is YVillie?”
with a speed that made us dizzy, reguns,
YVillie.
“No; but ma said she’d give
the S. H. & M., bias brush edge skirt
b
rocks somewhere below.
y children played around
What diabolime a quarter if I
behaved and didn’t say
turning an indexible “Don know, ma’am”
in
addition
to
the
naturbecause
be minute they were born;
cal mystery lies beyond was necessarily binding,
to every query.
anything about your bald head.” [HarTherefore the intricauaint and varied street-life
left to conjecture. Our one box of matches al curve, which conforms perfectly to the per’s Bazar.
cies of the great prison, viewed on the
of the skirt, it constitutes an ele'•n. which to American eyes
was almost spent and the
guide refused shape
run, recur to the mind as an endless labygant
facing.
foreign as the remotest. rinth of cells and
to
ourselves
to
return
tarry. Promising
corridors, tunnels and
FOR ORDINARY USE
ope.
with lanterns at no distant day we relucin which one might easily lose
dungeons,
arc- invited to consult Dr. R. V.
tan or black hosiery are not displaced;
lothed children reminds
Pierce,
back
to
the
world
of
men.
tantly
crept
chief consulting
himself, to be found no more till the resphysician to the Inr. promulgated not long ago
There is little doubt that here may be in the former, lace ribs extend all the way
valids’ Hotel amt Surgical Institute,
urrection morning.
There are enormous
found proof of terrible tales extant—of up, with open-work on the instep or colornt, regulating nakedness
Buffalo, N. Y., by letter, without fee or
vaulted chambers cut out of solid rock,
.use-cars and omnibusses,
charge of any kind. Dr. Pierce is a
doomed men driven through secret pass- ed silk dots. They begin at 30 cts., 50 cts.
some in total darkness, others pierced by
specialist in the diseases of women. He
vehicles charge the same
ages at the point of the bayonet, until and 75 cts., with black lisle thread at about
has treated over half-a-million women
feeble rays of light from small holes near
.tlie bug-iufested busses
they plunged through some death-trap in the same rate. The special novelty is blue for diseases of the womanly organs and
the top; cells without cells, far underbe considered “secondthe darkness, or dropped into the ocean silk hosiery, and the most expensive
ninety-eight out of every hundred women
ground, and subterranean passages,leading
he has treated have been absolutel v and
are ornamented with
white silk
>< most generally patronized
at the end of the tunnel.
grades
—(rod knows where. All the larger prisonperfectly cured. Every letter received
or
••st who can afford to
bow-knots
Moro
Gastle
is
and
smaller
stars,
anchors,
dots,
considerably
ride; rooms have rows of
by Dr. Pierce, is treated as a purelv perlings driven into the
than Cabanas, and apparently had fewer contrary to precedent, tan shoes will be
mrwhat higher in the social
sonal and private communication and its
walls all around at regular intervals, and |
contents guarded as a sacred confidence.
themselves to the cars. The
Its dungeons are simi- worn with blue hosiery. Of course, the
secrets.
double rows of gibbet-like frame-work I gruesome
All answers to these letters are sent in
Mentioned drew the lines of
lar, though far less numerous, the large lace effects are most attractive, and yel|
sealed envelopes bearing upon them no
down
the
middle—the latter
extending
j cells with rings in the walls and rows of low or red ornamentations are also in printing or advertising whatever.
closely by forbidding j
forming two long benches of solid wood,
in all hues is fashionable,
Write to the doctor. It is no use for
and men without shirts to
j with beams live feet above them, and benches with beams above them and vogue. Purple
sick women to write to a man unless he
s. but not
chains dangling from all.
Bach prison and black open-work and lace as well
debarring them | from
is a doctor.
It is no use to “write to a
lings aud beams heavy iron chains
meet with undiminished favor from perTherefore it is a comhas its chapel, with altar, now dismantled,
woman
unless the woman is a doctor.
arc suspended.
Here, we are told, prissons
colored
a man, clad
Write to a woman about cookerv or any
prejudiced against
hosiery.
and holy-water fount—intended not for
only in cot- oners
yet unconderaend were confined—
branch of housekeeping, because she is
THE highest type in silk gloves
bat and shoes, or a child
the consolation of terriiied wretches conthose who were merely suspected of hosa woman and knows.
But it is of no use
a necklace, perched aloft
demned to death, but for the spiritual is represented by “The Formosa” with
to write to a woman about disease unless
to Spain, and held for examination
tility
double finger tips, brought out exclusiveetiac!
which holds twelve
welfare of their jailers.
The Moro conshe has a doctor’s training and diploma.
—alternately chained to the benches by
mg.
Everywhere in Cuba day and to the walls by night—let us hope tains one horror not found in Cabanas, ly by Lord & Taylor, and is first as A woman who isn’t a doctor is just as dangerous as a man who isn’t a doctor, when
In
•vn up to live oi six years
a crematory, with two ovens, for reregards elegance and durability.
with sufficient length of chain to permit viz,
she undertakes to treat disease.
admirable gloves come with
•. iked in the streets, often
white,‘these
the
dead
is
to
ashes.
It
all
comThere is no qualified woman physician
ducing
the victims to lie down on the stone tl )or.
four pearl buttons, and in tan, with
so far as is known connected with any
rents for a promenade; and |
plete, and having recently been cleaned
Some of the inner cells, dark as Erebus,
A frame- ! proprietary- medicine put up for women,
•'trims they perambulate in are
the American authorities, is now in Jersey wrist or four buttons.
i Even the “bearded woman,” the man
hardly wide as a grave; and in each a by
made
of
twisted
black
silk
with
glove
to
a
ire
considerably later single short chain, riveted in t:.e clammy excellent condition. How many “mortal
\ who advertises “write to a woman” is
frames" have here been turned to mother hemstitched around the thumb seems to
--able that the children of
not a qualified physician and stands too
stone, tells its own sad story.
much in fear of the law to claim that he is.
-It'" sometimes wear sacks
dust, there is now uo means of knowing, defy everything in like wear, and to meet
in
the
minds
of
the
beholder
Uppermost
There is no other physician, male or
all tastes. It comes also in cream, pearl or
nothing else. American is the thought, had these old walls a ton- because if any records were kept of the
female, who, like Dr. Pierce has a record
Lisle
white.
a dull finish,
gloves
showing
t the new school
in
these
w
of over thirty years, a^ chief consulting
prisons, they ere destroysystem find tongue? Over the portals of this awful pris- doings
<*d or curried away by the Spaniards. Not with four buttons, are shown in mode,
'-able with this question of j on
physician of a well known institution,
might well be inscribed, "All hope abanThe Reynier
making a specialty of the private treatlar from the ovens i-> a kind of chute, cut tan, slate, white or black.
m home all whose “human
don, ye who enter lien*.'’ Lt is a matter
ment of women’s diseases.
is
and
glove
very elegant,
s not at least
partially cov- ! of history that thousands of Cuban citi into the stone, through which the debris mousquetaire
Write to fhe doctor—Dr. R. Y. Pierce,
those in suede pipie with four buttons
Buffalo. N. Y.
surprise and indignation of : zens met with mysterious deaths within of bones, et cetera was dumped into the
are in grays, and also range from pale tan
Women realize Dr. Pierce’s ability
Remembering how poor the walls of Cabanas. Suspected of sym- 1 surf, which at high tide comes raging into
when they read his great work the Comto dark brown.
A walking glove of a
‘be North go hare footed iu
an
cistern-like
furbelow.
immense,
space,
mon Sense Medical Adviser, looN-pages ;
pathy with Cuba libre, they were arrestsimilar make, is of clievriette, with outme. even to school, the ed on the most trivial
sent free on receipt of stamps to defray
charges, often on no ; Probably the last-named spot answers to side seams and two
buttons
on
put
large
expense of mailing only. S-*nd 21 onegently suggested to the i charges at all, brought here, and never w hat is known outside as “the well,” into
cent stamps for paper-hound edition, or
silk tape run through an eyelet, which is
the money spent for shoes heard of
which—so says tradition—hundreds of
again. There is no doubt that
31 stamps for cloth. Address I>r. R. V.
an especial advantage.
The
most inexbe put into shirts and trous- j besides
living men have been dropped, bound
Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
open executions, secret, but auand
one
suitable
to
the
to drown or be dashed to pensive collar,
:ar without avail, the shoes ;
thorized, murders were of frequent occui- hand and foot,
death on the rocks, 01 furnish food for plainest dress, is a ribbon pinned anyiered necessary, the shirts ! euce.
The few prisoners who remained
neck twice and
sharks—Asi
Bios quire,” “us God wills.” where, wound around the
to be released by Americans when the
fastened at either side by a brooch, with
:m* water’s
edge—a quarter of j war was over told blood-curdling tales of It is said that before the surrender the one short end left loose.
*1 he great
cathedral door and with- horror and despair. They said every night Spaniards obliterated the worst secrets of
Verona Clarke.
remedy to;of the new post-office—j each man was chained to his place against Moro and Cabanas, consigning implenervous pros*
Meadow “frogs.
ments of torture which would have shamed
me
of chicken-coop boats the walls, and often in the morning some
t ra tio n and
canuon
and
the
other valuaall n c r v o u s
Inquisition,
ply the bay. They are all comrades were missing. Among themselEre yet tlie earliest warbler wakes
of the
diseases
'ique pattern, brought from ves it was believed that the guard entered bles, to eternal oblivion beneath the sea.
Of coming spring to tell,
generative ortin in some previous century; in the silent watches of the night, clapped Few guns are left, and those neither From every marsh a chorus breaks,—
BEFORE AND AFTER USING.
gans of either
A choir invisible,—
reales cade uno—twenty his hand over the mouth of the doomed antique nor servicable, the oldest bearing As tho’ the blossoms
sex, sucn as lNervous rrostrauon, railing or
underground
lost Manhood, Impotency, Nightly EmisA breath of utterance had found.
person) the scarlet-capped man, cut his throat or stabbed him to the date of 1730.
sions, Youthful Errors, Mental worry, extn
Fannie Brigham Ward.
1 have
agreed to row us across heart and dragged him forth.
Whence comes this liquid melody ?
cessive use of Tobacco or Opium, which
The summer clouds can bring
ing stretch of water to the talked with one of these lately liberated
lead to Consumption and Insanity. $1.00
No fresher music from the sky
'■*st the city.
Moro castie, prisoners, who is now living in the hotel
per box by mail; 6 boxes for $5.00.
Itch on human cured in 30 minutes by
Than here the marshes sing.
Lotion.
This
Woolford’s
never
MOTT’S CHEMICAL CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, Ohio.
Methiuks the mists about to rise
•r point, was intended
only Iloma—an educated rain, under thirty, fails. Sold bySanitary
A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Are chanting their raiu prophecies.
while the larger and nearer whose hair is now white as snow.
FOR! SALK BY R. H. MOODY.
Iyr38
He Belfast, Me.
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in
the May Atlantic.
[John
Tabb,
1 also as a prison for politiofficers of the

day.

While waiting, we
turned iuto a wide, canon-like passage,
formed by thirty-foot high walls of pink-
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FOR BLOOD POISON.
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Cure Yourself at Home.

There is not the slightest doubt that th*
doctors do more harm than good in treating
Contagious Blood Poiaon; many victims of
this loathsome disease would be much better
off to-day if they had never allowed them*
selves to be dosed on mercury and potash, the
which the doctor8 ever ^

The doctors are wholly unable to get rid of
this vile poison, and only attempt to heal up the outward appearance of the
disease—the sores and eruptions. This they do by driving the poison into the
system, and endeavor to keep it shut in with their constant doses of potash
and mercury. The mouth and throat and other delicate parts then break out
into sores, and the light is continued indefinitely, the drugs doing the system
more damage, than the disease itself.
Mr. II L. Mvers. 100 -Mulberry St.. Newark. N. J.. savs: “I had snent a
dollars with the doctors, when I realized that

hundred

they could do me no good. I had large spots all over my
bcdy,and these soon broke out into running sores, and I
endured all the suffering which this vile disease pro-

duces.

I decided to try S. S. S. as a last resort, and waa
I followed closely your ‘Directions for Self Treatment,’ and the large splotches on my
chest began to grow paler and smaller, and before long
disappeared entirely. I was soon cured perfectly and my
skin has been ns clear as glass ever since. I cured myself at home, after the doctors had failed completely.”
It is valuable t ime thrown away to expect the doctors
to cure Contagious Blood Poison, for the disease is beyond their skill Swifts Specific—

greatly improved.

soon

S. S. S. FOR THE BLOOD
in

ertirely different way from potash and mercury—it forces th®
poison out of the system and gets rid of it entirely. Hence it cures the
disease, while other remedies only shut the poison in where it lurks forever,
constantly undermining the constitution. Our system of private home tf’eat-

—acts

>

*

an

places

within the reach of all.
We give all necessary medical adsave th** patient the embarrassment of publicity.
Write for full information to Swift Specific Co., Atlanta, Ga.
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Steanien ity of Bangor will leave Belfast as fol.1
lows ;
For Camden. Roekland and Boston. Tuesdays,
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From lioekla’i.i Tuesdays. Thursday sand Saturdays at about 5.00 \. m.
From Bangor. Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 2 oo p.
tom-hing at all landings.
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Farm for Sale.

!

8 25

$135 for 90 Oays

|

|

Energetic Ladies and Gentlemen wanted
Above salary guaranteed. Call nr
address.
J. M. CILLEY,
A

to

|

twenty live

-.-res of

f

few

Canvass.

t>ml

4

There is

a

Rood orchaid on the farm, about two hundred
«.t
j:nod v.mdlanc. and the remainder c n»
vetiiemly divided into tillage and pasture land.
There is a nevei t o in- supply of living water in
the pastures. The buildings arc convenient and
id Rood repaii at 1 vvel si ppli< 1 with water.
This is one ot lie best farms in the County of
W aldo, both lor siocU raisin*: and
tillage and will
be Sold at .1 bn;irain. For particulars inquire of

"lain Street, Belfast. Me.

.Mis, (it'ii. W. Cottrell. 20 Northport An
Belfast.
Belfast. March 21.1 sp'.i.
U2tf
MRS AMELIA J. COTTRELL.
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this camino do-

a«P8 of American troops for pawns;
^uanabacoa, Vidado, Marianoa,
Monte, and other handsome
the historic bay, crowded with
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s

:i o>.i
:* 1 o

tun. >rs, allays the itebing at onee,
poultice, gives instant relief. Dr. Wil- ;
| Hams’ Indian File Ointment is prepared only for :
, Files and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else. Every box is guaranteed. St Id by drug:
gists, sent by mail, for 5o< and si oo per box. !
farm situated*, n
lie hack
: WILLIAMS’ M’F’iJ CO
T:o|V, Cleveland. Ohio j ! other for sale n
road from B'eltasr to Scarsport, al cut three miles
! or sale by R. H. Mootn
ly
trom the city ■: Bell i-t. containim: three hunacts as a

intruders; and
myriad unhappy

limb—narrow, closely-built city
like a
gigantic

1
po
1157

l 15
4 30
1 3<:>

Limited tickets t- Bos*.>u are now sold at $5.00
fr<>m Belfast and all -on ions on Branch.
Through tickets ;■
pnjuts West and North
v
west, via all route-, for -ale
L. W (Ikukuk
A .ecu t,, Belfast.
iiK«‘> F. EVANS,
Vice President and Ceuera .Manager.
F. E. Bdiirnin, torn'! Pass, and Ticket Aitent.
Portland, N »\ 25, 1808.
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large assortment of

select from at jtrici s tfiat will suit yon. All
kinds f grsnitf ustd. Ft reign and Domestic
work neatly executed front original designs.
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f THIS IS THE WAY

I WASH NOW
with Relilf Soap Paste
J
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J
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The Observance ot Memorial Day.

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.
BELFAST, THURSDAY, MAY 11, 1899.
PUBLISHED EVERY THUB8DAY MORNING BY THE

Journal Pub. Co.

Republican
CHARLES A.

j

worry about the possibility of
extra session of Congress?

Why

enough

to

Wise people are also rich
when they know a perfect
remedy for all annoying diseases of the blood, kidneys,
liver and bowels.
It is
Hood's Sarsaparilla, which
is perfect in its action.
It

In

I American hearts, the Department of Maine
j will observe Tuesday, May 30th, as

an

I

Time

Than Rich.”

compliance with our rules and
regulations, and in accordance with the
promptings of all loyal and patriotic
1.

PILSHURY,

“Better Be Wise

Headquarters Department of Maine,
Grand Army of the Republic,
Portland, April 26, 1899.
General Orders, (
No. 2.
)

electing a
Reed resigns

talk about

Memorial
Let

1

Day.

every comrade ot tne irraud Army

when II

hi3 seat in

m.

T.

Congress.

B.

to

he

staff.
A’.

a

traitor.

Prof. Frederick Starr of the University
of Chicago, said iu a recent speech:
satisfied that history will vindicate me in saying that the
battleship
Maine was blown up by the native Cubans,
and the President knows this and is unwilling to bring to light documents in his
possession that prove this.
I

displayed

leading through the mountains, but

Posts desiring flags f r Memorial
Day should send their orders in accordance with the enclosed price list to the
Assistant. Adjutant General, 511 1-5 Congress Street, Portland, Maine.
Prompt attention to this important detail will prevent,
and
in
delay
disappointments
liiling orders.
A'I.
The blanks herewith
enclosed
should be filled out by the Post Adjutants
immediately after Memorial Day and forwarded without delay t<> Comrade J. W.

Lawn somewhere between patriotism and
reason, aud Mr. Atkinson comes very near

being

Flags

am

of them
for the

are

we

thunder

All other 15c. Hose we sell 2 pairs
which of itself is quite an inducement,
when the quality of the hose is considered.

forOCp

sea-

B
1®

B
B
®
®

|

I

rhlfroink

Hose. Our stock of extra tine Hosiery
UUl/i j9 the
largest ever shown in this comBesides all Black in plain
munity.
dropped stitched Jersey ribbed top and
out sizes, we are showing a Tan m a silk
finished Lisle. A dropped stitched Tan
Lisle and the finest lot of Fancy Colored
Lisles we have ever had, including all
the new stripes Polka Dots ami figures,
in fact every pattern that is new ami

Cflp

Hair Pins

at

37c., 24c

25c
Ski^::oe“50c,
Set of three (graduated

10c

-.a

,,

()C, 5C, 2JC

contiuallv tuned up to the
and when you want it.

requirements

of a,Ivan

fashion, ami it is

our

aim

t..

want

WFI
l ^ X? CO
VV

00

$1 00

Flowers.

'tit

Vests. For ofo wv
Silk vest yet produe.

kHa

Also
that

spring, is the Trailing
(Epigoea repens) commonly

u

white silk lisie fai
are sure will app*

a

we

genuine good

a

trad*

■

.•

ea.,,

LININGS,

have what

von

Our
fr

lining stock has

w

j

won an

the fact that every

*m

quality and the prices

are

pi

one-*

here.

?

Regular lot*.

Silesia

j

17c.

|

Rercaltnc

j

25c.
20c. Linen \\ igg
fc*
25c.

Pittsfield

During the thunder shower
Tuesday night. May Jl. lightning struck

the

1

V>arn of Geo.

<

>.

Bickford,

near

REMOVAL,

Huff's

crossing, killing a horse and a cow. But
little damage was done to the barn_Paul
Beckert arrived recent ly from Germany for
an

extended visit

with

his

uncle, Theodore

Beckert, the popular designer at the
Waverly mill.... Miss Bertha M ixtiehl is at
Newport learning the millinery business

as the Mayflower.
There are but Myriek-The ground is getting quite dry
and people are very busy getting their crops
few
who
have
not
searched the
people
Maine.
owners.
We are now camped
By Command of
This is a fair specimen of the talk of
woods
and
for
the
pastures
fragrant pink in....Alton Rowell is at work for Samuel with Miss Mattie Morrill_ Freeman
Frederick Robie,
Stanford Ranch, which comprises about and white blossoms.
Tibbetts, who has been sick several wmeks
The beauty and I Bautou.
the free traders and cranks who abouud official
Department Commander.
with typhoid fever, is rapidly recovering.
40,000 acres. It was owned by Ex Gov. fragrance of this plant are not the only
Edward C. Swett.
in the faculties of our colleges.
Searsmont.
Mrs. W. Brown of Warren
That the
Leland Stanford, but is now' owned by his virtues it possesses, for the leaves when was
Geo. Libby cut a deep gash in his rigkt foot
Assistant Adjutant-General.
the
of Mr. aud Mrs. Charles CushMaine was blown up by Cubans is not at
guest
are said to be
very soothing to
last week. Dr. Marden took several stitches
widow and her brother.
The ranch ad- steeped,
man last week-J. F. Marden has returnthe nerves.
all probable, and there lias never been a
to close the wound.
The pr.d> ibility is that
is
about
as
owned
large,
The next flower in popularity is the ed home to Pittsfield
W. M. and
J. he will
Those writers who are asking the ques- joining, north,
scintilla of e\olence to that effect.
The
he laid up sometime.Edward
a
man
named Colin; and all the Violet, Hearts-ease, or Powsy.
of Belfast were m town Tuesday_
tion whether the Grand Army will decorate
(ViolaThayer
by
further assertion that the war with Spain
Atkins, who has been in the Maine General
which is of three colors.
the graves of those who fell in the Spanish ranches
The blue Miss Emily F. Miller is
(or farms) about here are the same. ceae),
spending the week
was
and white varieties are the most comprecipitated by Hauua and the War. as well as those of their former comHospital at Portland since last Jmuiry, is
in
South
Thomaston_Mr.
and
Mrs.
J.
F.
rades, do not know the spirit of the G. A. R. The man living near our camp has three mon and are too w’ell known to need deat home. Mr. Atkins had his right hand i
plutocrats simply for the purpose of There
of
was never any question. No one gave
Camden
and
Mr. and Mrs. J.
divisions of the ranch (about a section scription.
The yellow violet is much Burgess
while coupling cars on the M. (\ R.
money making aud speculation has no the boys of ninety-eight m<*re unstinted
Benj. Russ of Appleton were in town Suu- jammed
and half) rented.
He gives one fourth of larger and more fragrant than the others
K. near Bath last October and it
was I
foundation in fact.
The war was brought praise than the boys of sixty-one. None
and also very durable.
It is found only day-News lias been received at this place
will be more loyal to their memory. [Lewis- the
thought at the time that his hand could he j
crops as rent, and says he would in
about by a too previous Congress.
of the death of Mrs. Fidelia
This ton Journal.
moist, sheltered places.
(Berry) Brown
rather lent than buy.
All the hay raised
Another rare plant of our woods is of Connecticut, formerly of Searmont_ saved, but itj kept growing worse and in
Professor Starr should have no place iu
The view—which is quite prevalent— is
an operation was performed
ami
called “Jack in the Pulpit,” (Artocarpus
is oat or wheat, with some little alfalfa.
Miss Flora Dunton is at home for a short January
due
to an entire misapprehension with
tn American
college.
the hand was takeu off near the wrist.
The center of this flower vacation.I)r.
integrifolia).
is
as
to
the
Wheat
now
held
sc
and
for
a
intent
dollar
hunA.
Millett
aud
A.
many
>pe,
(5.
origin,
per
is a spike of a dark crimson color, which
Rev. G. L. White preached his farewc.l
of Memorial Day.
What the masses maydred, but there is no sale. There is is surrounded by a crimson and green Caswell attended the Grand Lodge of
Bex's Review: The failures in April
sermon at the F
B. church Sunday, May .!
do, other organizations, or individuals
of it here, and looks as if the farm- leaf, bending over at the top, and so Masons ir. Portland last week... O. W.
1
plenty
were the smallest iu any month since reAt the baptism in the church Sun lav ift.*reven, is one thing; what the Grand Armyand daughter, Miss Julia, are confined
Berry
a
for
the
delicate
centre
ers
would
have
to
making covering
hold it over.
cords by months began, ;3S per cent, smal- may do is quite another.
That combinanoon Mr. White baptized two, an I live w«*re
to the house by sickness.... Rev. G. G.
of the blossoms.
The shape of this cuIi estabThey begin haying uext week; then rious flower is
ler than in April of last year, not a third tion is governed by fixed laws.
thought to resemble a Winslow of Belfast will occupy the pulpit admitted into the church. During Mr.
lished Memorial Day designedly, and by comes the
and
times
will
of the amount in 1S99, and not half the
grain harvest,
preacher in his pulpit and from this fact !; next Sunday morning and in the evening, White's ministery of three years, tifry f air
long usage lias observed it, with sole ref- be
have been taken into the ch ireh : thirty-two
amount in April of any previous year.
busy here for some time. Rut wages it lakes its name.
erence to the dead of the civil war.
In its
and will speak in the interest of the E. M. ('.
The Trillium or American wood lily, !
a parsonage costing
Both in manufacturing and in trading establishment Gen. John A. Logan made up this way are no good.
lOOliis
They are pay- Wake
Mrs. W. O. Sargent, who has by baptism,
Seminary....
Robin, (Liliaceoe), is found in j
its beneficiaries—“comrades who died in
been built and nearly paid f• r, and nearly
been
ill and mentally unbalanced fur some
ing on the big ranches 75c. per day and
!
they were the smallest ever known in defense
great abundance in moist places in the |
of their country during the late
three times as much gi von fur missions as
w
and during harvest about 81.00 j woods.
tha- month, and in trading the smallest
The color is crimson and white. ; time, con mitted suicide Monday by hangrebellion and w-hose bodies now lie iu al- board;
before
Mr. White ih an ex vlbmfc pr»*m lew
I
and
board.
The
Stanford
Ranch is now The flower has three petals and the ing, in the temporary absence of her husever known iu
and hamlet J
any month, as in rnami- most every ci y, village,
and we are sorry to have him leave, though
leaves are a very dark green.
It is not band. She leaves three children.
fa> tilting they were if the largest failures church yard in the land
Ami, he ad- j advertising for hands, and they pay one
much sought after on account of its re- j
probably tin* Master has work for him
“while a survivor of the war dollar
monished,
and
then
deduct
wt u
per day,
88 per |
'muted.
j
Mupmeuts of boots mid remains to honor the
pulsive odor. It is a very sensitive plant |I Stockton Sprkwjs. Mr. Albert M Ames where.. Kev. 1 D George, who for ti ve years
memory of his de- month for board.
You must see the and if held in the hand a short time will was m Portland last week attending the has been
sboes from the East in five weeks have
pastor of the First Baptist chur< h m
parted comrades,” let the ceremonial be
It Grand Lodge of Masons.... Bert
been 14.8 percent, larger than last year, I continued.
There came to be some dis- farm hands on these big ranches to appre- ; wilt and will not revive in water.
Hopkins Gardiner, has accepted the call to preach
cussion as to whether the dead of the ciate them? They are the bums and scum I usually blooms in June.
j returned by Saturday’s boat from a business here and began his work Sunday, M ly 7th,
11 per cent, larger than in the next
largest I
The Ground Nut (Apios tuberosa) is a
and Indian Wars, | of
Mexican,
Revolutionary,
!
and notwithstanding our regrets in giving up
I trip to Boston-Capt. Albert Colcord and
the
and
!
and
14
about
from
In'.',,
land,
year,
they stop
per cent, larger than in
very common plant and is distinguished i wife
j might not be included, and the National one to six
returned last week from a voyage to
our former pastor, we could not
help liking
18-*2,
Factories are busy with orders for Encampment, at a previous date, had d
days and away they go. One ! from others of its class only by its root, j Buenos
Ayres, S. A. Their daughter Evelyn, the new one
which is long and slender, having a s:n ill i
.Miss Blanche Soule of DexiBooths at old prices, and 2 1-2 cents ad- , dared that the day was in “commenora- I re*d good man is better than four of them,
who has been a pupil in Westbrook Semiround
nut
at
the
end.
This
nut
when
ter has been visiting friends m town... Dr
tion of the deeds of our fallen comrades,”
We are all well and happy, and enjoy i
vance is paid on new' orders for several ;
dried is very palatable, but when first |; nary during her parents’ absence, came with
F A
iu 1877, at Philadelphia, incorporated in
Porter was m Liberty recently on
grades. Tl<- business is not now up to | the laws the declaration that “the Grand ! our camp life immensely. We put in time taken from the ground has an unpleasant them from
Portland.... Miss Mildred
professional business.... Dr W G .Marden
flavor.
rabbits
and
wild
that of last year, as
>f
Stevens
doves, fishing
buyers hold Army of the Republic seeks thus to pre- hunting
Troy is in town, t ie guest of her visited at his home in Svvanville recently
1 he
Herpatica and Anemone Wind1 brother, Dr. G. A. Stevens
back as long as they can on account of j serve the memory of those only who and gathering wood, and a gjod part talk.Miss Aun
Dr. W. G. Fuller of Unity, formerly «>f tins
bloom
Flower,
(Ranunculaceae).
very
in
defence
of
the
National
I Thompson arrived from Albion Saturday town, called on friends
Unity.” ing to travelers. They tell us there are
prices. But the only change in leather is fought
here a short time
early in the summer and closely resemble !1
The G. A. R. Memorial Day, therefore, is
Mrs. Ralph Morse left town Tuesday, to
over 150
teams above us waiting to
small advance in union sole, and hides
ago ...Mrs. Mary Pushor of Bangor has
get each other. Both of these plants have
exclusively that of the Grand Army and
her
husband
in
Boston..
Elvin
Staples been visiting her son, W. L. Pushor.
ire
half of one per cent, stronger at its friends who assist it in its sacred work; through the mountains, and I do not small white blossoms and heart-shaped join
Miss
,
leaves.
They grow in clusters somewhat recently bought a stock of dry goods, which Winnideld Haskell, book-keeper for the
and while no one can object if other doubt it, as they are
Chicago.
passing
by
every like the violet.
The
anemone
is
found
he is selling at reduced rates.
.The gentlebodies adopt the custom as suitable for the
\ lekery & Hill Publishing Go. of Augusta,
day.
near brooks and is sometimes called the
men of the town, not to be outdone by the
dead of other wars no attempt can prophas been visiting at home.... Misses Aunie
flower.
is
river
The
rare.
The
thus
far is worth to me ten
herpatica
very
trip
Apropos of the fate which has befallen j: erly be made to introduce any such inladies, have decided to give a “Ghost Party aud Myra
Libby, M. C. 1. UP, passed Sunday
A delicate flower of the woods is Twin
The Christian Mirror, The Gospel Ban- ! novations as are suggested among G. A. times what it has cost.
aud dance in Denslow Hall on the evening
Seeing the coun- Sisters
the
Linnaea
April .'50th, at their home in Unity.... Mr. A
(probably
borealis).
The fact is too often lost sight
of
under
the
of
tnd
| R. Posts.
the
the
Griffin
17,
and
the
ner, etc., the Bath Enterprise says:
May
varied
try
auspices
people
experi- This plant has the form of a vine and
B. Thompson has returned from a visit to
I of that the Giand Army is a great federeence one has, and the
We should think those religious de- I
experiences we hear never grows more than three inches in street division of the V. I S. The arrange- Lewiston-Mrs. L. \\ Coon, Miss Edna
tion governed bv fixed laws and princi|
ments will he similar to those of the preThe blossoms are close together,
nominations that undertake to support a i
White, Miss Maude (’leaves and
file/.
| pies; has ritualistic ceremonies all fiavor- of from others, is enough to make a book height.
and on each stalk are two bell-shaped, vious party, except that on this occasion the
paper would do it more interestedly and i ed with the single idea of “loyalty to as
Powers went as delegates to Belfast to atas the Bible.
big
for
own
it
is
a
their
have
but masculine
effectively,
credit, for
pink
flowers;
they
very
faint,
in
its
of
will
instead
of
hour
direst
the
and
ghosts
appear
country
need;”
Yours sincerely,
pleasant odor which can hardly be per- feminine, and the ladies will have an op- tend the Central Maine Association of the
certainly a discredit to them to permit a is rigidly supervised by State and National
Young People’s Christian Union. At the
Clarence H. Luther.
ceived, unless there are many of the blospublicati >n know n as their official organ | bodies, to w hich subordinates are held
of
portunity
proving themselves “good morning devotional
to languish, become poverty stricken, and
soms together.
meeting Mrs. Coons was
amenable.
There is no more reason why
in
Yankees,”
naming their partners. Ice leader. Miss Maude Cleaves
Another very common flower is Wild
die.
new plans
should be forced upon the
gave the reMaine Schools.
cream aud cake will he on sale as usual.
It blooms early in the spring and
Oats.
But do the religious denominations veterans than that the Masonic Lodge be
sponse t.o the address of welcome.
.The Current Events Club will meet this*
about six inches in height.
It
has
grows
■‘undertake to support*’ a paper, or compelled to use an Odd Fellow ritual or
Two pamphlets have just been issued by long blade-shaped leaves and bell-shaped Thursday, p. m at Mrs. Almeda Randall's.
a Pvthian
to parade wearing the ;
the educational department that are wor- blossoms of pale yellow.
The blossoms
papers? Is it not as often the ease that uniform of Knight
the Salvation Army.
[Bridg thy of the study of others Man the teachProspect Vitlage.
Mrs Nellie Clark
the publishers undertake to have the | ton News.
always droop downward so that the
ers of the schools of the State. Oue is “A
and daughter will move to Philadelphia
will
be
of
the
flower
seen only by
shape
denominations
religious
support them?
Two story house, ell ami stable, city
Study of the Needs of the Schools of close observation. Jr can usually be j( May Dth, where her husband has a situation,
There are numerous publications whose j
The schooner Ramona, recently pur- Maine” by Superintendent W. W. Stetson, found in warm, sunny places, in the open She will he
5 acres of land ; ;{(> apple trees,
water,
her
j
brother,
accompanied
by
j
existence is not known to the general chased by Rear Com. B. M. Whitlock, j In this is given results of llie many years fields and around ledges.
4 pear trees ami plenty of small fruit.
F. L. Ward, who has a fine situation there
Atlantic yacht club, from II. M. Gillig i of close attention the superintendent has
Still another well-known plant is Solo- !
on stone.... Mr. Amos Partridge and sister ; Kmpiire on the premises,
public, wiili subscription prices ranging ; is at Hawkins’
i
yard, Port Jefferson, ! given the work. He observes everything men’s Seal, (Polygouatum multiflorum).
2 will*
from 10 cents to 81 a year, which appeal I where she will be converted into an and on
A. KMt.lll,
noting it does not trust his mem- I It grows something like a lily, having i Ella of Belfast, accompanied by four friends,
U).*> Upper High St Helfast, >le
She is best known as the old | ory but writes it down and afterwards iu ; broad, light green leaves covered with visited their mother, Mrs. I. F. Gould, May i
to a single denomination for support, and auxiliary.
Ju spots of a still lighter shade.
The blos7th....Mrs. Ellie Ward and Mrs. Jennie
which ,to the layman, would appear to be Resolute, built by David Cavil at City Is- i thinking it over puts it into shape.
land in 1871 for A. S. Hatch and after- | summarizing the needs in his new pamph- j soms are yellow anil are arranged on a Dockliam, who have been
very sick, are
of no practical utility whatever.
If the ward owned
by John E. Brooks. She was let, he says the needs are: Better physical long stalk like the lily of a valley. The convalescent. They have been under the
money expended by Maine Congrega- 1 sold by the latter in 1887 to Com. Postley, | surroundings for the school children; | blossoms near the root open first, and
treatment of Dr. O. S. Erskiue of Frankfort.
tionalists for such publications had gone | who lengtened and rebuilt her with the more complete and competent supervis- ; those at the end of the stalk much later;
aid of Mr. A. Cary Smith, renaming her ion; better equipped teachers; more intel- in this way the plant keeps in bloom a -Nora Emerson is visiting Mr. and Mrs.
!
Lost Tuesday, on the streets of Belfast, bet ween
to the Christian Mirror that paper might
j
Ramona.
Under the ownership of Mr. ligent arrangement and thorough mastery i large part of the season.
The fruit is at ! L. Emerson in Frankfort-Flora Haley is the Revere House and the
depot, a gold watch and
have prospered.
The “if” is an im- j;
Gillig she was for some years the flagship of the subjects studied; better instruction | first a small green berry but grows quite teaching school at Stouiugton....Miss Lulu i chain. The tinder will be
suitably rew.irde by
People usually bestow | of the Larchmont yacht club. [Boston in manners, morals, economy and citizen- large during the summer, and in the au- Avery, who is teaching the village school, leaving them at N. S.
portant factor.
Lord's, foot «>f M tin street,
tumn changes to a bright crimson and is
ship; and higher literary and art ideals.
is giving perfect satisfaction_The friends
their money as they see fit, and the organ Globe.
Belfast.
lwl'J
O.SBORN'K LORI).
The second little book is “A Study of very ornamental.
The Ramona*has frequently visited
of
Eugene Partridge and Frank Black
business, whether religious or political, is |
the Condition of the Schools of Maine.”
Cl STUM Hoi si;,
The Italian Cucumber is one of the most
will
be
pleased to learn they have secured
Belfast, May 9. 1399
decidedly on the wane. Id our own case, these waters, and was on the marine rail- This is compiled from the answers receiv- peculiar plants which we see because of
Sealed proposals will be received at this build
fine
situations in Massachusetts.The
ed to a set of questions sent out for the
its root.
It grows about two feet in
The Journal, as the only Republican paper ; way here a few years ago.
ing until*2 o’clock v m. Thursday, June 1. 1K99,
good of the schools of the State and there height and has a long slender stalk, on S. B I. S. will meet this, Thursday, after- for furnishing luel, lights, water, ice, miscellane
in Waldo county might claim the support
oils supplies, washing towels, hauling ashes and
No re- which at intervals of three inches is a noon with Mr. aud Mrs. O. B. Gray... .Mrs.
First and last, in the thirty-three years j are comments by Prof. Stetson.
of the Republicans of the county as their |
spiinkling streets for this building during tin*
! of its existence, the Soldiers’ Home at view of this pamphlet can begin to tell circle of leaves. There is but one small Susie Chapin is very poorly_Mrs. Ella fiscal year ending June 30. 1900, or such portion
party organ; but it relies solely ou its I Togus has received 11,432 soldiers and what it contains. The replies given to blossom on this tall plant and that is so M. Littlefield, who has just returned from a of the jear as may be deemed advisable. The
right to reject any and all bids is reserved by the
merits as a local newspaper, and recog- |j sailors.
Fifteen hundred of these have some of the leading questions set out are small that it is hardly worth mentioning.
two months stay in Belfast, was
Treasury Department.
! not
delighted
in many cases subjects for study It is corn color and has a scarlet centre.
only
to
the
on
the
Iwl9
James S. Hakuiman, Custodian.
i
|
gone
nizeslhe futility of trying to force upon
quietly
cemetery
hill, ! but in others show how
with the beautiful city. She says everywoefully unfit The most curious part is the root, which
j while 7,322 have left the home for various
is
done
there
to
thing
welcome
any one something they do not want.
some
of
the
local
and
a
teachers
cucumber.
If recordially
superinten- greatly resembles
K1UK A —
! reasons.
The present number of occu- !
—
dents are. In other cases, and it is noted moved from the ground carefully aud the guests in all of the churches, and that the
pants is 2,610, or about two full regi- !
that
it
is
the
the
root
the
I
stalks
from
the
reof
Sears
and
greater number,
replies
separated
girls
port
Capt. Trafton of the steamer Ocean ! ments.
Prospect who have
are noble and refined.
[Kennebec Journal. semblance is almost perfect. The root employment with Thompson & Foster are
Queen, while coming across the harbor
inches
four
in
ever
exceeds
a
of
loons.
The
A
shot
feat
7.
hardly
length very pleasantly situated, both in the shop
Friday,
special despatch
couple
London, May
and when bitten is very crisp.
is a remarkable one. It is said a loon dives from Rome announces that the Pope has
A Boston Business Man
and at their homes on Church street. She
have mentioned are
I
The
which
a
on the flash of the gun, and there are many
a
bill
sacred
of
CARLE & JONES Ad.
plants
proclaiming
year
signed
recommends Comfort Powder. He but few of the
which bloom in our would advise any ladies who want steady
stories of crack shots blazing at a loon for universal jubilee beginning December 25 Highly
many
says:—“My wife makes me buy it for fields and woods during the
to
for
a
situation
with
try
hours without hitting him.
spring and employment
Capt. Traf- next. His Holiness accords plenary in- baby by the half-dozen boxes; she says
ton’s achievement is one that local sports- dulgence to pilgrims to Rome and other there is nothing like it.” Gives ach- summer months; but the fear of taxing Messrs. Thompson Sc Foster in their clothme
to
mention ing establishment-Mr. C. H. Littlefield
men are taking great interest in.
[Rock- recognized shrjnes of the church through- ing feet great relief. Cures all skin irrita- your patience forbids
tion.
others.
land Courier-Gazette.
out the world during 1900.
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is buying eggs for the Boston market.

known

few big
on the

OCp

ant, Sm:1|, Wares

of

lar flower of the

§

j

I0U-105 Mniu street. HoIIiini.

Halldalk. Zadock McFarland had his
collar bone broken last Monday while at
work on his farm with his horse.... Mr. and
Mrs. C. Sleeper of Owls Head are visitin*
relatives in this vicinity-Addison Jackson
of South Freedom is at work for Fred A

|

..

Millinery, Fancy Goods,

County Correspondence.

E.

5

Patterns short -|
extra large sizes, puie wl
§
are only a lew of tins
|
a though they have
)
weeks yet. Remember
size vest for.
]
\
Vests. Here is a long Si*
tion in a Ladies
nde;
v
5
sleeves, high hack .n
vest is a pure white I.
antj is truly a bargain
N ests.
In a quarter N
C-OKj. rieties. r.i' dozen in ?
ecru, with or wit hour
neck, or high hack c
)
silk trimmed, • *r *>ilk
arc excellent qualities
give entire satisfaction

as

largeness of our stock, the variety of our assortments, the elej;;in<v ,.f our
styles an
the excellence of „ur qualities, all combine t..
m vice ,.ur store the m .st attractive in lielfast
Lad.es
can find among nur selections
any desired style <>f the goods we handle, for our assortments are
kept

Rogers, before Sagadahoc
Pomona Grange )
The earliest, and perhaps the most popu-

Arbutus,

Pius!

g-j\

I

j

..

#5.<M).

and

25C,

_

I25c,

Vests.

I|7p
I

An elegant Black Satin Rihhon licit and
Fancy Gilt Buckle, all made up..

Beauty Pins.

i
i

SOdoz. plain colors, pink, blue
without sleeves, high >*r ]
always been a very popular
sold for 2Uc. <>ur"price, 1C.

Tlie

Some of tlie Earliest Native Wild Flowers to
He Found in Our Fields and Woods.

(Miss Mary

per doz.

5c'per

_

Wild

t.»

5

tr,

lUf;

Novelty Jewelry.

15c down to
loc each
Side < uiubs from oOc., 30c., 37c.. 25c., 2"c
17c., 16c., 12 1 -2c., 10c., down to
pair.

standard brands of Corsets at all times:
A r mors id •.$1.00

Maine

5c

2X doz. Ladies’ .Jersey Ribbed v.-,-.
out sleeves, high back an
neck and back..

This department is full to overflowing with the
season’s choicest and best, exclusive designs and
unique patterns in Belt Buckles, Shirt Waist Sets
Belt and Skir: Holder-. Skirt Pins, Beauty
Brouch Pins and Fancy Bracelets.

20c., 17c. 15c. 12c. and

..10c

WHITE LACE CORSETS, for summer wear,
made up from extra heavy web, strong and
durable, long and medium lengths, well boned
and splendidly finished. Regularly
QQn
sold at 50c.
For this lot...’_Oab.
We carry a complete stock of the following

Health.

SOdoz. Ladies' Jersey Ribbed Vest,
tunk and blue, sleeveless. <..r
sized.

J | ()$ |jp

Belt Buckles

A large variety to select from,
including everv\
size and kind in the market
V
to-day.
)
Regular 60c. Side Combs.
Jeweled Side Combs, per pair.-,0c and 25«Jeweled Pompadour Combs.
Pompadour Combs from 60c., 25c.. Id and'

20 doz. lot:

1*.$1.25 amt

ATS

Vo

/

A Corset Chance.

Crown

H

..

5c.

While it lasts we will give each Hosiery
customer a card of darning cotton free of charge.

none

lil.MMKH

1 Dozen Perfect Hone HairPins..
;-lC
1 pair Side Combs...

5c.

10c

to-morrow one

j|

\
\

w

Pflp

Hosiery is cither Hernesdorf or Royal
Dye, so'that the quality of color is as-

sale

100

Hair Pins and Side Ccmbs.

bright.

on

"ChaVe 1,1 8tUCk

500 Sailors and Ton rials from 49>.
#3.50.
Children's I.C£horn liars nicely trimmed. 80c.

A full and complete assortment of Misses, Childrens and lufants’ Hose. We carry at
all times from 29c., 25c., 20e., 15c.,
12 1-2c., down to.
*’er

place

In thi9 department the
spring business is now at its zenith and our
stock sparkles with gems
appropriate for every occasion. We have in
stock at all times a large assortment and choice selection of

seasonable attracti>

are

imlucements:

...

Hose. We are showing many different
patterns in Black and Tan, Cotton and
and
Lisle, and all new patterns in fancy colA Op oriugs and stripes, both plain and dropT£l/.
ped stitched.

We

-^MILLINERY. #

Here

Hats and Bonnets Trimmed and ready to wear.
Every particle of material used b y us is the very !>©st quality procurable. and each hat we show and sell is the
proouct of our work room,
designed and trimmed by our own expert milliner. One needs to carefully consider more than the mere outlay of money —not always is the
cheapest the most desirable—especially when by a critical examination
of the best quality,
quantity, style and tini n every article ofj milI linery can be purchased of us as low as so culled bargains. Look over
our extensive stock of
high class millinerv before purchasing.

OQp

All our
Stainless
sured.

®
■
B

UNDERWEAR

Hose. We show you a tine Black Hose
that cannot be duplicated in this city for
less than 50.

07p

** ■

bright.

a

I

..

»

Hose. We have 10 styles, and the assortment contains every idea of merit
yet brought out in the manufacture of a
good stocking— Black/Tan and Fancy Colors, both Cotton and Lisle, with or without white feet, out-sizes, Jersey ribbed
tops or dropped stitched.

OCp

showers and

towns, and is monopolized by

Cuns

,_

This part of California is devoted to
hay, grain, and some little fruit about the

Webster, Department Chaplain, Newport,

and

*•

England spring day here;

it is all clear and

demands of the adult at this

Collars

■

passable. It has been showery
two weeks, and snow has

have had two

now

son

*•

last

New

cnstom

Ladies’ Linen

*•

fallen iu the mountains every time it has
rained in the valleys.
To-day has been a

regular

While

toilet articles.
Toilet Articles are all new, fresh goods, and
is fully guaranteed to be just as
every one we sell
represented, for we carry nothing but LEIGHOur

HOSIERY.

Mott SaUafuzu/fy

.Still, the line has

Misses, Childrens and Infants’
HATS and BONNETS.

new

I

WELLS & CO,

of the year the donninn of fashionable hat or
bonnet, it also makes a request that the headwear TON’S best goods:
of the Infant, Child or Miss should be eouallv new
Tooth Powders, per bottle.10c and 5c
fashionable and attractive. To
5c
satisfy this long- Petroleum Jelly, per bottle
felt want we have stocked our
department with
*.
tumbler..10c
We have in stock double the amount of Hosiery j the choicest and most
desirable line of Bonnets
-ever carried by us before.
Every want has been Caps and Hats to be found in the city. No little Talcum Powder, per can.10c
one should be in need of suitable head
Oe
covering.
anticipated, in the selection of our Spring and
Face Powder, per box.
FRONT 2H IN. BACK 2 IN
One
case Children’s School Hats, three
iO/>
Summer Hosiery, and the modest pocket-book
3 for..
shades, black, blue and brown.. laC
FRANCESCA
has wide range of usefulness here. We quote but
Florida Water, per bottle .10c
One case Children's School Hats in many differ
few this week as lack of space forbids a more
ent colors and mixed braids, ied
Regular 25c. size Florida W'ater, per bottle....20c j
and'OC«
We have just received 55 dozen
white.blue and white.brown and white,
detailed enumeration;
Leighton’s Rojal Cream, per
Collar- and 12 dozen Ladies' jo,
bottle.21c
Hose, both Black and Tan, two patterns Regular 60c. Caps for Children of all
year we sold a big lot of these g,„
I Hr of
IUl/«
and
heels
and
that the styles and prices were
toes
U
all
ages..OaC.
»*
each,
spliced
50c.
Leighton’s Royal Cream, per
we start the season by making
guaranteed stainless.
Infants’ Caps from $2.50, $2.25 |i u*
r.n
bottle.4§c
Ladies*’Linen
best
C«di;,.s
quality
1
in
$1.25, $1.00, 92c., 87c., 02c
Black, dropped
|
ICp Hose—four patterns
21c
Toilet Water, per bottle.
(Sizes 12 1-2 to Id
25c.
50c., 37c 25c., Oown to
stitched and 2 in Tan and two in Fancy
.1 oC each.
|Qq
25c.
ToiletSoap, 1 box,3cakes .lie Best quality Ladies' f cr
Colors, all spliced heels and toes, and Children’s Muslin Hats, $1 37, $1
*r
00
• /l
Rose Water, per bottle.lOc Linen Cuffs, per pair, *
warrauted stainless.
And jq
and 62c. each.
1 A.
Rose Water and Glycerine, per bottle.lOc
(.Sizes 8, 8 1 2 and o.
ICp Fast Black out sizes, Jersey ribbed top, Sun Bonnets, all colors, 50c., 37c., 25c. each.
12 l-2c
1 2 pint Pottle Witch Hazel.
extra fine quality.

bring vigorous
disappoints.

their existence.

VEILINGS.
effects in Nets and Veilings, dotted,
spotted and plain, all widths, and colors, from
37c., 33c., 26c 20c., 16c, down to
|Qg per

regulates

I

He has not yec

WELLS L CO.

All the

of the Republic by precept, by example,
and by all the influence in his power, perso
the entire syssuade the people to a proper observance
done so.
tem as to
of this day in which we commemorate the
valor and worth of those who died for
health. It never
their country.
Hon. T B. Reed is said to be annoyed
It is because of their triumphs that we
Goitre-" For 42 years I had goitre, or
at the discussion of his affairs in the news- have this Memorial
Day;Jordaiued by the swellings on my neck, which was disReed
But
Tom
is
too
a
big man, Grand Army of the Republic—not to couraging and troublesome. Rheumatism
papers.
revive the prejudices and passions of war,
to be let alone.
also annoyed me.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla
nor to keep alive any of its bitterness and
cured me completely and the swelling has
sectional animosity, but)rather to celebrate
entirely dlsappeard. A lady In Michigan
The New York Sun thinks Edward Atthe peace which it achieved, the freedom
saw
my previous testimonial and used
kinson now stands upon the peak of fame which it secured, aud the Union which it
Hood’s and was entirely cured of the same
trouble. She thanked me for recommendand defies competition.
“He has been saved.
ing it." Mas. Anna Sutherland, 406 Lovel
to
It is set apart to history and
Street, Kalamazoo, Mich.
officially recognized as the biggest fool in heroes—a
history which records the
Had poor health for
Poor Health
the United States.”
most brilliant victories in civilization,
years, pains in shoulders, back and hips,
and which registers the mighty services of
with constant headache, nervousness and
The Biddeford .lournal says of Hon. the heroic men and the great people who
no appetite.
Used Hood’s Sarsaparilla,
It is dedicated to
gained strength and can work hard all day;
Charles E. Littlefield that “he is not only participated in them.
eat
and
it
is
to
consecrated
heartily
sleep well. I took it becountry.
destined to a long and honorable con- patriotism;
cause
It
helped my husband.” Mbs.
It is calculated to inspire love of the flag
gressional career, but that his name will and to promote an affectionate regard for Elizabeth J. Givvels, Moose Lake, Minn.
Makes Weak Strong-" I would give
be in time enrolled with those of Blaine those who died, suffered and sacrificed,
*» a bottle for Hood’s Sarsaparilla if I
for freedom aud the Union.
and Bead and Dingley.”
could not pet it for less. It is the best
While the day is devoted to the dead,
spring medicine. It makes the weak strong.”
its lessons are intended for the living.
It
Albert A. Jagnow, Douglastown, N. Y.
Washington. D. C., is to have a national may be true that we can do the dead no
peace jubilee, aud we notice that the harm, nor bring them any good, but it is
chairman of the tire works committee is certain that standing by their graves aud
our presence and our cereGeorge W. If river, a popular saloou keep- testifying by
monies, to our respect and admiration for
er there for more than a quarter of a centheir loyalty, valor and devotion, we are
Hood’g Pllla cure liver lllg; the non-irritating and
tury. This would seem to be an appro- made better men aud better citizens, aud
only cathartic to take"with HfrodV SaraapHrilla.
by the contemplation of the flags, the
priate selection.
fi >wers, the monuments, the music aud
the presence of the war’s survivors, the
There are naturally conflicting opinions whole American
California to Oregon, Overland.
people are filled with
•is to the action of the Government with
nobler thoughts and lifted to a place of
[Correspondence of The Journal J
regard to Edward Atkinson's incendiary higher patriotism, and our great Government made stronger and more enduring.
Near
were
intended
Vina, Tehama Co., Calif., April 30,
They
pamphlets.
plainly
.All Posts of the Department are
II.
We have moved our camp this
1899.
to provoke our troops in the Philippines
to
attend
divine
service
earnestly enjoined
week 13 miles farther north, and are 7
to mutiny and to incite the Filipinos to upon the Sunday preceeding Memorial
further resistenee; but it may well be Day, uniformed and in a body, wherever miles from the town of Vina on Cedar
*
We are among the oaks, with
Creek.
doubted whether they would have accom- possible.
III.
All Women's Relief Corps. Sonsof
] .ished
anything in either direction. Veterans, Ladies’ Aid Societies, aud all plenty of water and feed for our horses.
There is already an increased demand for patriotic and civic associations, are cordi- We shall not go much farther north for
these pamphlets at home as a result of ally invited to participate with the Grand 3 or 4 weeks, as there is so much snow in
of the Republic in the observation
the notoriety given them, and perhaps it Army
the mountains we can not get through.
of the day.
There are half a dozen roads about here
would have been as well to have ignored
IV.
should be
at halfsuccessor

WELLS & CO.

WELLS &. CO.

j

S. A, LITTLEFIELD
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north), where he will be |>

business
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Boots, Shoes ami (’loti.
sale arnl retail, waking
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_

;
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Carriages
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I

I have the FINEST i.w
shown

j
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State Prison Western

1
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1 make
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specialty *f I’ris,

a

Prices to suit the tim
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Safe

deposit boxes for
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a
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m
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n
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>
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FOR SALE
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Apply
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CAPITAL STOCK, $F 5().n<

j

1
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MARI)f:N,

SALE.

|

rear

iteirSee CARLE & JUNE

DR. W. L.

^Veterinary

WEST

i Surge

11

Graduate and Medalist

Veterinary Coll'*1
Pharmacy at Belfast LB'

Ontario
Office and

Itesldence und
Office

Hospital 17 Pen*rev*

Telephone 8-1?, Ueaiden

“LITTLE MISS

NOBODY

v
l-’l*1
FRIDAY, «"

;

blossom at the door,

•¥

unclose.

perfume everywhere,

,;t- of song,
some divine return
» *
ng long.
seats

on

£

.pock's water color in the
exhibition was sold on
r>

W
v

£

|$

the exhibition.
tickets have been sold
having been

•(

excursion

Maconda concert.
well represented.

e

.-f

£
*

Waldo County Agrimet Saturday and voted to
the

grounds

The

year.

if you are
you are losing
£ you need

or

were

^

:>n.

a

•

M

Nobody"

>s

^

So'

f

»

5!i ;'A Nr.
«■

*»

a.

1

druggists.
New York.

are

to

|

£

5

W. McAllister lias been appointed
postmaster at Bucksport.

R P. Chase's Second Regiment, U. R. K.
P
March is published in sheet music form

bendent of Northport Campgun the work of putting the
Lr
nfor the summer
The

for the

fig thorough repairs, with
•w covering plank, etc.
The
i!»■ put in good condition and

Helping Hand Circle, Kings Daughters,
will meet with Mr* Sarah McCarty, No. 8
Bay View street. Monday evening,May loth.

stores

maned up and made as attracThe hotel will be managed
parties as last season, which
i-ir* service in all respects.
has

Merrill

158

week

D. M.

Rio Janeiro to

toe barkentiues White Wings
.ns. was won Monday by the
•esseis left. Rio Janeiro March
f coffee.
The White
trg >.-s
••at her rival by a few hours.

Vings
•■art

is

oue

of the fleet

Co., and

<;

was

>f C.

built

in

been considered a
vessel in comparison with
St. wart fleet built at Belfast.

Slit- has not

--.oner

Walker Las finished

bpper Bridge,

and it is

now

in

Ferry

|

sent

May

N

put
piling
eatbed the roadway, strengtliuieiits, and widened and gradThis week he is
approach
thing the highways, and putcondition.

discussion will be “The Curfew Ordinance.”

in extra

Some of
dr walks are being relaid, and u
tuons of concrete will be put in
summer

A meeting of the pupils
schools who arc interested in
was held in the Upper Grain-

mes.

meeting

A full

is

Shipping
Sch. Sarah L. Davis
loaded Oak Hill pavings at Belfast for Newark, N. J., last week. There are 100,000
blocks at the quarry, sold to be shipped as

j

possible.Sch. Grace Webster,
Friday evening. Super- "hich discharged coal last week for Swan &
i'• r;i k explained the objects and Sibley Co., went into Carter's dock Satur*
|
f the Agassiz Association ;
King
j day for repairs.Sch. EmmaS. Briggs is
■'to
that the pupils divide into I loading stone at Hurricane for New York,
various sciences and begin |j after being repaired at Carter’s and
repaintand at the next meeting to j! ed on the marine railway... .Sell Flora Conto organize, thus giving the don was taken on the marine
|
railway last
••u e
to learn something of the
Friday for repairs-Sch. P. M. Bonney
mpleting the organization, sailed Saturday for Viualhaveu_Sch. Garit the National Agassiz Associland loaded general cargo last week for
onnber of specialists who are Deer Isle-Schs. M. K.
Hawley and Meny answer any questions sub- avva arrived May 0th, from Hoboken, with
oOers.
He also said that Bel- coal for Swan & Sibley Co_Sch. Fred
■ge number of persons compe- Jackson arrived
Saturday from New York,
>-n these questions.
We have with phosphate consigned to John Sanborn,
ji ritb-men who are well versed in
.•••Sch. Silver Spray arrived Sunday from
N
insects, fishes, reptiles, as- New York with
phosphate for Sanborn....
!,gy, etc., who will gladly au- Sch. Lizzie loaded
;
phosphate at John Sanns or give advice.
Classes are I born's
for eastern coast ports.
Saturday
•
rk in botany, entomology, orniSch. Lady.J Antrim arrived Monday from
'-’ronomy and geology.The, Portland with corn for L. T. Shales & Co...
v*-'t*s;z Association will meet at
Sch. A. Hayford arrived Monday from Bosiviiuniar school room to morrow,
ton with a general cargo-Tiie F.G. White
ug, at 7 30 o’clock... .Owing to Co. loaded sch. Harriet Rogers with
hay ami
standing in regard to the date, coal for Mt. Desert Tuesday....A Bangor
t to the High school room Mon| broker says that it is almost impossible to
Kev. J. M. Leighton’s talk on
get vessels enough to carry the stone that is
; the room was not
lighted. The being turned out of Maine quarries for New
given next Monday evening at York,
Boston, Philadelphia and other places
All interested in the subject
along the coast. Freights have been fixed
soon

-•

■

was quite a heavy frost
morning, May 4th, and the ther-

43°

o’clock..
E. E.
-turned last Thursday from Boske bought a 10x15 Chandler &
at

at

job printing press.. .H. O.
: has
begun setting type for his
Dit Directory.
It will contain
A monster egg

was

“laid

on

Saturday by Mell Clarke of
It was the product of one of his
imb.ttes, nine mouths old, and
dit to a turkey-Additions to
t.-t

service the

e

C.

past week

are

E. S.

H.

Chamberlain, 383;
N Son, 37-2; Sherman & Co.,
'i mill, 10 4.... Miss
Mary Seidell
exhibition of Mrs.
Works in Belfast soon....Mr.
tas built a sea wall in front of
give

>x

;t

an

Battery, with a substantial
from the veranda.... S: raw's* tie abundant and dandelions
...Driftwood has been abunthe

ton to

n

e

ers.Don’t forget that headquarters for
bicycle suits, golf hose, shirts, belts, etc., is
at Hurry \V (’lark’s, 83 Main street, and that
lie has the latest styles at the lowest prices.
j
.House for sale
Particulars of Owen G.
Ii
jj White-M. M. Curtis of Frankfort pub!I lishes a freedom notice-Gold watch and
...

chain lost Finder will he rewarded on leav; mg them at N. S. Lord's, foot of Main street.
A desirable piece of land on Belmont
avenue for sale at a bargain.
Enquire of

|

Annie M. Paul, 3 Belmont avenue, or E. H.
Haney, 25 Cedar street....A. Knight, 195
upper High street, offers a very desirable

five

house and

advt.

for

laud for sale.

of

acres

particulars

or

inquire

on

See
the

premises.
North Belfast.
Miss Caroline Hatch
entertained her girl classmates the even ing
of May 4th in honor of her 13th birthday. A
fine supper

was

load

stone

for

New York_Sch.

was

the

recipient of pretty presents.

At

an

p. m.

irien-1 in Portland.H. L.
Woodcock and bis cousin, Mr. Palmer of
Rockland, were at Alford’s Lake the first of
the week and caught the first salmon of the
season-Sell. Eliza Mary, Capt Welch,
sailed yesterday on her first fisliiug trip of
the season.A boat load of 55 12 dozen
dressed flounders was sold to a peddler at
sent it

to

a

re

the

*■

■

j

■'

three-days’stay

They report

a

small catch of trout.

Steamer Notes.

receiving

a

The Silver Star, after

thorough over-hauling, painting

the Belfast and
The Tremont, which
May
hail been supplying her place, was taken to
Bangor, where she is receiving a thorough
repairing and painting preparatory to being
sent to Portland for a month’s trial by a
company that is planning to buy her for au
excursion boat for Casco bay-The Castine
etc.,

res

.iued service

Castine route

on

Topic: “The History

of

shoppers
party
Isles boro and trade was
lively while they were in town-The Bangor & Bar Harbor Steamboat Co’s Cimbria
has been launched from Stetson’s marine
brought

over

Monday

of

form Castine and

railway, Brewer, where she has been since
last fall,
Bass Harbor
her accident at
and will go on the Bangor and Bar Harbor
route May 20th. She has been greatly improved. .Steamer Penobscot of the B. &
B. S. S. line will come into commission May
16th, leaving Boston on that night. She has
been receiving repairs to the amount of ten
thousand dollars and will doubtless look
..

fine after her thorough overhauling. She
earlier than was the intention of
the company on account of the freight, which
is the largest for a long time and it is impossible for one boat to do the business.
comes on

Vesta Rose, who is teaching at West
mikes the two mile trip on her

Miss

wheel.
James Bushfield and wife of Haverhill,
Mass., are at the R. W. Forbes homestead for
a brief outing.

cordial

invitation

extended to
Those having no church home elsewhere
cordially invited to united with us.
is

are

at 2.30 the

Junior Endeavor have

an

interest-

ing gathering.
Boys and girls are cordially
invited.
Sunday evening worship will
begin at 7.30 instead of 7 15 as through the
The Y. P. S C. E. meetwiuter months.

ing

at

6 30.

The subject of the weekly prayer meeting
at the North church this, Thursday, evening
will be “The Holy Spirit in History.” The

Meetings are to
chapel hereafter, O.
the

forenoon

he

EVENING.

vv

^^

l

held

at.

j
*

at

*

Street!

HARRY W. CLARK'S, 83 Main

I

—

Really

f

the most

SERGE

stylish

ami neatest rig for Bicycle use is the RLFE
a pair of our
FAXCY PLAID GOLF

0

4

COAT with

0

PAXTS.

0

with duck pants

The blue coat

have

wearing

•

hot weather coat.

J

J

We desire to impress upon your mind that we carry novelties in goods
of the PER Y L A TEST STYLES, such as you will not be able

•

^

find elsewhere in this city, and
possible to make them.

t

Z

or a

can

to

a

variety of

our

prices

uses,

just

are

as

as

low

as

#

is

it

*

\

83 Main st.,

HARRY W. CLARK

f

such

—T-

•

the Friends'
~

G.

Hussey preaching

in

•)

and Rev. F. S. DolilT in the

•

•)
(•
•>

(•

afternoon.

|

Geo. I, Hall, who has lived at the village
during the winter, has moved hack to his
farm, which was formerly the Brackett

place
|

Remington

•)
(•

Jackson.

in

•)

(•

“A wheel is known

•

O. G. Hussey, whose horse was injured in
crossing the railroad here so that he had to
he killed, has received pav for him in full

I

a

has bought, the well known
Eben Page team horses and will put them
at work on his farm.
They weigh 1300 lbs.
each and are a good rugged pair of workers.
a

handstand in the

•)
(•

the company that mikes it."

l

*

the CIIK .11*PS T wheel to ride,

•)

they

are

9

wear

for years.

%

^-WE HATE OTHER
LOWER PRICE. als>

as

(0
m)

they

•)

J
(•

«?

Dow

There is talk of building

by

g At $35.00 and $50.00 g

•)
(0

large outside trade. Miss Alice Dow, the
milliner, sent four orders to Thorndike
Station one day last week.
M. J.

f

Bicycles.

_

•}

pines belonging to Isaac Leathers on the
Sunday will be as usual. The hanks of the stream. The snot is a beautisubject of the C. E meeting will be “God’s ful one and the plan will doubtless he carCovenant and Ours,” Ps. 105:1-10. The pas- ried out.
tor will continue his series of Sunday evenMr Geo E. Card of this place was rather
ing talks on the Religious Side of Some Great
Men. His subject next Sunday will be Glad- disgusted last week having his name apservices

|£

Belfast, Maine.

EVERY

I-4

^

Watts of Freedom drives a cart from
Riverside bakery this season, which is quite
a convience totlie people here.

Following are the Baptist church notices: from the company.
Weekly prayer meeting Thursday evening
Mr. Dow’s millinery department has
at 7.30 o’clock.
Every Saturday afternoon

I

:

J. I.

morning

A
all.

.OPEN

5

Brooks,

Sunday school;
Peoples’ Meeting,
Our Faith.”

CARLE & JONES,

{! Pants, Golf Hose, Sits, Belts, Etc,

Mon-

Roberts, agent for the Northwestern
Life Insurance Co., is in Bangor for a few
weeks.

Following are the services at the Universalist church, Rev. Ashley A. Smith, pastor,
in.,

|

are

•

few

*j

SECOXO

•

HA XI) WHEELS to be sold very low.

•

II

GEO. R. POOR,

I V*

I

WHEELS AT A
a

=

S

JEWELER.

•)

•-!

(•

I (0

(m.

next

stone

Chichester. Rev. J.
Steele took a vacation the tirst Sunday after Conference, spend
ing the time with his sou at St. Johuslmry,
and making a trip to the session of the Vermont Conference
While away he sent a
postal card to every member of his congregation telling them of the tirst service to be
held, and giving them a special invitation
to be present
They closed the fiuances of
last year with all hills paid, and met every
for
benevolences. They exapportionment
pect to do the same the comiug year.
few of Rev. and Mrs. S. L. Hauscom’s
many friends gathered at L. M. Simmons’,
Knox street, Thomastou, Friday evening, to
bid them good bye. Invitations were out of
the question, so armed with something good
to eat, these individuals took it upon themselves to add to a nice supper menu already
prepared by Mrs. Simmons for her guests.
About 20 enjoyed a few hours together, the
only hindrance being the sorrow of losing
such an estimable family from our midst.
The value of Mrs Hanscom in a society is
exceedingly great. Ever ready and more
than willing to assist in many lines where
few seldom dream of its being their duty
she has been the faithful of the faithful
among the Methodist people and leaves a
A souvenir of silver
vacancy hard to till.
was presented her.
[Rockland Star.
A

Thy prophet’s
unheeded,

power

and

voice

are

not

Some few have heard thy voice of Truth
and

5th.

a

and Perkins

F. K. Roberts attended the Masonic Grand
Lodge in Portland and afterward visited
Boston and other Massachussetts cities.

a.

fe

TRULY,

t

E. G.

the Unitarian church next
Sunday will he as usual. Preaching by the
pastor, Rev. ,T. M. Leighton, at 10.45, and
Sunday school at 12 o’clock. The committee
wishes to announce that hereafter the temperature will be made more comfortable
thau it was last Suuday.

m.,

YOURS

of Ladies and Gents' wheels in stock.

Daisy.

mare

day

at

10 45

jySamples

J♦

:

0

Sunday:

|

Prices $25and $30

*

Other services for the day and week will be
usual.

next

J
%

**♦♦♦♦♦♦

good carriage horse in

Charles Tf Irving is about to begin housekeeping in the house owned hy C. F. Ressey
and lately occupied hy Fred Walker.

for

1900.

JATv>

Thaddeus I Huxford has bought the grey
horse owned hy Roscoe A. Jones. There
are few better ones ill this t own.

prayer and sermon; 12
6 15 o’clock,
Young

!

i

Brooks.

county for several weeks, returned

welcome.

Henry R. Tilton, which has been ashore at eariy hour the guests departed,declaring that
Point Allerton since last November, was they had enjoyed the evening greatly_
hauled off Tuesday night, and Capt. Fields
Mrs. J. F Smith was called to Hartford,
To James Martineau.
Pendleton will go to Boston to-day to look Conn., last Monday to attend her son,
Born April 20, 1805.
after her. It is expected she will be brought
Charles Smith, who is critically ill_Rev.
BY ASHLEY AUBURN SMITH.
to Belfast for repairs.
M. A. Farren of Lyndon, Vermont, arrived
thee fell the light of Love’s revealing,
Fish r acts.
v.
J. Rigbv and F. A.
Tuesday morning and is the guest of Mr. Upon soul
Thy
caught whispers from the deeps
and Mrs. Franklin Gilbreth. Mr. Farren \
-Johnson went fishing at Smith’s pond,
of space;
South Newburgh, last Friday and caught 24 supplied our church pulpit daring the sum- A voice thou heardst from new Mount
Sinaia pealing,
pounds of good sized trout. The pond is a mer of 1896 He is on his way to Bangor to
The old yet new commandments of our
private one, stocked by Mr. Smith, and a fee attend the commencement exercises of the
race.
is charged per pound for the fish
caught. Bangor thelogical seminary, of which be is
Rich storehouse is thy mind of God’s best
The catch was photographed by Tuttle. Mr. a graduate. He is to hold preaching services
treasure,
Of subtle thoughts and noble feelings
Johns*.n ami Adrian Tuttle went to Mont- at the church Sunday, May 21st.Miss
pure:
ville Saturday and got a good catch of brook Adelaide Gurney arrived home from Boston
For thee we take in life, a purer pleasure,
I trout.... Will Dam of Swanville caught a 5And see these truths,—that God and Soul
Saturday evening.
endure.
; pound trout in Swan Lake last week and

of late, brought down by
Penobscot.... W. A. Morspriug lambs that dressed 55
burgess & Gardiner Monday_
cheese is in the market_The
lS been
turned on at the public Lewis’ wharf
Monday morning. They were
troughs-Tbe F. G. White Co.
brought from the Robbin’s settlement by
to make some changes in their ;
Wellington Dunbar-E H. Colby and son
lading a change of the name of arrived Sunday afternoon in their schooner
‘bon.S. V. Jones, Jr., :s rais- Clara from a
I
fishing trip to Isle au Haut and
his house on Union street half
I vicinity. They had a very good catch. They
ttly improving the second floor sailed Monday afternoon for a second
trip...
The Congregational parsonage The first of the brown
trout which were put
■’g extensive repairs.... Leonard
in Swan Lake about four years ago were
fl,“1 family are now
occupying the caught last week by Elmer A. Sherman and
;se on
Church street.N. J. Iiis son
Mr. Shermau’s fish
Raymond.
lding an addition, 12 x 16 feet, weighed 3 pounds and 14 ounces, and RayneH high, to the
easterly side, of mond’s 4 pounds and 14 ounces. Raymond
•'fails buildings on Cedar street,
is 11 years old and this was his first fish.
1
hy Capt. Bramhall_W. A. Swift,
The fishermen say he handled the rod well.
H
Pipe, the ferule and stem of which He also
caught one o f the brook trout
J
-ip by H. J. Locke for Warren Keuput into the pond, in 1895, which weighed 4
r to 1859-A son of
Alden Rob- 3 4
pounds.C. O. Poor, Henry Staples
ars old, fell at his home on
Bridge and Elisha Sherman returned yesterday
1'ipsday evening and broke his right noon from a
at Swan Lake.
•*

New Advertisements. It seems hardly
to call attention to the adverf Wells & Cn., as it cannot well
tisement
be overlooked, and the bargains offered in
many lines must bring a throng of custom-

necessary

...

7

'ti

to

served, which was followed
for the time being at $1 a ton, loaded and
by refreshments later in the evening. The
A Bangor shipping agent sent time was
discharge,<1
pleasantly passed with musical
a crew here Saturday for the schooner Grace
selections, chattering as only girls can, and
Webster
She sailed Tuesday for Stuuing- playing games on the lawn.The
young hostess

There
-tood

given during the past season enjoyable
those who participated in them.

|

The subject *»f Rev. G. E. Edgett’s sermon
the Methodist church uext Sunday morning will be “The measure of responsibility,”
and in the evening, “Intelligent thinking.”

The services

January 1,

*

improving the
looks of the village by a liberal use of paint.
L. C. Jones, who has been in Washington

as

This affair is understood to have been in
recognition of Mr. Wescott’s very successful efforts to make the Cotillion parties

last

m

are

a

*

10 cents.

Dow, who teaches at East Brooks,

her

Small

at

[Bangor Whig Correspondence.

as

Grace E.

Meetings will be held at the Peoples Mission, 58 High street, every Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday aud Sunday evenings at 7
All

t

PRICES.

O. W. Lane is doing something in bicycle
work this season.

Zion’s Herald of May 4th, iu its report
from New Hampshire, has the following in
regard to a former pastor of the church in
this city :

o'clock.

and Borders at SPECIAL

If you are going to ride a wheel
why not buy a “SP.l LDIXG,”
and have the beat.
They cost no more and are fully warranted until

«t

UNSURPASSED.

C. E Chase has
his sorrel pony.,

Rev. G- E Edgett of the Methodist church
will preach at the school house on Searsport
avenue uext Sunday at 2.30 p. m.

This

—

The News of

G. G. Winslow will preach at Searsmont next Sunday in the interest of the East
Maine Conference Seminary.

party of sixteen met at Mr. Win. Randall’s
eariy in the. evening and from there pro
ceeded to Mr We-cntt’s home. A silk sofa
pillow was presented to him in a very unique
While one person raug the bell the
way.
rest secreted themselves about the premises
and when Mr. Wescott appeared no one was
visible but be was unceremoniously met
with the Sofa pillow thrown at him as he
opened the door. The guests were entertained with whist and the ladies’ prizes
were won by Miss Annie Crosby and Mrs
S. R. Locke. Mr. F. T. Chase and Dr. E.
L. Stevens won
the gentlemen’s prizes.

expected.

ap-

Rev

is

Papers

“Spalding” Bicycle,

J*

SHAPLEIGH COFFEE CO..
Boston, Mass.

to his recent return to Hartuot benefited.
fWaterville

30 o’clock

Mills at 2

t

yard.

*

Your Grocer Sells It.

Rev. Mr. Seleger will preach at Morrill
next Sunday at 11 o'clock A. m. aud at Poor's

The Maconda concert is to be given under
the patronage of the foliowiug gentlemen:
The pastors of the several churches, Mr

Items.

J

train

Quality

drives

Leighton, Mr. Mills, Mr. Capeu, Mr. Smith,
them out through the country.
Mr. Edgett; the mayor, Mr. Poor; Messrs
Chas. Volair and Goldie Cleveland closed
Rigby and Chase of the Belfast Baud. Mr.
a week’s engagement at Belfast
Opera House A. C. Sibley, aud the Rev. G. C. Winslow.
Saturday eveuiug. Their houses increased The
exchange «-f certificates having opened
gradually from the first and they gave satis- on
Wednesday morning at the store of E S.
faction.
The Saturday afternoon matinee
Pitcher, Main street, the sale of tickets to
was Well attended.
the general public will begin at the same
The Belfast Debating Chib met Monday
place ou Friday, May 1.2th, and many good
evening ami decided t<' postpone meetings seats can still be secured.
for discussion until fall,when they will probA delightful surprise party was given Mr
ably open the season with a mock trial. C. W. Wescott last Friday evening at the
They also contemplate making a permanent home i»f Mrs. Chas. Walden on Church
street where Mr
Wescott has rooms.
A
organization ami having rooms.
The W. C. T. U. will meet this, Thursday.
afternoon with Mrs. E. P Frost on Church
street.
The monthly devotional meeting
will be observed the first hour. At the
business meeting following the topic for

He lias

work

was

|

Price Is —RIGHT.

The Churches.

barrels to Damariseotta by rail, there being
shortage of vessels.... The freight business
of the Belfast branch has increased so much
that the crew of the passenger train ran a
special freight train from Burnham Monday
night to clear np the accumulation.

car-load of

a

A

t,

Mail.

a

Co., seedsmen, of Detroit,
the American Harrow Co.'s cultivators and harrows to Belfast Monday, and agents are now putting

Mich.,

ford, but

J*

«

It has that Rich, Delicate Flavor
that Satisfies.

previous

months

ashes
along the Belfast
substance has been quite
thoroughly tried for “graveling” by tin*
Maine Central, aud has proved satisfactory.
....Belfast shippers are sendiug new fish

of the

ending May (i: I. idles—Miss
Gentlemen—Mr. James Perry.

Ellis.

Sparks.

WINS ON MERIT.

Mrs. Frank Smith of Belfast is the guest of
her daughter, Mrs- A H. Terry. She aud
Mrs. Terry will leave Tuesday for Hartford,
Conn., where a son and brother, Chas.
Smith, lies critically ill with consumption.
Mr. Smith has been iu Arizona for several

coal

branch.

were out for practice
apparatus Monday evening,
and everything was found to work perfectly.
List of advertised letters remaining unclaimed in the Belfast post office for the

follows: Village
town,
Mitchell and Grace Hall of
I>:strict, Rhoda Weymouth;
■*trict, Minnie Weymouth.
mbes from

spreading

The hose companies

as

•*•*i

Railroad

and trial

scholars
1 there were formerly live dis•f The districts are suspended
trs transported elsewhere at a
-r week each.
There are four
>f

piano, and is for sale in the music

vigorously

were

Ron,

WK ARK AGENTS FUR THE

*

plauded.

declare a dividend ofjSS per share, to be paid
out of the money in the treasury.
Adj mrned to Tuesday, May 16th, at which time the
resignations of the present directors will be
received and a new board elected under the
revised by-laws.

The Sea Breeze will send some slips to
Castine this week for some printing.

after

trip tickets, including ad*
-[mra house, 75 cents,

orchestra

numbers

A few 1893

Jf

gag

5
VICTOR flOFFEE $jiCURTAINS,

Tbe Maine Symphony concert in Bangor
city ball Monday night was a success,
financially and artistically- Maconda was
cheered with the most intense enthusiasm
when she made her first appearance, and the

The directors of the Dalton Sarsaparilla
Co. met Monday and voted to amend the bylaws so as to reduce the uumber of directors
from eleven to three.
They also voted to

Guy

the Belfast
The steamer

suc-

cess

aged gentleman named Coombs, belonging in Islesboro, was tripped by a loose
plank in the sidewalk on,CommercialJstreet
Monday afternoon, and fell, miking a flesh
wound in his chin which bled freely, but is
not dangerous.
Lancaster & West are still selling a
good
many horses which are proving highly satisfactory. Among the recent sales are a pair
to Fred Stevens, Swauville; one to Omar
G. Hussey, Waldo ; E. T. Pitcher, Northport;
Daniel Nichols, Searsport; John Herrick,
H. W. Healey, Cyrus Hubbard, Samuel
Robbins aud Charles Walker, Belfast

t-

«►

meeting with

2 cents per

6 cents per

*
■»

The system
in every case.
M. V. Stetson of Melrose, Mass., has been
in this city during the past few days attending to bis lot in drove cemetery. The remains of Mrs. Stetson, which have been in

recently.

An

bring

•ml

--

J

^

excursion

returning

den at 4 p. in.,

£

at

the evening.

n

g
>’

£

“Praise and Thanks,"
-f-,i rtt the V. P. C. U
meeting
ist Thursday, contains two
:1s and music of which were
U H. Wells, and he wrote
third.
k

will make

|

f

and must have it to keep
up 5
If «
your flesh and strength.
9 vou have been taking it and i
prospering on it, don’t fail to 5
<■ continue until you are thor9
oughlv strong and well.

.irfferaon, 812 to 817.

uy. from Camden to
bib of that place, who

5

r

original, widows, etc.,
Unity. S8: increase, Ed-

:v!iie

ground and

I>r. E. L. Stevens, local surgeon for the
Cure Co., reports three
cases cured and discharged from treatment

Fidelity Rupture

is

PAPERS,

| BORDERS,

A civil service examination was held in
Belfast May 6th. The board of examiners
consisted of H. H. Carter, Jr.. Belfast, presi- the tomb, have been interred.
dent; Frederick W. Browu, clerk, and L H.
Tbe
The Alfred W. Johnson Fund.
Lovejoy, Rock port. Two candidates were past winter, 18SW !>, Mr. Edward Johnson
Trueman
examined,
Lathrop, Stockton paid out $483 06 as follows: For wood, coal
Springs, for post office clerk, and Chas. L. ! and flour $403.Oti. in 103 different lots, and
Fletcher, Belfast, for letter carrier.
$80 in cash to four individuals.

l Scott's Emulsion 1

been granted as follows:
reissue, Richard Whitten,
4 increase, William J. Head,

,vt-

817

losing flesh,

9

Ellis, who will cut or sell
parts Mr. Clark has had
the past five years.

.• :vu

can’t take SCOTT’S l
EMULSION in hot weather, $
but you can take it and di- $
gest it as well in summer as g

it is not like the
cod-liver
oil, which is
plain
difficult to take at any time.

Thursday in

Hon. Reuel Robinson will deliver the
address at the unveiling of the Cauiden
Soldiers’ monument, which will£occur|Memorial Day. Other appropriate exercises
will be held.

you

in winter,

Sears-

church in Thorndike the first
June.

|I ROOM

The Rockland High School base ball team
ArrangeWill play in Belfast Saturday.
meats have been niad^ to run an excursion
to Belfast and reon that
city
this
from
day
turn. fRockland Star.

The next .meeting of the Waldo
County
Veteran Association will be at the Centre

J

£*******************♦*********************************

the cartload.

Yesterday was Arbor Day. It was observed in some of the schools by appropriate
exercises.

£ need not lose flesh in summer
*
if you use the proper means f
9 to prevent it.
You think *

sale at E. S.
Store for Maconda’s concert.

good

;

„t

season.

! You I

rose
eiJlv promise
to her buds,

,

It was said that brick* used to be carried
away from tbe Parlor Theatre block in hats;
but now they are taken from the ruins by

Mrs. Andrews has opened the White Rook
cottage, North port Camp Ground, for the

BELFAST.

OF

SEWS

>,riE

Right:

The few have power, by

men

and God

jre

needed,

To lift the world to higher heights of light.

[Christian Register.

pear in the Brooks notes as
3 or 4 years fighting the
South and he objects to the

John. He spent
Johnnies down

!|

14

i{

cognomen.

I HAVE THE FINEST STOCK OF

Ladies’ and Gents’ Wlieols i

gin of the disease is

Every

a

4

mystery.

Roscoe E Webber lost eight newly sheared sheep one night last week. Nothing of the
stock kind is more tender than a sheep
when first, sheared. We remember losing

J
♦

twenty good sheep out of a lot of one hundred a few years since and it taught us a
lesson.

4
4

The

Hall, another opportunity for the people to meet their pastor, Mr. Goodwin,
who is soon to go to a new Held of work.
All are cordially invited.

J

.J

1 shill
warranted for the whole ridintf se ison—t.. res and all.
Call an 1 see them, and you will be
sell at prices that will defy e enpetition.
a
1
h
ive
full
stock
of
statements
facts.
also
are
convinced that these
one

fully

•*
♦
*

Fishing Tackle,

Spalding's

Base Hall {foods,
and Bicycle Sundries,
All of which I shall sell at the lowest figures.

^-I>OVT

| F.

cream season
lias opened and the
of the different creameries are being
discussed. The dairy interest in this section lias become a very important one with-

merits

a few years,and the way the farmers were
roasted by the Belfast Creamery last year
naturally makes them somewhat wary about
trusting new men. The chances are that
the money will have to he promptly forthcoming every month or the cream supply
will stop.

Tint' Johnson, Tj tv-'U Oi'iwntl, /V >rless •• B’aH •/," /’
....“ Triumph," Dut/uesne and Tnurnlne.

J

♦

|t
^
*
♦
»

exhibited in this eiry. v insisting of the fo i.viiif
well known and reliables makes:.

ever

FOliUEl’ THE NAME AND PEACE

A. FOLLETT,

51 Church

Street,

J
*.
*

3mltS

»

Belfast. Maine.

%

in

W

TT. Swift., who made,

attempt,

to move

his house

an

SEEDS.

in

the

sea-

the ..house sticking fast in the mud at
the foot of the first hill while the team
floundered helplessly in the mire, tried
again under better auspices list. Saturday.
With a very large team of oxen and horses
it was at last landed safely on the spot.

son,

His house, which was former’y about half a
mile hack, is now in a good location on the
I
main road
;

Monday

setting

the

crew

poles

of about,
for the

Brooks to Monroe.
miles and there

poles came
twenty-eight,

are

from

SEEDS.

unsuccessful

early

fifteen

men

telephone

A.11 carefully selected from the
Seed Growers.

best

A. A. HOWES & CO.

when

once

they

were on

the spot.

I'NDEK THE 1> IK EOT I ON OK

Belfast

Opera House,

Wednesday Evening, May 17th.
HACONDA, the hriili i'it prima donna
soprano
WM. C. W l
|)i:v the popular tenor.
HANS KRONOLl), t lie favorite Yellist.
BLSSIL SILBLRILU), the tit irvell-m* eliil.l
piauiste, s*‘i ond only to .losof ilofmann, will
play the piano.

MADAM!;

U1DK A

—--

“SPALDING."
«®-See CARLE

& JONES' Ad.

Aroostook

rock to make the fill, however, and would
have made, bankrupt any private individual
of ordinary means, but the public has generously taken hold of the matter and a large
number of men and teams have done excellent labor in the good cause. People generally have been willing to put in a day or two
with their teams and they have worked hard

GRAND CONCERT

Sweet Peas in Solid (Udors.

began

county, are
feet long, and cost, from one
dollar to si.Jo each. They are set five feet
in the. ground.
Frank Gibbs anl Frank
Quimby have taken the job to distribute
the poles at ten cents each. The. telephone
office here will he in T. I. Huxford’s store.

| Maconda is Coining.
Wm. R. CHAPMAN,

Mixed Sweet Peas,

wire from

The distance is seven
forty to the mile These

CARDEN and FLOWER

[FIELD,

FOR RENT.
1’Iie tenement

which

l

now

occupy,

with stable.
M.

FLK I’OH KR.

FOR SALE.

Freedom. The Ladies’ Circle will meet
G A. R. Hall Thursday p. m. ,May 11th.
All are cordially invited.
In the evening
the Y. P. S. C. E. have a social in the upper

*
♦

....

*
Fenlason is sick with diphthe- I ^
4*
ria of a mild type. All precautions are taken
4
to prevent the disease from
spreading and *
♦
the house is strictly quarantined. There
have been no other cases here and the ori- 4
Mrs. W. A.

Mr. Lindley Bowen
Monroe Centre.
Belfast, April 20, 185)0.- ltttf
has returned home from Massachusetts.
The church tower, which has been a
....Miss Jennie Ford is teaching school in
Waldo.Carle Peavey has gone to Boston, prominent landmark of the village for more
where he will have employment.Mr. than sixty years, was demolished by E. O.
The estate of the late MVRSHVLL DVVH.
|
lot of land
Fran E. Wiley and his brother from Belfast Stantial and Frank Thompson last week. House of 10 rooms stable, and large
For particulars, address
on Primrose Hill
were fishing on the brook near C. C. Hamm’s
The timbers were found to be but slightly
H.
4t 18*
I).
MRS.
EVERETT,
545 Shawmut Ave., Boston, Hans.
recently and caught several fiue trout. decayed. Hu IT and Jewell are making ex j
Mrs. Jerry Bowen, who has been sick, is cellent progress on the new foundation and
somewhat better.Mrs. Wealthy Walker it will soou be ready to receive the building.
ih in Belfast
visiting her niece, Mrs. R. T. When well graded and finished it will be a
Rankin.
pretty place. It takes a large quantity of
•

fit

|

BICYCLES.

v

For sale at a bargain, one and a half acres of
land under good state of cultivation, with a frontage of over# rods on Beimont avenue. For furt her
tf 15)
particulars enquire of
ANNIE iM. PACE, No
Belmont Ave.
Or E. H. HANEY, No. 25 Cedar St.

PRICKS OK

LITTLE MISS NOBODY”
FRIDAY, MAY 12th.

INSIOX,
.SI

oil

and

7f><\
r>0<‘.

Tickets «m sale and certili ates exchanged for
■ reserved seat linkers at L. S. Hindu s Music
Store after May lo. at tL.'h* \. m.

SALE STABLE
We have opened a sale stable in the stables <>f
the I tel last Livery
rear o|
Itdlast opera
House, where \v«« shall have ou hand eoustaittly
horses of all descriptions, heavy draft, matched
pairs and single drivers. We receive a car load
every mouth direct from the farms upon which
they Were raised
Native and second hau l horses taken in exchange. Hood native drivers constantly on nand.
fcy*Conie and see us.

LANCASTER

& WEST.

Strawberry Plants
FOR

‘

\ I > Vi

Reserved Seats,
(ieneral Admission,

Fifteen

SALK.

varieties, 2 acres, all
25 cents

4wl6

M. O.

new
a

WILSON,

beds,

hundred and up.
Searsmont, We.

A.

U.

Maine riasons fleet In Portland.

\VZA.

{Essay by Sister Velzora Nickerson, read at
the meeting of Granite Grange, North
Searsport, April 25, 1899. J
One night, this spring, I started to feed
When I got as far as
my hens as usual.
t he road i stopped, foi the frost was coming out aud making great holes iu the
One cavity iu particular attractg round.
ed my attention, and as 1 stood looking at
i t, it suddenly widened aud agieat chasm
yawned at my feet. Looking into its
depths 1 was surprised to see a flight of
stairs leading downward.
1 set down my
dish of corn aud began to descend the
stairs. Down, down I went till I began to
think 1 was very indiscreet iu starting,
and was just thinking of turning back
when I saw a faint light glimmering in
the distance.
1 reached the foot of the
stairs and then proceeded along a narrow
passage tow aid the light, w hich suddenly
broadened and what, iu the distance, was
a mere speck, now proved to be hundreds
of electric lights that lighted quite a large
Not many rods distant stood
village.
Granite Grange llall all ablaze with lights.
People were coming from every direction,
but in such a manner that 1 was nearly
paralyzed. They had no teams, neither
were they walking, but instead, somebody
had been imitating Darius Greeu, only
with more success thau attended his experiment, and the flying machines or air
ships kept coming one after another and
depositing their loads at the door. They
were large enough to accommodate the
people ot each locality and named accordingly, as street cars are. It mattered not
to them whether we had macadamized
roads or mud sloughs.
1 remembered it
was Tue>uay evening, so of course, went
into the hall. I had no .sooner crossed the
threslu Id than 1 stopped iu amazement.
Here everything was strange. True, there
were some ot the same brothers and sisters, but how changed! I had on my old
violur>,

ne

cues

in

wnicu

sianeu

Weary
and Worn
Work and
Health

Haven’t time to be sick. Tired and ailing
but can’t stop work.
Stop long enough to remember that all
there is in life is
forfeited when health B
Pay attention B
goes.

B
Pinkham,
Lynn, fl
M ass., for advice.
R

ior

are so

Mrs.

I suffered for
Compound.
four years. My troubles were
leucorrhcea and irregular
menstruation.
The menses
appeared too often, and lasted
too long. I became very poor,

I praise your
years.
medicine to ail my friends.
If any one would like to write
ten

in

regard to your Vegetable Compound, and what i
has done for me, I will gladly
me

answer

Celery Compound

Tea

If it fails to cur
A.

A

The acreage of Aroostook wheat is reto have increased over one hundred per cent., the farmers
preferring to
cease relying so much on the
potato. The
increase of the wheat acreage is a result
of the erection of flour mills in Caribou.

of

Agriculture Bulletin]

Experiment

Liberty.

The garden crop of most
importance that is neglecttd by farmers
is the strawberry.
Both for pleasure and
health it is of first
importance, but is not
Castoria is a substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, l»r.
The Grand Lodge resumed its labors at raised in thissectionhymorethantwentvand Soothing Syrups. It is Harmless and Pleasant,
2.
Take any
The Grand Master and Past Gland tive per cent, ot the farmers.
Master J. H. Drummoi d were appointed good, fair land, dress it well, set 300
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other N„r,
in
or
May
June, with four feet 1
delegates to attend the centennial obseiv- plants
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys \\,
between
ance of the death of \\
ashington at Nor- inches rowsinand a single plant eighteen ]!
ami
allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea, and \\
the
apart
row, keep the needs
folk, Va., in December.
Colie. It relieves Teething Troubles, mires Consti],.,
The Grand Lodge of Belgium was recog- down through the summer, and you aie j
done with labor on
and Flatulency.
nized.
It assimilates the Food, rcgulat.
them, except the :
When you an done'
At o the Grand Lodge proceeded to the picking next year.
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural
picking, plow them under, weeds and all. I
election of grand officers as follows:
The Children’s Panacea The Mother’s Friend.
!
on the patch set this
year for
Grand Master, Winfield S. Choate, Au- depending
berries next, never picking the same bed \
gusta.
Deputy Grand Master, Alfred S. Kimball, mote than one year. In this way, while i
GENUINE
Norway.
I yuu wm not always get a nrst-ra'e crop, ;
Senior Grand Warden, Win. J. Burnham, you will never fail of a fair
and
yield,
j
Lewiston.
! your table will be well supplied.
Wri
Junior Grand Warden, Franklin E. Red- H.
Moody.
Ion, Portland.
Monhoe.
The usual gardeu crops are
Grand Treasurer, Mat quia F. King, Portmost easily and
land.
profitably grown whcu
Grand Secretary, Stephen Berry, Portland. planted on a rich and fine soil that is
Committee
Finance, Edward B. Burn- reasonably free from weed seeds.
For
ham, Saco; Albro E. Chase, Portland ; Geo. most crops, it is better to apply the manure
R. Shaw, Portland.
broadcast and work it well into tlie soil.
Trustees for three years, ('has. R. Colla- For
doing good work, there is nothing
niore, Bangor; Fessendeu I. Day,Lewiston. that will
take the place of the plow in
putting the manure where it belongs.
The Grand Royal Arch chapter met at The size of the farm
gardeu depends upon !
7 p. m., May 2, Albro E. Chase of Port- the nerds of the
family. There should j
land, grand high priest, presiding. Forty- be enough grown to supply the family
live of the fifty-four chartered chapters
THE CENTAUR COMPANY, 77 MIIRHAV STREET, NEW YORK CITY
needs, but the farmer’s energy should not
were represented and all the grand officers
be used up in growing a hit of gardeu
were in their places.
Grand High Priest stuff for which he h is no market.
What
Chase read his annual address.
He re- he shall raise,
depends on the likes ot the
ported prosperity and harmony through- consumers.
1‘Green fodder” from the
out the State.
The following officers
garden is healthful and usually cheap,
were elected:
Grand high priest, Win- but it is not a well balanced ration for
field S. Hinckley, Lisbon; deputy grand men and women.
For this reason, it
high priest, Frederick W. Plaisted, Au- should be used as a supplement to the
gusta; grand king, Howard I). Smith, staple foods, but not to take their place
Can be ramie healthy, happy and rosy by giving it Trne's Elixir. Worms
cause ill health in thousands of children and their
Norway; grand scribe, Win. N. Howe, in the bill of fare. The growing of gaidcn
present is no- Bn
suspected. True's Elixir expels worms and cures all the complaint s
Leander
W.
Portland; grand treasurer,
common
in children. Feverishness,
< ostiveness,
crops for market is a special business and
Indigestion, Sour ^
etc.
Made
of
Stomach,
J
pore, harmless, vegetable ingredients.
Fobes, Portland; grand secretary, Stephen can not be made profitable to the average
’
Berry, Portland; committee on finance, farmer. The man who has the soil and
Joseph A. Locke, Portland; Horace II. market, and the ibility to manage the
It
a
has been standard household remedy for 47 years. Restores health
{
Burbank, Saco; Maiquis F. King, Port- business, will no doubt do well at it ; but
to adults, acts immediately on the blood, cures disease-, of the mucous
\
land.
lining ot the bowels and stomach, gives tone and vig>
Price
cents.
the majuiity of farmers can not make it
Ask your druggist for it. Write f
book “Children an 1 their Diseases"—free
profitable. Aie the Sutton Beauty and
DR. J. F. TRUE A- (U/Ai ni it.V .MAINE.
The Masonic Grand Chapter resumed the Benton lied the same
apple? [Enoch
labor at 1) a. m
C. Dow.
May 3d.
The committee on returns reported 50
>OTE— We are unable to state whether,
U< glster of
[Nearby Resorts.
Deep \\a
chapters, 0253 members, 204 candidates, or not the Sutton Beauty and tin- Benton
00 deaths.
Charters were granted to Heel are the same apple, as w e are not
Tilt*
the
I'niv.
rsalist.
re
j
Hersey Retreat,
SHITS
Searsport Chapter in Searsport and Pine familiar with the Benton Bed, and are not ! sort at Sandy point, wiil he managed this
able to find any record of any such variety, j season
Tree Chapter in Deer Isle.
Mr. and Mrs. A. B.
Cumins of
Aimer f. t urn, M 1, Pa:
by
1 he Sutton Beauty is a rat in r large,roundish, East
The hour <•!'installation having arrived
who
so
Eddington,
successfully acted Feh. 7 for Main a mat N.
Post Grand High Priest Joseph A Locke yellow and crimson, sprightly sub-acid1 as directors several years ago and who
A ii Hopes, lmvi.l H
winter apple.—Secretary.
werehighl y popular with the visitors.
Portland
was
called to the chair.
Liverpool April 14 T N.
Montvii.i n.
1 am a friend to the
The excursion of the lYnobs. ut har this
Aprs. 17. iat 4'.' 1. m IT,
Grand High Priest Albro F. Chase preA .1 Fuller, ( M Ni. 1
sented his successor, N\ infield S. Ilinck- ! garden, as so much good food is derived year will he lugger and grander than ever."
lu’.u March S tr< »iu V Hulk
said
a
to
a
from
]>aii\
which
is
Bangor lawyer
A
it,
Bangor
very healthful.
ley, who was duly installed, lie annouu- j
News man Friday.
“We are
Aryan, A T. \Y hitt •• r
:ng in
pet
change in diet is to be preferred. There- Col.
ced the following appointed officers:
folk I >ee Jo for Hon. ,i.
Pullen’s hotel at Isiesh"!.. this year
lore
a
and
care
for
it.
plant
garden
District Deputy grand high priests: ;
j and arrangements are already being made
Bangalore, A N Bl.ii
Clean culture is advisable.
The more the 1 for a fine time.”
Charles E.
Saniarang Jan HI t. r 1>< a
Meservey Rockland; WalE B Sutton, E J. ( ar \.
ter S. Glidden, Bath; Charles \V. Jones, ! giound is stinr 1 and cultivated the better, j
Old Town people will he interest* d in the
My method of raising cabbage is to i preparations widen are no w being mad» at Francis, J an 17 i- -r N. a \
China.
Grand chaplains, Rev. Elmer E.
soil thoroughly, dress well > N*>rthp<>rt for the «
the
Emily F \\ h Ttiey A >
pulverize
Rev.
Charles
A.
M
IVmber, Bangor;
lining s eason
Hay- J with fine
from New York M -r, c
and
sow or plant the
E. 1. French of the N*>rt !i{ *a t hotel is putn.acute,
Rev.
J.
den, Augusta;
Mauley Durkee;
March _!P, lat h' N
it is much ting his famous hostelry into readiness for .spoken
Rev.
Joseph B. Shepheid, Portland; seed where it is to glow.
Emily Kccil, 1.) N
a larg* r season's business than has ever been
grand captain host, Thomas A. Jewett, better not to transplant, as the plants get done
York March
from s
there. Many rott tge owners are painthuv Koine, BEE' co;
Gaidiner;
gtaud
principal sojourn- \ no set-back. Thin to your satisfaction, i ing and otherwise arranging f a- a busy
varieties
are
the
WiunYoi
k Apia.
for J l Tg k.
preferable,
er, Benjamin L. Hadley, Bar Harbor; Early
and delightful season at. this “(J. in of
Henry B Hyde. 1 P t
grand R. A. captain, Orestes Crow- ingsiadt, for instance. When green worms Penobscot Bay" results. [Old Town Enter- H.lo
Ft* I * la I
III ."a I. b
and
other
insects
cover
with
trouble,
prise.
ell, Oakland; grand M. 3rd vail, FrederK.
JoSepl.US, P H
ick G. Payne, Lewiston; grand M. 2nd dirt eveiy week, about a hoe full at once, |
1 he coining summer at Castine promises
York A pro ‘Ja for H or,g [•>
vail, Joseph E. Moore, Thomaston: grand and this will insure success every time. to bean unusually gay ami prosperous one,
I. Ensuing. 1-' i !
Mary
M. 1st vail, Millard M. Caswell, Bridg- Lettuce is good to raise for sleeplessness as the demand for cottages lias never hern at New \ ork 7. a:-'
'.I
great. The addition of the new Castine
M ay Flint., HH. a u ti
ton; grand stewards, Fred Raymond of and nervousness. This may be news to so
House
and
the
and
improvements
probable for 1 long Kong.
Livermore Falls, Waldo Lett ingill ot Rum- you; try it tl is year.
[F. Hahn.
enlargement of the Acadian will provide
1 irita.li, v N Bla
ford Falls, Enoch O. Greeuleaf of Eaimample quarters for the transient guests and
Erai isco N ■. J lor il
ington, Converse E. Leach of Portland;
those who prefer hotel to cottage life.
AUl.L’ST HI.OWEU.
H I > Hici Earv. r,
I
grand lecturer, Frank E. Sleeper. Sabatt us;
‘J troin San Ei ai.ctsco.
grand sentinel, Warren O. Carney, Port,‘lt is a surprising fact,” says Prof, lluiier, t! E \ -u
Heal
I)o not put off'the duty that ought to be
ton, “that in my travels in all parts of the
land.
N s \\
Mai
P fr.
It your blood ,s out of order
done
t it* last ten years, 1 have met
for
today.
world,
S
!»
<
At 10.30 the Grand Chapter closed, the
at a• t m, Anis!■ u:
take Hood’s Sarsaparilla at once.
more people having used Green's August
S
lulu
lr.
m
II
I\
officers
April
remaining
having been installed.
Flower .than any other remedy, for dysp*-p 1
Sr Pan i. E A
i'r. ai. ii
“I’m sorry, Fraulein. that you make so litsia, deranged liver and stomach, ami for
J
o
an-,
from New
May
tle progress. Y<m don't practise enougl
I find for tourists and sales- i
St N i.•hulas. E F ( arv.
The Grand Council of Koval and Se- constipation
“Why, professor, sine** I've been taking
men or for persons filling office positions,
j piano 'lessons we've been obliged to m<»y>- V pril lo from San b cm.
lect Masters opened at 2 P. M.
Hon. where headaches
and general had feelings;
Stat. of Maine, H t.
Frank
E.
Sleeper of Sabattus, grand from irregtnar habits exist, that Green’s t eiglit tunes!" [Fiiegemb* Blaetter.
New \
r k A p
1J t m i
master presided.
The grand master’s August Flower is a grand remedy, it does I
Chronic Nasal Catarrh poisons every
Tiiiie E Starlnuk, E;annual address reported a prosperous not injure the system by frequent use, and j breath that is drawn into the lungs. There froiu Iliio Mar. h l for N
is excellent for st>ur stomach and indigesis procurable from any druggest tin* remedy
W n. H Mai y Auishui
year, with a gain in membership of 52.
Sample bottle free at Poor ,v- for the lire of this trouble. A small quan- Oct -7 from San Kruno
The committee on credentials reported 14 tion.”
and
B.
A.
Freedom,
of
Cream
Balm
into
the
Son’s,
Belfast,
.1
Sparrow
W
Ely’s
Ul II 1 olllle
1‘ |placed
of the 10 councils represented.
The busij tity
Sold by dealers in all civilized countries.
nostrils spreads over an inflamed and angry N ew \ ork M o I
:
ness was routine.
The following grand
\\ J Kot.c 11. Sewa.lt
j surface, relieving immediately the painful
officers were elected:
Grand Master,
The Old and the New.
A
at Hu* J alien o Kt h
i inflammation, cleanses, heals and cures.
James E. Blanchard, Augusta; deputy
cold in the head vanishes immediately.
port March 2<>.
grand master, Bial F. Bradbury, Norway; I've bet u out to my garding, sense I’ve got Sold by druggists or will be mailed for 50
BA KK H
cents by Ely Brothers, 5b Warren street,
back t > town,
grand C. P. of W., Enoch O. Geenleaf,
Farmington; grand treasurer. Leander W. Ami I've made lip my mint! I don't begrudge New York.
Alice Keed, Aiunson
Maria Brown.
11 <*•«
Krun.-wirk Apr
Fobes, Portland; grand recorder, Stephen
A man who saw our good and great. Dr
hoi vs ard May. hhi Yd
Hensou leaning against a post in a departBerry, Portland; grand chaplain, El- You’ve lieerd
about Maria, what ment store
perhaps
\V Jau ‘20 tor San i
in
one day, said,
“What are you
bridge G. Heath, Auburn; G. M. of cerehandsum things she has ;
C K IM x< 'll, N I' G:'kr\
doing here, Doctor'.”
Why, replied the
monies, Charles E. Meservey, Rockland; She’s cousin on
my mother's side—Maria Doctor, “I’m
M iv 1 from K.t'dnuo.
the
fulfilling
Scriptiue saying,
guard captain of guards, Thomas A.
Cobb thet was.
‘All inv appointed time will I wait until m\
Ethel, [lodge, sac* I
Jewett, Gardiner; G. conductor, W. Free- Wal, I went on to visit her—first time in change come.”
J mie 7 tor Puerto Kin g!
[Advance.
man Lord, Auburn; G. steward, Albro E,
twenty year—
Evie Keed, A
T \\ i t
Two million Americans suffer the torturing
for Ba
New York No
Chase, Portland; G. sentinel, Willard (My, but there’s lot of passin’ in New York
of dyspepsia.
No need to.
there!)
Burdock
City
pangs
\V
11 B
Herbert
C. G.
Portland.
The
Grand
Black,
Carney,
Maria looked ez nacheral—I just felt quite Blood Bitters cures
At any drugstore.
at Kosar
March s Ir. ic
Council closed.
ter home,
lolani, McClure, an
A little girl about eight years of age, witAn’ asked about her garding on tlie fust
i I1.' 111»m 11 "tig i\
The Grand Lodge resumed work, at 2
nessing the ceremony of ordination was much Apn
day tliet I come.
Mattel 1 Meyers, C N M
o’clock, and received the reports of sever- It seems she keeps it in the house—it’s impressed, and after the service asked her Buenos
Ayres April ‘2 :i
mother what it meant. “What do you think
al committees.
The principal business
cal led “conservateor”—
Matanzas, arrived at >
of the afternoon was the exemplification An’ seemed a likely place for sun, with big it meant?" the mother inquired. “L don't
from Havana
know," was the. answer, “unless the bishop
of the third degree by brethren of Grand
glass w alls an’ door.
Olive Thurlow, .1 i> 1 i
was feeling of their heads to see if
they had Philadelphia A pi n 1" f. •:
Ninth district, Bro. Alexander A. Beaton
Her roses and her violets wuz fine ez one any brains before be sent them off to
IVnobsc it, E G Parkof Rockland presiding.
The thanks of
could buy,
preach.” [Pacific Christian Advocate.
ton April '2b for Buenos y
the Grand Lodge was extended to them And there wuz
things called orkids (tliet
Kebecca Crowell, M L i
to
foresee
an
accident.
Not
Impossible
for their excellent rendition, and the
they say eome dretful high).
impossible to be prepared for it, Dr. Thom- Philadelphia Feb J B
Grand Lodge called off, until b o’clock But w hen at last I ci me ter take the hull as’
Eclectric Oil—Monarch over pain
spoken March Id, lat >o
thing in and out,
Thursday morning.
Kose Inins, Me; ;n <
I couldu’t see ez there w uz much ter really
Naval officers do not much approve of givPhiladelphia A pi;' 7 for
about.
brag
scholastic
names
to
It
is
ing
yvarslups.
The order of high Priesthood met at 7
Sachem, 11 1 Eaneasii
Ter folks thet know what flowers is, ez I said
that
when
the naming
of
two
hai March‘22 n om New 'i
p. m. Josiali II. Drummond, president,
w uz used before,
the
Yale
and
auxiliary cruisers,
i-*
Harvard,
Serrano, K i. Water!
presiding. This order is composed of the ’Twas downright disappointin’—all the hull was reported to Admiral Dewey, one of his
Kajang ; total ioss.
conservatoor.
officers asked :
presiding officers of chapters only, so
I hoinas A Goddard, W
that but a limited number of the fraternity
Lomu you give college names t<> some "I
from Boston April > Or
There warn’t a pink nor marigold, nor tlie Spanish cruisers that you art- raising .'
can enter it, and
it is conferred as an
Willard Mudgett, A t
sw eet alyssum
spraj
“Certainly,” answered Admiral I>ewr\. at Boston Api n 2n irom
honorary degree. The order w as organizlooked
for «*leander*or nasturtium any- “I will call one the Massachusetts Institute
(I'd
ed in 1S20 in Maine, and since that time
of Technology ami another the Vermont
SC HOI IN Mis
way)
53b have joined it, of which about 140 Nor even
Normal College for Women!"
cliany aster, or petunia, orsieh!
(: eorg’.a G i Ikey
\\ 1
have died.
The oldest living member is
(An’ she could well afford 'in.—they rail
>
Hiiam Chase of Belfast.
Coughs and colds,down to the very border 1 St 1 homas M a vo11 7
Maria rich.)
Eighteen high
land of consumption, yield to the soothing, | for Philadelphia.
priests from different chapters in the She Ledn’t phlox or hollylu cks a-grow in’
G lad\ s, It li
olsoii,
healing influences of Dr. Wood's Norway |
State were received into the order.
The
by the door.
wick May d for 1' 1 iila«i• |
Pine Syrup.
most folks lias
hollyhocks, ef
following officers were elected for the en- You know don’t
1 r, A
Clausen.
Henry
hev nuthin’ more.
they
About the time of the collapse <>f the con- 1 ’In
suing year: President, Josiali II. Drum- I
ladelpi a M a 11 It
thought I\1 send her some of ourn, sense federacy, ex Senator VVigfall
was crossing
C
Km
John
Smith.
mond, Portland; senior vice president,
w e got sech a sight.
the .Mississippi, making his way to Texas.
Edward P. Burnham, Saco; junior vice (You’d orter see
’em, w hen they bh om, all He assumed tile character of an ultra-I'nion Brunswick, Ga Api
Lucia Porter, Farrow.
president, Alfred IS. Kimball, Norway;
pink, an’ red, an’ white.)
man.
On the ferry-boat with him was a
from 1
treasurer, Millard F. Hicks,Portland; re- We’ll likely liev some in the fall that she Federal officer with whom V lgfall got, mb’ Orleans April Id.Hask«
Mary A Hall,
could
hev
ter sprout.
corder, Stephen Berry, Portland; master
conversation. The officer confided to him
d
for B>»st*
dina May
of ceremonies, Horace II. Burbank, Saco;
that he was chasing W'igfall.
“If I fall in
K F Pettigrew, Moi-t
You’d think she’d hev syringa, thet’s pure
with the traitor, I’ll hang him to tlie first,
conductor, Albert M. Penley, Auburn;
News May 1 for Id
and white an’ sweet;
port
tree.” “Yes,” vehemently remarked WigK
W Hopkins, Hi.
Chaplain, Wm. J. Burnham, Lewiston; I thought of ourn, thet’s grow ed up high-a- fall
; “and I will he pulling at one end.’’
steward, LeanderM. Kenniston, Camden;
Pliiladeiphia May foi
peekin’ down the street,
lie
1 'On, W II West
Sal
warder, Jas. E. Parsons, Ellsworth. The And oh, them lilacs up ter home, a-tliinkin’
Scratch, scratch, scratch ; unable to attend
belle Aprii Id from St Pi«
of ’em there,.
to business uuring the day or sleep
council then closed.
during
S Wilson, arm. d
A
Tufa,
I jest got faint from smelliu’ uv that cooped the night. Itching piles, horrible
plague. Baltimore
April l
Doan’s Ointment cures. Never tails
up hothouse air.
At
The Grand Lodge resumed its session Them great cool bunches, a-drippin’ wet any drug store, 50 cents.
Willie L Newton, Ft.
Past
at 9 A. m., May 4th,
Grand Master
with dew,
Bruuswick, Ga, April do fi
Ez strong an’ pure as salt-sea air, that
Smart Housemaid.
So you are the new
gardener, are you? Well, you look pretty
sweeps one thro’ and tliro’!

What is CASTORIA

ALWAYS

Always Bought

Use For Over 30 Years.

A SICK CHILD S

1

5

\

1

Mrs. S. Barnhart, New
Castle, Pa., writes ;

■

1

"Dlar Mrs. Pinkham: I
intended to have written to
I

before,

you

but -ince my re-

covery I have been very busy.
I had been sick ever since my

marriage, seven years ago;
have given birth to seven
children, and had two miscarriages. I had falling of womb,

1

leucorrhcea, pains in back
and legs;

dyspepsia

and

a

of the
stomach. Now I have none
of these troubles and can en-_
joy my life. Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
has worked wonders for me."
nervous

trembling

Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound ^
will surely aid suffer- djj
ing women and the "7/
sympathetic advice of (_y

on

••

B

request.

Mrs.

Constipation in One Week
Purify the Blood in One Week
Strengthen Nerves in One Week
Cure Sick Headache in One
Day

—

s

their letter."

coming

To Cure

The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which lias
in use for over 30 years, lias borne the signature
,)f
and lias been made under his
f„ r
sonal s‘'Pervision sine its infan, -'
/-ettcSUM Allow no one to
deceive you inti,,.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and Substitutes are but
l\
periments that trifie with and endanger the health ,,f
Infiints and Children—Experience against

TRUE’S ELIXIR CURES

tles of Compound, also used
the Liver Pills and Sanative
Wash, I can truly say I am
enjoying a new life. Menses
have become regular, and
last the proper length of time.
I feel better than I have for

to

I

County Crop Keports.

(From the Board

I

1

Mrs. Pinkham is always promptly forth- B

About the proudest and happiest
young
papa in Maine is Mack Bishop of Caribou,
aged bo years, whose young wife presented him with a tine boy last week.
He
has been three times married and is the
father of 28 children, of whom 21 are !iving. In the same town lives John Viancour, aged 80, who is also the father of
28 children, but only iT of them are living and the youngest is a dozen years old.

ported

to

to go out.
I resolved to try
Mrs. Pinkham's medicines,
and after taking several bot-

Bradish’s Happy Letterw

■•Dear Mrs. Pinkham—About two
years ago I began to
run down and soon became almost a wreck.
I lost my appetite and began to lose flesh; my blood was
impoverished and
I had to leave our store.
The doctor gave me a little tonic,
but I steadily grew worse and consulted another
doctor. He
helped me in some way's, but my headaches continued, and I
began to have night sweats and my rest was so disturbed that
I would have hysteria and would
cry and worry over business
matters and my
poor health. Finally, husband took me South,
but with no benefit. This was a
year ago; no one can ever
know what a winter of misery I
spent. Would bloat after
eating and was troubled with palpitation of heart and whites.
Having read by happy chance of your medicine, I bought it
and wrote for your advice, and before
having finished the
first bottle of Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
the

hysterics nearly stopped and

eight
ever

Compound,

I

slept soundly.

bottles with such benefit that I am
remember of being. I shall never

I used

seven or

More Than

Helped
1

healthy

cease

as

I

can

to sound your

Million Women Have Been
by Mrs. Pinkham’s Advice
and Medicine.
a

The increase in the volume of agricultural exports keep up with the increase in
exports of manufactured products. Our
agricultural exports amounted in 1898 to
$858,507,942, as compared with similar
exports of $083,471,139 in 1897. The proportion of this class of exports to the
total rose from 66.23 per cent, in 1898 to
70.93 per cent, the last fiscal year.
This
enormous development of American agricultural interests has been largely maintained during the current fiscal year, and
promises results as noteworthy as those
recorded for 1898.
Dr. George H. Bailey, the State cattle
commissioner, is quoted as saying that
the disease known as glanders is alarmingly prevalent among Maine horses, and
that the disease is now more to be feared
than tuberculosis.

Elderly Beau (who is making a long
to fair singer,
rapturously). “Ah!
that song takes me back to the home of
childhood.”
my
Fair Singer’s Irrepressible Younger Sister (in a loud whisper).
“Can’t you sing
something that will take him back to the
home of his old age?”
(Harper’s Bazar.
call,

Kor Over

Flitjr Tears.

-A n Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
fifty years by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with perfect
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea. Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists in every
part of the world. Twenty-five cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.
over

■

o

—

as

praises.”—firs. E. H. Bradish, 179 Dix Av., Detroit, Hich.

perfection.

refunded.

take more out-

me

Waldo

years’ administration.

The Grand Treasurer reported, showing
the usual sound financial condition of the
Grand Lodge.
The Grand Secretary and several committees reported and at 11.45 the Grand
Lodge called off until 2 P. M.

I

In

of-door exercise, but hardly
realized that I was too weak

Several of the sisters had original articles that they read. They were loudly applauded, though I did not understand
their subjects, being something I had never
heard of, out they seemed perfectly at
home with them. The impression 1 got of
the grange was that it was fast nearing the
po.nt of power, the point for which its
foundation was laid.
May it go on to

money will be
Howes & Co.

My friends ad-

vised

two

|

The Kind You Have

looked badly, had no appetite.
I felt as though death would

Rub it in, club it in,
All there.is of learning.
Punch it in, crunch it in,
Quench their childish yearning
For the field and grassy nook,
Meadow green ami rippling brook.
Drive such wicked thoughts afar ;
Teach the children that the> are
But machines to cram it in,
Bang it In, slam it in.
That their heads are hollow.”

your

to be afflicted, take
Pinkham's Vegetable

apt

be a relief.

The Masonic Grand Lodge of Maine met
in Masonic
Hall, Portland, at 9 A. m. May
2d.
Hon. Joseph A. Locke of Portland
presided and the other grand officers were
in their places.
There was an average
good attendance. Grand Master Locke’s
address occupied much of the morning
session.
It showed a prosperous condition of the
craft, although there had been
a
trifling loss in membership of 20. There
are 195
lodges, 22,165 members, 710 intiated
during the year, 95 affiliated, 70 reinstated, 200 demitted and 419 died. He gave
a detailed and interesting account or the
discharge of duties which had devolved
upon him during the year, most of which
have been heretofore published.
In closing he expressed his thanks to the grand
officers and the craft who bad so kindly
and strongly supported him during his

CASTORIA

writes ;
“I wish to say to my suffering sisters that if they want
to be free from those dreadful
diseases with which women

Prosody, zoology,
Pliysies, c 1 i n icto 1 ogy,

trial size free.

Evelyn Wood, 518 B
B

Mrs.

Calculus ami mathematics,
Rhetoric ami hydrostatics,
Hoax it in, coax it in,
Children’s heads are hollow.

25c.

Mrs.

Fulton Street, Peoria, 111.,

What are children made for?
Ancient archaeology,
Aryan philology.

Take Cleveland’s

to

at

Algebra, histology,
Latin, etymology,
Botany, geometry,
Greek and trigonometry.
Rap it in, tap. it in,
M hat are teachers paid for?
Bang it in. slam it in,

To

write

and

"Ram it in, cram it iu,
Cnik!: eii’s heads are hollow,
Siam it in, jam it in,
Stiil there’s more to follow.
Hygiene and history,
Astronom ic my s tery,

To

early symptoms B

to

the hen-pen, but had I worn my best they
would have been entirely different from
those the sisters had on. Let me describe
them. The waist seemed to be a coat and
vest arrangement, severely plain with just
a high white collar and a Haring bow under the chin.
The skirt was of medium
fullness, but quite short, and high boots
buttoned to the knee completed the costume.
Do you wonder I felt funny? I
asked one sister what was the matter with
them or me.
bbe said, 4‘Oh you are a lit“How
tle behiuil the times, that is all.”
much?”
1 asked.
“Well, this is 11*24,
now reckon to suit yourself.” Here I was
a whole quarter of a century
I
back.
could imagine poor Kip Van Winkle’s
feelings now. ‘‘Everybody’s changed and
I'm changed.”
If the sisters looked strange to me the
brother's dress was uo less strange. Their
coat was a short affair, just reaching the
waist and was Hnished at the bottom with
a very
full ruffle.
Their trousers were
very ample, I should say each leg was
two
fully
yards around, and they reminded mi* of the large sleeves the ladies used
to veal.
They wore no linen collars, but
some filmy material.
They wore their
hail quite long, parted in the middle and
crimped at the sides. The ball, too, had
been improved. The floor was covered
with an elegant caipet.
The old settees
and chairs were replaced with lovely upholstered chairs, and the master's station
was loveliness itself.
This was a raised
surface, two steps highei than the surroundings, covered with a green carpet
that looked like the fiuest moss.
His
table was a dainty little affair, the top
being mother-of-pearl, and his gavel was
the same,
i thought that more for ornament than use; for every time it was necessary t» use it there was some kind of an
automatic airangement that did all the
work.
It s«*e>! ai 1 there was a harvest supper
pieparing, but nobody, at least none of the
sisters, vvoie at work.
1 was told everything wash me by electricity. Even the old
goat had been east aside for an electrical
affair, as he w; > altogether too slow for
tlii> generation.
When we were to go
down to the dining room all that was
was
to
a sort of elevator,
enter
necessary
press a button and we were seated at the
table.
1 was glad to see the imr ner of
eating had not changed much in a quarter
oi a century, except timt they seemed to
eat more.
(Perhaps that may seem like a
story, but L think it possible.) After we
finished eating the dishes commenced sliding along toward the kitchen, and were
washed, wiped and returned to the table
with no effort except to press a button occasionally. We returned to the hall in the
elevator and listened to the program.
It
was composed mainly of original articles.
There were speeches by the pedagogues,
Bros Zeuie Hartshorn, Harr} Moore and
Fred Nickerson. Oh my, how funny they
looked : Their heads had grown enormously, and but for their large trousers they
would have looked top-heavy.
I noticed
the children’s heads were tending towards
a larger growth, and it made me think of
these verses.

To

drudge!
disregarded!

Josiah H. Drummond was called to the
chair and installed the officers.
Among
°®cer8 were the following:
D. D. G, M., Adelbert
Millett, Searsmont;
S.
Augustus Parker, Belfast; Giand
Stewaids, Wm. A. Remick, Bucksport;
Albert
M.
Ames, Stockton Springs.
Ihe thauks of the
grand lodge were
extended to the
retiring grand masJos.
A. Locke, and Grand Senter,
ior Deacon Orman 0.
Eastman, on behalf of Portland lodge from which a considerable delegation was
present for the
purpose, presented him with an elegant
past grand master’s jewel.
Brother
Locke responded with much
feeliug,
accepting it with gratitude and thanking
the lodge.
At 11 o’clock the Grand
lodge
w as closed with
prayer by Grand Chaplain
John Gibson.

►*phe
T\I

easy Food

Easy
Buy,
Easy to Cook,
Easy to Eat,
Easy to Digest
uaker Oats
to

At all grocers
in 2-lb.

pkgs. onl>

Maybe I’m queer,

dirty,

an, most

folks is,

so

I calkerlate.
But yet, if I wuz like ter die, and nigh to
Heaven’s gate,
I’d sooner choose them lilacs thet’s a tossin’
by the road.
Ter git jest one last breath on ’em than all
the orkids growed!
And

spite uv all thet grand conservashe has,
I don’t begrudge Maria Brown—Maria Cobb
thet was.
fThe Woman’s Chronicle.
in
toor

$100

I must say !

Gardener.
claue!

fur ’z

Ah, hut Oi looks

Relief

a

lot prettier

in

Six

Hours.

American Kidney Cure.”

so

1

K.

Deletion's

Anti

!

May be worth

Distressing Kidney and Bladder Disease
relieved in six hours by “New Great South

It is a great
account of its exceeding promptness in relieving pain in bladder,
kidneys
and back, in male or female. Relieves retention of water almost immediately.
If
you want quick relief and cure this is the
Sold
A.
A.
Howes
&
remedy.
by
Co., drug-

surprise

l>r.

to you moo
have a child who soils beihli
tendance of water during
and young alike. It arrest-*
once.
Sold by A. A !i
Si

Druggists, Belfast, Me.

on

gists, Belfast, Me.

Iyl8

A
ston i

>1(19 Kind Von

)

^'The

uood Samaritan.

morningin

wful

.,

GRACEFUL WOMEN

the home

fearful storm had pre,ight and mother and son

Freedom from

\

nervousness

he fate of the husband
.nad been absent since the
mother had been up all
unable to sleep and so
iwork for the shop. But
■■■;.
shoveled
were
out
l»i done.
\
Reed and her children
inly breakfast she saw
IHns coming, who was
,i path through the snow,
the house, Mrs. Reed
'(rood morning. Mr.
,;nd it hard shoveling.”
this has been a hard
I
are hard and deep.
lest a few minutes as I
,!

insures

ease

of

State

movement.

ns I

ICTORY

.,

over

accomplished by

Many

helped

me

Hr. S. 13. Hartman, Columbus, O.
Dear Sir:—“For ten or fifteen
to
nervous
dyspepsia. I would have spells of
years I hare been subject
quivering in my stomach with smothering feelings. My nerves were terribly
debilitated. I was suffering from what is called nervous prostration. My
I consulted
stomach felt bloated and I was constantly weak and trembling.
several physicians who treated me without doing me any good. I had almost
given up in despair when 1 heard of Pe-ru-na. It was about six years ago that
I first took Pe-ru-na.
I found it an immediate relief to all my disagreeable
symptoms. It is the only medieine that has ever been of any use to tne.1’
*

get

ami we saw it was
seemed considerably
a him in bed a soon as we
.'ining he seems to have
l think it best to have
as we eau get one there.”
Mi
Thompson, but- how
■pay you for your kind*
!;< ed. what are we in this
d for. if it is not to help
wind has gone
\s the
will go to work right
and
meet them,
back
a
I
tn get a team through
ami the children; and

Send for Dr. Hartman’s books on catarrh; they

are mailed free.
Special book
Pe-ru-na cures the diseases of the mucous membrane, and at the
All druggists sell it.
same time builds up the general health.
writes: “Last summer I was
Mrs. Rosina Horning, River Basin, Mich
troubled with female weakness. Pe-ru-na helped me and now 1 can do my
own work.”

letter from Mrs. Lucie Waldle, Otsego Lake, Mich. She writes:
For three years I suffered with catarrhal dyspepsia. My mouth was so sore
I could scarcely eat. 1 wrote to you for advice and you told me to take Pe-ru na
and Man-a-lin. I at once got some and began to take It. It has been ten
mouths since I began to use your medicines and I am perfectly well. I have no
signs of my old trouble.”
The magnificent work accomplished by Pe-ru-na during the past forty years
in curing catarrhal trouble, is reflected in thousands of letters on file and conHere is

possible.
mpstm began work one
with his
i>
came along
ining, Thompson. This
I have just heard
nil.
quite a snug call, and
"Yes, Flanders, he is
■

pM-ii,
!

iins

mm

name

have tried to do
i>r
ot temperance

is

all I
and

1 have to keep liquor
“all-gone spells,” hut
rXi'ci't the hotel-keeper,
own
family. 1 think it

:;'i<■.
.->■

appearance of evil.”
i|i> you vote for those
■v
work to enforce the
and let your iulluence
own the greatest evil in
I'lionipson, there is
1 think
h-red about it.
m enforcing
the law."
\ou
think of the
ever
nade foi the State in
We have got our.n.il>*'.
toj a little.
>ut
If we
-ide of those who do
if we are ever
a n !i ilii
"
shall he quite likely to
asked the question
sometimes asked by
i iu\ brother’s keeper.'"
a
ic made passable, while
wen
foi Mrs. Keed and
si>n started for a doctor.
mmi her husband unconPtn

11 \ \ \
“

tor women.

as soon as

nd'sgrave.”

astonished

cures it wherever located.
It makes
calm nerves and drives out catarrh,
for the nerves control catarrh.
Mrs. C. C. Filler, 135% S. Fourth
St., Columbus, O., writes:

se

iid not he surprised if he
deniy. We shall do all we
He is too manly a man

are

j

they have catarrh. Catarrh
penetrates everywhere; Pe-ru-na

i!.

■

nervouswomen

1

to find

went in and when seated
started a little early this
you would be anxious
Reed was through the
Mi
As 1 went
dir house.
u
rattle last night 1 saw
ad, and found it was a
He was
..•ied with snow.
stiii

cannot be
will power,

Disturbednervcsindicatedisease,
Nervouswomen arc seldom graceful. If graceful naturally-, they
soon lose their ease of movement.

;

M\

nervousness

a

stantly being received.
.Somehe had power in hold an audience.
times while relating sonn <>t his own
experience theiewmi’d hardly he a dry
eye in the audience.
Mi. and Mrs. Heed did all they could
to tiaiu tle ii children t o lives of useful
ness.
When E iward readied mature
years; with a good e utmieu school education and a large dune of common sense,
with well rooted and grounded principles
hi- was piep. ied to act well ids part in
life.
After Evie’s school days were ended and
she had a thorough training in household matters, she was all prepared to he
such a life partner, as the wise man
Speaks of in Proverbs.
Mi, and Mrs. Ided have already reached
the meridian ot life, and are doing till they
can
to make the world hciter;
while
tlreii devoted friends, the good Samaritans,
are also eng iged in the pleasurable work.
! t t \ <Mlm; t: r r.
Stockton Springs.

A

Col.

Western Journalist.

Aldeti J

Blethen, editor-in chief
of the Seattle, Wash., Daily Times and
president of the Times Printing Company,
has in his short residence become one of
Seattle's foremost business men.
Colonel
Biethen’s reputation as a journalist was
thoroughly established before he came to
the Pacitic coast, and in taking charge ot
tlie Seattle Daily Timis he brought to it
the best principles and methods that have

made the evening newspaper a great .-'acin Eastern cities.
A
native ot Maine. Colonel Blethen
practised law in Portland hu seven soars,
moving to Kansas City, Mo., in 1SS0, because of ill le altii.
Lie became general
ot
the Kansas
manager and part ownri
City Jourm 1. which position he held until
selling out his property
November,
to go to Minneapolis because of the ill
lu-alth of his fann’w when* he beeame
I ME WEEK.
NEWS Of
general manager. edifto in-chief, and half
owuei .*r the Tribune,
in INN"), he bought
the evenini: .Journal. and thus became the
M aim: Ma iti:is. State Assessor Pottle
practical director a all the newspaper
s »\sit is useless to
In Inns, he
expect much reduction prow 1ties iTi Minneapolis.
of taxation if Suite expenditures are to i so hi to a Ih'ston syndicate bis emiie incess

terests t«>r

s24n.00()"

j

counuuc
a

and Valuation.

Maine's American Senator.

The honor which the metropolis of the
A Reply to Gov. Power*. Fifty-two Per Cent.
nation conferred, recently, upon William
Increase in Expenditure* for the past 10
P. Frye of Maine, is one of which auy
Years.
American might justly be proud.
Pri[Special to the Lewiston Sun.J
marily the banquet at the WaldorfRecently in an open letter to a Scarboro Astoria is intended as a recognition by
man, Governor Powers stated that lie was the commercial bodies of the city of Senain tavor ot the revision and equalization
tor Frye’s yeoman service, as chairman of
of the tax
system in Maine. Among other the commerce committee, in behalf of the
bill appropriating an adequate sum for
things he said:
“There has been such an inflation of the improvement of this harbor. But in
that
the
assessors
the
mind of no participant in this affair
valuation by the State
tax is
will the senator's relation to harbor imalready burdensome.1’
This statement of the Governor has calprovement stand as an isolated proposiled forth a
great deal of discussion, and tion. in the minds of all there will rest
much criticism.
It is not believed by the conviction that the given cause but
those who are best acquainted with the furnishes a welcome excuse for formal
matter that there has been an mtlation ot I recognition of innumerable manifestations
the State valuation, and that the cause of of that lofty and able statesmanship,
high taxes and discontent in Maine in rela- clothing the highest type of American
tion to the present condition of Srate citizenship, which has
recently so imaffairs is due to this cause, but to otht-r pressed the country in this loyal son of
causes one of which has been the great
New England.
increase in the State expenses.
Conspicuous public compliment of this
lu 1889 the biennial appropriation made sort is most wholesome in its effect upon
by the legislature was $2,853,690.30. In the popular understanding. Senator Frye
1899 the biennial appropriation was $4,is not made of the stuff that can be either
349,522.71, an increase in 10 years, of 52 spoiled by flattery or soured by neglect.
His service in the matter of harbor imper cent.
In speaking of this matter the llou.
provement will mean millions annually
members
of
the
added to the value of New York’s comGeorge Pottle, one of the
said
to
the
Sun
State board of assessors,
merce.
But above and beyond this, he
stands
as one who has been a tower of
correspondent:
‘The question of taxation iu this State strength in support of bis government
bids fair to be the all absorbing topic of during a period of peculiar trial in indiscussion during the next two *ears, and ternational
relations—his
clear
head
doubtless will claim the early attention of allied with a loyal heart, and indefathe legislature iu 1901.
tigable in his assaults upon sophistry and
“The claim is quite commonly made cowardice while defending right and rea
that the railroads, street railroads, and son.
suiiie other corporations taxed directly by
There is in this tribute from New
the State are not taxed in fair proportion York no element of hero worship, but
the
in
State
that
to the other property
an honest greeting to an able man whose
is taxed locally for State, county and
ability has borne abundant fruit in our
the
weeks
lu
material prosperity and the increased
closing
municipal expenses,
of the legislative session last winter several potency of the flag among the national
measures were offered looking to an inemblems of the old world.
A hearty
but welcome, then to Maine’s American sen
crease of certain corporation taxes,
all were referred to the next legis- ator, whose future should be greater than
lature.
his past—and c infusion absolute to the
“The greatest obstacle in the way of pigmies and pessimists who continue to
to
tax reform is the tendency everywhere
toss their caps for Maine’s un-American
The ex- senator.
increase public expenditures.
[X. Y. Mail and Express.
increased
of
the
have
State
rapidly
penses
The
biennial
the
decade.
William
Mrs.
during
present
Rockefeller has imported
appropriations of the legislature of 1899 for her country residence, near New York,
providing for the years of 1899 and 200 Malmaison carnations and 100 of the
1900 show an increase of fifty-two per gold nugget variety.
The flowers came
of the from Paris and cost £3,000.
cent, above the appropriations
legislature of 1889, which provided for
It is idle
the expenses of 1889 and 1890.
to expect lower taxes in the face of an
infiuiion of fifty-two per cent, in the
expenditures of the State in ten years.
'•'lilt* present State valuation as fixed
by the State board of assessors, which
is the basis of state taxation, shows a
moderate increase over previous years,
being six and one-half per cent, greater
than in 1890.
A majority of the towns
an*
valued lower by the State than in
and
this
is especially true of the
1890,
agricultural towns. The valuation of
Genuine
the State is revised and equalized every
two years prior to the meeting of the
Local valuations have inlegislature.
j creased in a greater ratio than has the
State valuation, being in 1898 an average
of eleven and one-half per rent, higher
than in 1890.
The State as a whole is slowly but
1
surely increasing in property and wealth,
while some rural sections are making no
Must Bear Signature of
! progress, but rather losing ground.
On
the
other
of
hand
in
some
sections
I
| the State there has been a marked growth
j and increase of taxable propertj ; thirtythree of the cities and towns sl owing, according to the valuation of city and town
See Fac-Simile Wrapper Below.
assessors
iu 1898, a combined increase
since 1890 of $28,000,000.
small and as easy
“Railroad building, both steam and
to take as sugar.
new
trolley, has opened up and improved
FDR HEADACHE.
territory, and the prospects are good for
a considerable increase during the next
FOR DIZZINESS.
few years.
Lumbering operations are
FOR BILIOUSNESS.
more profitable and the manufacuriug in- !
FOR TORPID LIVER.
dustries of the State are more prosperous
than for many years. The general busiFOR CONSTIPATION.
Pias.
ness improvement throughout the country
FOR SALLOW SKIN.
As before men; is being felt in Maine.
FOR THE COMPLEXION
tioned, the tendency to increase public expenditures and prospective higher taxation is a handicap to the development of
the State.
CURE SICK HEADACHE.
“The
excessive [

Carter’s

Little Liver Pills.
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Itake. Your Choice.!!

1

A

spoonful of

Ivorine
Washing

Powder

rVetj

Barter's
rilTTLE
IVER

only safeguard against

taxation iu this State is the exercise of
rigid economy iu State, county and in [
Increased
municipal affairs.
expeudi- ;
tines mean higher taxes; it: cannot be
evaded.
Payment may be deferred, but
the burden must dually he met by taxation.
You may revise your tax laws, hut
higli taxes will still he with you. No
taxation is so unjust as needless taxation;
it compels everyone to pay move than' a
fair share.
There can he no lair share to
uunecessary taxation.”
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THE J. B. WILLIAMS

Every package of'lvorine”
has

C0.t

GLASTONBURY. CONN.
Manias or anuasr raaous •Harms
Soars*

j

h

cake of pure white
it.

a

Glycerine Soap in

.........

King’s [

u

The Great

■

Builder/7"] j

PUREMALT
Cures Sleeplessness.
Makes Ailing Women strong.
Nourishes Sickly Children.
Is a prop to the Aged.

|
! [
y

KILGORE

>;;siYDi*F

_T14

Increases the Appetite.
Builds up the Wasted System.
Makes perfect Digestion.
Strengthens Weak Nerves.

1
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•
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NEARLY

Old!!!

Years

Fifty-eiaht

It’s

long life, but devotion to the true

a

interests and prosperity of the American
People has won for it new friends as the
years rolled by and the original members
of its family passed to their reward, and
these admirers

are

and steadfast to-

loyal

day, with faith in its teachings, and

con-

brings

fidence in the information which it
their homes and tiresides.

to

a natural consequence it enjoys in
its old age all the vitality and vigor of its
youth, strengthened and ripened by the

As

experiences

of

It lias lived
cordial support of progressive Americans.
It i* ‘* Hie'New York Weekly Tribune,'*

*kn »wle 1_

a

half

over

its

>»:i

a century
merits, and on the

1 the loimtiy

over

the

as

leading

National Family Newspaper.
Recognizing its value to those who desire

th

a.

n-ws

of the State and Nation,

favorite home paper) i. is entered
Y
eaibles them to furnish
into an alliance with “The York Weekly Tribune"
both papers at the trilling cost of sg.uO per year.
Every farmer and every villager owes to himsmf, t » ins family, and to the e-'nithe

publishers

of Th

Republican

.J iimial (v

>wa

"it

munity in which he lives a cordial support of his local newspaper, as n: works constantly and untiringly for his interests in every way, brings to his h en a" the news
and happe- iugs of his neighborhood, the doings of his friends, the condition and pros
pects for different crops, the priees in !i one mirkets, and, in fa -r, is a wees v visitor
which should be found in every whlc-awake, progressive family.
Just think of it!

Both of these papers for only -S-.00 a year.
Republican Journal Publishing Co., Belfast, Me.

Send all subscriptions to rhe

FRED ATWOOD

Winterport,

,

Me.

INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE,
Representing

Over

Twenty

Million Assets

EIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT, PLATE CLASS, TORNADO INSURANCE.
Security Bonds for Cashiers, contractSOfSTRAM BOILER INSURANCE AND INSPECTION.
ors. Administrators and Trustees.
Correspondence solicited. Real estate bought an.1 sold.

vousjfiUSSAVf«

Notes.

Amy Richards,

the Gardiner artist,
is attracting attention by her work as a
book illustrator.
Miss

,

pail or water and dean house
I
with
scarcely a bit of trouble,or-„ P,
|
do without Ivorine’and rub and scrub till your bacR
| aches.
One is cheap and easy. the other dear
i
in a

ABSOLUTE
SECURITY.

to increase. I ne first essential ot
In lSMh he re-pure based the Tribune.
low tax rate is economical expenditure.
The building anti en:iie plant was deBut there is another question, and that is stroyed by lire on Nuv. :’»0 1881 h
This
m tor arrived lie
pronounced
of taxation.
The complaint is':
i. trouble, brought on
equality
by
1.ought there was a slight mu only that our rate is high, but that oui
Mrs. Keed nursed her system of taxation is so arranged that it
ving rare, while Mr. and does not bear equally on all classes of
ti
were untiring in their
property. That trouble cannot be remeaim to health.
One night 1 died by reducing the tax rate through a
a as
w atching by his
The only cure ,
bed- reduction of expenditure.
a as
opening to a hymn for that is in a rearrangement of our systern of taxation.The
Maine
on the following lines:
State
Agricultural Society management is belie laird 'ey feeble SellSe,
to make
'am for his grace :
arrangements for the an| ginning
wa. mg providence
nual exhibition and fair of the society the
a smiling fare."
The fair will be held as'
coming fall.
ept her midnight vigils her usual the first week in September aud the
k to the bright, beautiful attj actions will 1 u excel those of previous
>
married life.
Then the years.The feature of Fast Day services in Poitlaud churches was the vigorits brightness, but before
ous remarks from 19 v. \Y
.■or! ay mark, da k clouds
F. Berry, the
newly elected iield secretary of the civic
a seif-made man.
N9 >n-euf> *1 cement of the
No one league ? Maine.
ih“ village where he* was prohibitory law was Mr. IV. ; ry’s topic,and
lie censured ex-cutivv officials and ; lie
ig'mee and so hi buy, than
coni trade, and by iudus- judiciary. “1 am told «»n g-m l aufleuity,’’
li.id a good home for his he said, “and you would not question the
authority, it I could ipvr you the name of
mm h to make life pleasant.
■
son and
daughter wen1 m\ informant, that tT.'»oo,000 is a low
a
home.
Foi some time estimate ol the cost >1 liquor sold in the
od on life's oceau, until city of Portland in a year.’-.It began
to look as if the Democrats of I he second
a
to frequent the hotel,
-uld not withstand
the district were going to let the Congressiou- j
ai election go by defau't, but they have j
toe hotel keeper,
boon
COL. AL1>1 S 1 lll.I THK.V,
finally pulled themselves together and is- |
e[ ; i hie change w ith him.
sued a call for a convention at Lewiston,
e>5 in business attains, and
loss and the financi.d panic of 1S91 were
n the downward
grade, May 12, the day after the Republican con- causes of the lass of tin.- tribune in lst'1.
se in tJ e
( oion. i
Bimhcn ai'ci \\ aid engaged in
place so interest- vention.George W. Pierce, the man
Mr. Thompson.
lie charged by the Androscoggin grand jury
olher business, mecimc v\ith great linanwith two attempted murders and seven ciai reverses, exceeding, all
to keep him from being
told, £250,000
bains of intemperance, but criminal libels, was taken to the insane
in actual losses,
tic < ame to Seattle in
at
Augusta April 28th. lie will July, 1*90, an<i soon afterwards obtained
unavailing. It seemed that asylum
remain there to be under the eye of special- co ntrol of the'l
ang short of the Almighty
imes, the growth and deaid make the scales fall ists to see if the plea of insanity is well
velopment of which has been s«» phenomeplaced.A telegram was received Apiil nal that it is a matter of history through90 from Phoenix, Ariz.,
ng before Mr. need 8 family
announcing the out the entire State.
their home and move iuto death of Hon. John O.
Patten.
Mr.
The Times, in August, 1890, was a folio
cad t*» Mr. Thompson. Mrs. Patten was born in Bath 98 years ago,
publication, with a small plant, and havmainstay in providing for and was the son of the late Capt. Gilbert ing 5,000 circulation. To-day, thirty-two
He was formerly manager months later, it lias
At the commencement of E. R. Patten.
20,000 circulation,
and owner of the Bath Daily Times aud prints a standard of ten
hi 1 ward was 12 and Evie 10.
pages daily, frewas interested in the
nsi derate children could not
publishing business quently enlarges to twelve pages during
He served a term in the the week, and
und. Edward would look in New York.
always prints a twenty, and
tie jobs that lie might earn state Legislature and was a delegate to sometimes a
twenty-four, page edition on
i j» his mother.
Evie was the Republican national convention in Saturday. The consumption of white pa1890.
lie is survived by a widow.Hon.
v\. that she might help her
per exceeds 90,000 pounds per month, and
!> work when there was a
Lldridge Getchell died at his home in tin* monthly expenses reach £11,500.
schools.
Mrs. Reed was Waterville April 29th of heart disease,
The Times is now published from a
keep her children in school. aged 85 years. He was a graduate from brand new plant costing more than £100,ays of unconsciousness Mr.
Colby University in 1897, a grandson of 000, and has passed from a losing to a
show signs of returning the original settler of Waterville, a life very profitable publication in mss than
iwhile he seemed to be long Democrat, and one who had held two years.
ios
In building up the Times Colonel Blethright mind. He would nearly all the offices within the city’s
ife if she could ever forgive and county’s gift.
The deceased leaves a en has had the aid and support of both his
her heart ache as he had? widow and one daughter, Mrs. H. II. Perci- sons, Joe and Clarence B’.ethen, as well as
fssed many regrets for the val of Boston.
a most effective staff, ineludin
Mr. O. M.
he had brought on his
Moore as city editor.
[Biofitable AdverWhat the Papers Say
tising.
with Mr. anti Mrs TliompI
liiled with gratitude to
Decoration day this year ought especially
May Flies for Trout.
kindly acts to him and his to be observed.
We add m w veterans to
■narked: “The scales have j
the list and have new martyrs to remem- !I
“Foi the l ent lit of those who have
ii
fr<*m my eyes, and I i
Heron this day of memorials,
li is to he j nut tlu-ir own faxnritcs to swear by, I
just what strong drink
!
hoped that sports and jollifications will mention a few useful flies for May: MontJt wrecks them physibe oiuited from tin* programme of our ob- ; real, yellow dun, yellow May,
cal morally, and makes I
hawthorn, j
!
red dun fox, bucktail, little 1
and prepares them t<>li!l servance and that the lull signification of turkey brown,
k''< U
(in*
dark
in
our
Creen.
ibis
aud
spinner,
and guinea;
day
i
expressed
thought
IV c !*
j
Many will begin to remember Kineo, IJang.o, protessor, Parmachenee
Mi. Reed was able he and ; actions.
white
Memorial
this
as
never
before
belle,
ibie,
'*
day
royal
year
at home.
coachman, silver
Mr. Thompson
because there are new made, graves in doctor, white miller, golden ibis, the
-d for liis family until he
t uba and
the Philippines.
Let us re- hackles, and the bee. Among artificial
•• k.
It was not a long time
are
the grasshopper, white
l:,,ed was at his work again. | member the Maine in a fitting manner by hires
moth,
black gnat,
fly, green and gray
skilled workman lie had j taking this occasion to show our reverence
fowdung
I for those who lost their lives in that
drakes, yellow dun, the bee, and the
A ness.
Marlow buzz.
[Gardiner Independent.
Worms, bits of pork fat,
the dead past should bury terrible night.
the eye or fin of a captured trout, and
bile, with God’s help, he
larvae
various
and
matured insects are
’»• the future.
There is a good deal of petty fault
reliable bails."
[Ed. W. Sandys, in Ou
in the place soon realized
finding among some of the newspapers, i
for May.
manly man was with them especially among Democratic journals, ing
nl their confidence in days
regarding the Philippine policy of this
You Can’t Get Rested
past.
The Enterprise has eminent
country.
Because that Tired Feeling is not the result
passed Mr. Heed prospered faith in tlie wisdom and sagacity of those 1
of exertion.
It is due to the unhealthy
It was not long before he
In authority,
and feels sure that the
condition of your blood. This vital fluid
termer residence iu the vil- outcome will he cm itable to this govern- j;
should give nourishment to every organ,
nerve
and muscle.
tge people and the people ment and a benefit to our people.
We I
But it cannot do
1
this unless it is rich and
>iing towns found him to be believe in the loyal support of our
pure. That is
what you want to cure That Tired Feelt'ker in the cause of
and
administration
and
sagacious
temper- patriotic
ing—-pure, rich blood. Flood's Sarsamission seemed to be to save the American army and navy.
Remarks
parilla will help you “get rested.” It
VVV|,<J in danger of
being drawn of a sneering character toward our faith- j will give you pure,
rich blood, give you vigor
'"at evii.
He often spoke of ful president and his advisers are unand vitality and brace you up so that
Mis.
as
and decidedly out of taste, and
the
patriotic
feel
Thompson
well
good
you
all through the coming
1
"
who were instrumental in
no fair minded American of
summer.
If you have never tried
right character
‘nm soul
Hood’s
and body. He and Mr.
will indulge in them.
Sarsaparilla, do so now, ami see
[Bath Enterprise.
how it energizes
and vitalizes your
always been fast friends;
whole system.
118 re8f°ration
to health their
OABTOHIA.
;; T
Cou,d
Kind You Have Always Bought
compared to the
Bean the
Hon. Thomas B. Reed has an article on
^ d L)avid and Jonathan.
i!
1
the “Nicaragua Canal’’ in the North
ec* °ften
lectured on temperance;
American Review for May.
!

Tax

Mr. Clifton Johnson contributes to the
New England Magazine for May an interesting paper entitled “Work and Workers
in Rural England,” depicting life among
the farm hands in the English country
districts.
Despite its seeming picturesqueness, the reader realizes what a life of
monotonous drudgery this becomes when
the laborer
is
barely able to supply his simple wrauts by his long
The author,
days of toil.
having
made this class of people a special object
of study, relates many incidents characteristic of their simple mode of life, illustrating liis text with several artistic
photographs. Warren F. Kellogg, 5,
Park Square, Boston, Mass.
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D R. CH A ROOT’S TONIC TABLETS
are the only posit!"*"? guaranteed
remedy for ihe
Hr ik Hal it, Merv.-u,..s an!
Melancholy CuU>ed
by strong drink.
%VH <. I Alt WTKE ront iioxrs
to cure any case vi;iia
positive vt sift.n gnaror refund the
money, ai.d to d< >troy tiie
appetite for intoxicating liquors.
THE TABLETS CAN BE GIVEN WITHOUT
KNOWLEDGE OF THE PATIENT.

STRONG DRINK

of $10.00 we will mail you four
[4] boxes and positive writtpn guarantee t<> cure or
refund
four money. Single boxes $3.00.

R. H.

MOODY, Sole Agen.

Belfast, Me.

"lSt Hoo?'
&ERViTfi
RlEsEB 1 S I fflANO

MANHOOD

Impotencj-, Niprlit Emissions and
wasting diseases, all effects of self-

Cures

(abuse,

LAPSES

| Pennyroyal

--

use

facured by the California Fig Syrup Co.

No cutting o|u-: it ion,
detention from daily

duties.
THE BEST

We guarantee

EARIV1 AND EATILY PAPER IN THE

in

UNITED STATES, BOTH ONE YEAR

FOR ONLY S2.00.
Believing that every one of our readers should
at least one good agricultural and family
journal, we have perfected arrangements whereby
we can send that practical and instructive journal,
Farm and Home, In connection with our own
publication, The Republican Journal, both a
full year tor only $2.00.
Lack of space forbids a description of the contents of Farm and Home, which: are unequalled
for variety and excellence. Prominent among its
many departments may be mentioned the Kurin
and Garden, Market Reports, Fruit Culture, Plans
and Inventions, The Apiary, Talks with u Lawyer,
Around the Globe, Live Mock and Dairy, Tbe Poul*
ry Yard, Question Box, The Veterinary, Plants
and Flowers, Fashions and Fancy Work, House-

Conslutation and examination free.

Belfast Office, Johnson Block,

£. L. STEVENS. M.

Office Hours, 1 to 4 ; 7 to 8 P, >1.
u

is

a

remedy,

CATARRH
easily and

pleasantly.

Contains no
nor any other

mercury

injurious

drug.
It is quickly Absorbed.
Gives Kelief

at once.

COLD (N HEAD

viraiiws nit;

nasai

awsuges.

Allays Inflammation. Heals anti protects tbe
Membrane.
Restores tbe Senses of Taste ami
Smell
Regular size 50 cents. Family Size $1.00,
at, Druggists or by mail.
ELY RROTHERS. 50Warren Street, New York.
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WILL GIVE YOU THE

Old Reliable Yankee Blade
year as a monthly. Established in 1841, it is
the oldest story paper in America, and has delighted thousands of homes. Semi 2oc. to the
one

Yankee Blade, Brooks, Maine.

< >«««Y*Wv *Vs’s;«Y»V«V*ViY «VWWI»

A FREE

PATTERN

selection' to
Only R> cents

every sno
a year.

own

scriber.

|
jg

be offered than its

circulation, which extends mo- e cry
State and territory in the t'nioi;, each mini »er

being read by no less than a million readers.
Do not delay or fail to take advantage "l his
remarkably liberal offer, which we make for a
o
limited time only, by spec la I arranc
with
the publishers. Remember, wc semi both paper*
a full year, at the very low price above uiveu.
to

;5

> late, Ki >n.>TT!ical and Al>s< .,;ely 2"
tS lN-rti-ci-1-'A. mg Paiter Patterns.

Jm4i

Mc- CALL

I

Licensed Auctioneer.
P.

O. ADDRESS,

FREEDOM, MAINE.

BAZAR*

»

Patterns'

mmm
Patterns.) §

"—g-■■■———■—tb
No-Seam-Allowance

lag
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if
The

breach of the condition thereof 1 claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of April, A. I).
1899.
ALFRED E. NICKERSON.
3wl7
v.

H.LAMS0N,

§

_

HEREAS, LYDIA M. I.UIRAREE of Monroe, in the County of Waldo and State of
Maine, by her mortgage deed dated the thirtieth
•lay of April, A. D. 1898, and recorded in the
Waldo Registry of Deeds. Rook 247. Rage 122,
conveyed to me, the undersigned, three certain
lots or parcels of land with tie buildings thereon,
situate in Monroe, in said County of Waldo, being
the same real estate conveyed‘to said Lydia M.
Larrabee by Alfred E. Nickerson, by his warranty
deed dated May 13. A. D. 1895, ami recorded in
Waldo Registry of Deeds, Hook 243, Rage 380,
and whereas, the condition of said mortgage has
been broken, now therefore, by reason of the

H.

wanted
Send for terras
5*
Styt>h, Reliable, Simple. Up-to- 5“

inumim—

Notice at Foreclosure.

cures

k

*5 'rotir

BELFAST, VIA INK.

is such

D.,

Operating Surgeon.

enormous

Address all orders

E;y’s Cream 8&lm

c.

invited to call and investiOver l*>,duO cures already effected,

j: gate.

Kvkm and Home is published seml-inonthly
thus giving you 24 numbers a year, the whole
making a volume of over 5011 pages, teeming
with all the latest and most reliable information
that experience and science can supply. No better
can

cure

ease we

plete.
Physicians

hold Features, etc.

proof of its popularity

a

iceept for treatment, and
money is reaplired until cure is com-

every

no

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO.,

and heals the membrane

WHEN NATURE

Needs assistance it may be best to render it
promptly, but one should remember to use
even the most
perfect remedies only when
needed.
The best and most simple and
gentle remedy is the Syrup of Figs, manu-

drying inhalants,
that which cleanses,

Avoid

the

no

have

or excess and indisThe June Atlantic Monthly will contain
cretion. A nerve tonic and
the opening chapters of a new serial
blood builder. Brings the
story entitled, “To Have and to Hold,”
pink
glow to pale cheeks and
the
by Miss Mary Johnston,
rising and
restores the fire of ycuth.
popular young author of the brilliant hisTly mail 50c per box: 6 boxes
torical romance, “Prisoners of Hope,”
: >r .S2.5U; with a written guaranwhich lias been so successful during the
past season. Miss Johnston’s work not tee to cure or refund the money.
only became immediately and unusually
MERViTA MEDICAL CC.
popular, hut. is admitted by the best
critics to be the highest order of historical ": nton & Jackson Sts., GHICACO, ILL.
fiction, lull of vigor and interest, and yet
Sold by A. A. Howes &Co.. Belfast, Me.
accurate and true to life and time.
Miss
is
Johnston’s Atlantic story
placed at a
DO YOU KSOW
much earlier period of Virginian history,
1
that of Pocahontas and her husband,
DR. FELIX LE BRUN’S
John Rolfe.
It is, however, permeated
, Steel
Treatment
with the same fullness and accuracy of
is the ')rigirml and only FRENCH
historical description and detail, while
safe and reliable cnre on the marthe freshness and exceeding interest of
I ’rice. >:.(•!!: sent by mail.
-km.
the plot will hold the reader’s attention
">(•% nine .M only by
I R. H. MOODY, 5 >'e
from the very opening.
it.
Belfast, 'la ne.

To those interested iu household matters, the May issue of Table Talk will he
welcome with the directions for the economical carrying out of its menus, and
its tested recipes, as well as its practical
A few of the
general reading matter.
topics of the month are “A Retrospect of
the Potato
Family” by Martha Bockee
Flint; “The Pudding of the Century” by
Clara Marshall; “A Cup of Tea” by a
Bachelor Housekeeper; “Mrs. Sargent’s
Experiment” by Mary G. Woodhull;
“Mothers Who Need Help and How to
Help Thera;” “The Early Training of
Children.” In addition, women’s interests in
general, dining-room, the table,
fashions, books and science in the household, all have attention. A sample copy
of Table Talk is offered to our readers
free, if they will send name and address
to Table Talk
Publishing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

W.Micu ami

Of Men,

children, cured by
Fidelity Method.

zine,

j

Only

10 and
15 cts each—none higher
Ask tor them
Sold in nearly every city
and town, or bv mail from

^
2*

THE McCALL CO.,

£

138 146 West 14th

St., Ne* 'fork.

5

Uepublicun Journal and .McCall's Maga-

one

year each tor #2

10 in advance.

Having purchased the original records of the

estate

of J. C. Cates,

lor

the convenience of all

pensioners having claims pending, ami of those
who may wish to presentclaims for additional or
increase of pensions, 1 will he at C. F. Cobbett’s
shoe shop, 1 27 'lain street, opposite the postoffice,
the second Tuesday of each month. Widows’
claims will receive prompt attention.
*5tf
L.:C..MORSE.
j

SEARSPORT

Rev. H. W. Norton of Searsport village
preach at the church here this, Thurs-

LOCALS.

will

day, evening.

J. G. Hammons has moved to the C. F.
Treat place.
C. G. Sheldon has sold his residence
Water street to C. O. Sawyer.

Royal s I

Benjamin Menthew has retired from the
employ of Lemuel Perkins. Mr. Perkins has

on

sold his

cream

route.

and J. D. Sweetser took sixty
trout from Sandy Point stream Saturday.

The young babe of Mr. and Mrs. J. E.
Marden is quite ill, Dr. Flint of Searsport

Lodge, & F. A. M., will confer
the 3d degree Tuesday evening, 10th inst.

village

Herbert Felker has bought of George A.
Bowen the Cunningham place on the
Swanville road.

last

F. E. Curtis

Mariners

attending

is

t

it.

Absolutely Pure

Makes the food

Curtis of Charlestown,Mass.,was here
week for a short visit to his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. M. Curtis.
Will

more

delicious and wholesome

WOVAL BAKING POWDER

Mrs. Charles Ward died very suda stroke of paralysis April 30th.
The funeral was from her late home on
Ward Hill May 2nd_The body of Oscar
Nason, who died in Boston of typhoid fever,
arrived in Troy last week and the funeral
services were held at the home of his father,
Woodbury Nason, May 2nd, Rev. F. S.
Dolliff of Jackson officiating. Besides his
widow, who was Miss Mabel Croxford of
Jackson, he leaves a father and mother, two
brothers and two sisters to mourn his early

charter to Searsport Chapter, which has
been working the past year under dispensation.

of

:

The members of the graduating class of
the Searsport High School have met and
chosen the following officers : Martha J.Ross,
President; Eunice G. Whittum, Secretary
and Treasurer.
They have selected purple
and white for the class colors.
Prescott and wife have just received
news <>f the death of Mr. Prescott's
niece,
Mrs. Nellie Wilson,
who spent several
mouths here last season. She was stricken
vvitli apoplexyar,d died very suddenly.
The Ladies Aid Society will hold one
of their popular suppers at the vestry of the
M. E. Church Thursday evening, May 18th.

and

was

supplied

others

with

a crew

from

Boston,

still waiting.

are

Preparations

already being made to
bserve “Children’s Day," June 11th, at the
are

M. E. Church.

One of the most attractive
and profitable programmes ever carried out
on a
like occasion at tliis Church will be
presented. Don’t miss it.
A

M. Kane

recently bought

the

southerly

of what was known as the Pollard
house, situated iu the r* ir of the postofhce,
and one of the oldest houses in town. The
buildings are to be demolished and the lot
graded, which will be a great improvement
to that locality.

portion

J. F. Peterson and family have the
of friends here and at the Harbor
in tht- loss of their son and brother
Roy den,
win died Saturday, May (j, after a
lingering
illness. His schoolmates of the Searsport
High School paid a handsome tribute to his
C apt

sympathy

memory by attending the funeral services
M< nday afternoon, with a floral
offering of
seventeen beautiful roses, that being the
number of his years.

W. H. Nickerson, who has worked in the
Belfast foundry for the past eleven years,
has boarded at home, a distance of six miles,
the most of the time since working there,
making a drive of seventy-two miles a week.

CORRESPONDENCE.

barn, 44x80 ft, up and boarded-J. K.
Dickey is about starting a new industry at
the old rake factory, so-called, the saw’ing of
hoops for barrels, for which he has secured
a good market.
He will at once put in a
good sized steam engine and is about to
erect a building 23x25 for an engine house.
He will also put in a hoop machine and the
necessary gearing to do first class work. His
son Timothy, and parhaps others, will be associated with him in this enterprise... Miss

Mrs. N. -J. Heagan
Prospect Ferry.
visited her sister, Mrs. Eldon Pendleton of
Stockton Springs, several days last week.
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. H rrimau visited
Mr. and Mrs. C. K. Hill of Winterport last
Friday-W. F. Haley of Winterport de- Nellie Thompson has been at home the past
livered two new stoves at the school house 1 week or ten days.... Freeman Creasey arMiss Martha rived home last week from Rhode Island,
in this place last Saturdaj
1
where he has
b«en
employed.... Rev
E. Harrimau spent last Sunday with her
mother, Mrs. Rebecca Harrimau, returning Charles Seliger, our new Methodist pastor,
to Old Town Monday morning.
She was preached his first sermon, a good one, to us
accompanied by Mr. Samuel Dooly of Sunday evening. April 30th. He preaches at
Brewer-B. C. Avery lias gone to Red- our church the 2d and 4th Sunday of each
month. Rev. Geo. S Hills preaches the 1st
stone, N. H., where be has employment on
stone-Mrs. E. W. Grindle entertained the and 3d Sundays. .Mr. Seliger preaches in
Ladies’ Circle last Saturda> ....Mrs. Mary the school house at Half Moon stream, Ivnox,
Smith is at home from Belfast and her many and 1st and 3d Sundays of each mouth. Morfriends hope she will speud the summer rill is blessed with active wide-awake preachDavit! Morey is yet confined to his
ing.
here.
house with sickness... Mrs. C. W. Achorn is
Centre Montvillk. Ira I) Cram, who
said to he gaining-Mrs. Fidelia Creasey
has been ill for some time with pneumonia,
moves to Belfast this week, and her son
is reported as improving
F
L. WaterFreeman and family will move into the
house is getting well along with the extenhouse she vacates.
sion on Henry Rogers’ barn... John BoynMiss Ethel Gordon is at
ton had a huger badly jammed while workThorndike.
ing in Cram’s mill last week_George Cur- work for Mrs. Daniel Dolloff.Elisha
rier lias moved his family to Belfast_Mrs.
Webster is taking a vacation for a few days.
I. G. Ricker will sell the remainder of her
-Joseph Gordon, who has been in poor
millinery and dry and fancy goods at auction health, is somewhat improved.... Mr. and

j

Freedom

Carter is

village
Friday-It.
quite seriously ill at C. N. Allen’s.
Mrs. Fred Greeley of Freedom
B. F. Thompson's last Sundaynext

M.

....Mr. and
were

at

Mrs. Edgar Dyer are receiving oongr ttulations on the birth of a daughter recently—
10 1-2 lbs....Miss Maine Walker has been

quite

ill with

measles,

but

is

improving

at

Miss Grace Burton of Razorville visited at present.... Mrs. Emma Gordon is at E. W.
D. C. Cain’s recently-Dr. Ramsay will'
Dyer's for a few davs-Say ward & Vose
accompany

Mrs.

C.

Honuepatliic hospital

H.
in

Clement

to

the

Boston, May 9th,

an affection of the
of her face.... Fred Tootliaker and
wife, and Shepherd Patterson and mother of

to receive treatment for
nerves

Belfast,

are

visiting

Mrs. E. F.

Spear_We

are shipping several carloads of lumber this
Fred Say ward of Burnham visited
spring
a friend in town a few days ago.Elbert
Monroe, who has employment at Lisbon in
a pulp mill has been in town for a few days.
...Rev. Per ley Andrews ol' Searsport and
Rev. David Brackett of Brooks will preach
at Centre Church Sunday, May 14th, services
to begin at 10
o’clock a. m-Mr. A. SHiggins lost a nice steer recently_Mrs.
Bertha Berry and Mrs. Lila Higgins passed
last Saturday in Brooks.Fannie, the
little daughter of Edwin Lander, has been
quite sick. Dr. Cook of Unity attended her.
....Dr. Kilgore of Brooks called on patients
in town last Monday.... Mr. Burton Gross
was
in Bangor several days last week_

hat off to the Palermo corresponCapt. Cyrus G. Nichols, who was at one dent—a 12 1 2 lb. boy is a good one. But we
time in oinniand of the ship R. R. Thomas,
are “living in hopes” that Montville wiil yet
recently sold at this port for conversion into ! be heard from.
a coal barge, has bean appointed first officer
'ii the steamer Evelyn, plying between New
Islksboro. The schools began May 1st,
York and Porto Rico. Joseph F Nichols,
j
w h
formerly held the position of first mate ! after a mouth’s vacation. In districts 3 and
of the ship Abner Coburn, is second officer 4, there are new teachers, Miss Ward of
of the same steamer. The Evelyn is comKnox, and Miss Maddocks of Monroe....
manded b\ Capt, Tames G. Parse, who and
Fields C. Pendleton has had the
first
and second officers all
belong in Capt.
painters upon the exterior of his house and
Searsport, Me. [Boston Globe.
other buildings, adding greatly to their apNext Sunday, May 14th, will be observed
Eben Small is at work for Donald Chase in
pearance.
Capt. Guilford Pendleton has
as "Anniversary Sunday,” at
Fred Hunt began work for M. P.
the M. E. been
Unity....
bis
grounds by removing
beautifying
Palmer May
Church. In the morning the pastor will
1st. ...Mrs. Hattie Higgins
all fences and gates and doing some grading.
preach a sermon appropriate for the occa- .-A schooner loaded with coal is now dis- went to Burnham May 6th to pass a few
weeks with her sister, Mrs. Clara Gilmore.
sion, and in the evening a very interesting
charging cargo at Pendleton’s wharf...
and instructive programme will be carried
-Miss Vesta Heath, who has been passing
Last Sunday there was a missionary concert
out.
a week with her
Special music will be a feature of both ! at the Baptist church. Essays were read
parents, has returned to
by
morning and evening services. Every per- several of the yuung people, giving the his- j!i Belfast.... Mrs. Newell Bagley and daughson in town who has ever been in
ter, Mr. V. N. Higgins and son, attended the
any way
tory .of the origin and progress of Baptist I|
connected or interested in the work of the
Veterans’ meeting in Waldo May 4th_
missions in Japan, China, Burinah and the
Epworth League of this Church is most cor- laud of the Telooguos. The attendance was F. O. Day and daughter of Brooks were in
town May 7th-Mrs. Mabel Gilley and
dially invited to these services.
The Christian Endeavor Society
large.
Miss Grace Higgins visited Mrs. Julia
We are informed by the committee that meets Friday evenings, and is usually well
the history of the 26th Maine Regimeut is in attended. The Sunday school class of small Hatch May 7th-Miss Williams of Winslow was the guest of Mrs. Dora Philbrick
the hands of the printers. The arrangement boys, taught by Mrs. Maria Hatch, have a
last Saturday and Sunday.
of the book will be as follows: First, Pre- birthday mission box, in which they deposit,
Bucksport. The special town meeting
face; second, poem, written specially for; on each birthday, as many cents as they are
the book by Rev. A. J. Lockhart; third, the ; years old, for the benefit cf the Baptist was called to order at about 10.60 a. m. May
history proper; fourth, adjutant general’s ! Mission in Alaska. When the sum in the 6th aud O. F. Fellows, Esq., was chosen
report; fifth, a report of the thirteen annual j box amounts to a dollar, they send it_ moderator. The first work of the meeting
was
to accept the gift offered by Hon.
reunions of the regiment; sixth, roster; : Capt. E. A. Earnes, who deals in wood and
seventh, letters from comrades and clippings coal, has 27 cords of wood fitted for the Parker Spofford, of a new grammar school
from newspapers. eighth, a sketch of the
stove, for the benefit of the summer tourists. building. A vote of thanks was tendered to
siege of Port Hudson; ninth, the closing Some of it is in large chunks three orfour Mr. Spofford, which will become a part of
chapter. The book will be illustrated with feet long, to meet the requirements of the the town records. It was voted to give the
fifty cuts of scenes and men, among them open fire places in the cottages.Capt, old school building to the James E. Hall
the burning of the U. S. steamer Mississippi Charles R. Pendleton has rented his three post, G. A. R., and Mr. Spofford has donatat which Admiral Dewey distinguished him- houses for the season.
D. A. Hatch has also ed a suitable piece of land further up Elm
self; the landing at Irish Bend, and the rented his cottage for four summers, to street. The old building will be moved imcharge at Port Hudson. Any member of the James Lawrence of Groton, Mass., at 8400 mediately and work will be begun on the
organization can have his picture appear in a season. His cottage is farther from Dark foundations of new structure. The article in
the history by sending a cabinet photograph
Harbor than Capt. Pendleton’s and rents warrant relating to raising money for the
and one dollar and a half to Charles H. for a smaller sum....The cottage of Geo. S. Main street bridge was discussed at some
Gross & Co., post office avenue, Bangor, Me., Silsbee is now about completed.
The length, aud as the call for $600 in the war■within one week.
chimneys, above the roof, are stone. The rent was considered insufficient the article
cottage (which is over 100 feet long and three was dismissed and another meeting will be
NORTH SEARSPORT ITEMS.
stories high, with swelled fronts) and also called to see what action will be taken by
Will Thompson was here from West Win- the stables, a short distance away, are paint- the town. Quite a portion of the taxpayers
ed dark green, about the color of the spruce are in favor of putting up a good steel bridge,
port last Sunday.

Harry Moore has gone
of employment.

to

Charles Dorr of Belfast

Boston in search
was

in town

last

week, visiting relatives.
Miss

Evelyn Moody

where she has

a

has gone to

Citypoiut,

situation.

Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Towle were in
Belfast recently, visiting relatives.

East

Mrs. George Benson of Belfast was in
town recently, the guest of Mrs. E. G. Smart.
Abner Warren of Searsport village was
here last week visiting the family of Eli Colson.

Mrs. E. G. Smart and son Oliver were in
Monroe last Saturday, visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Will Small.
Ashah

Moody returned from Stonington recently, where he was employed at
stone cutting.

tion iu

take

our

forest amid

they are situated. A while others are in favor of hxing it up
professional landscape gardener from Boston without much outlay. The school furniture
has been moved into the old town hall and
came last week to locate the drive-ways and
and paths. The lot cost 87,500, but this is has been put into place in readiness for the
only a fraction of the cost of the buildings, grammar school to proceed without any
and the ornamenting of the grounds. The break-The graduating class of the E. M.
Minton,Draper, Shattuck and Derby cottages C. 8. have completed plans for one of the
are not so far advanced, but will be ready
highest class commencement concerts in the
by the middle of June. The cottage of Henry history of the institution, having engaged
Pullen’s Symphony Orchestra of 30 pieces,
5. Howe, the most magnificent of all, is
about completed, and Mr. Howe came last and Mrs. W. F. Putman as soloist. Pullen
week to make arrangements for bringing expects to excel all previous effots of his
his family-Mr. J. T. Atterbury and family orchestra, and the selections of Mrs. Putof New York will arrive June 16th....Mr. nam will be most acceptable to the concert
Dexter Tiffany and family of St. Louis will patrons....The schooner Gen. Cogswell,
board at the Inn, having rented their cottage which sailed Tburday for the Grand Banks
to a Mr. Stan wood... .The new annex to the for the second time, put back into Castine on
Inn is nearly finished, and more guests can account of Capt. Chas. Cushing, who was
be accommodated than heretofore All the taken suddenly ill. A telephone message
rooms have been engaged for the Beason.
from Castine said that Capt. Cushing would
▲boat 300 guests can be provided for.
be unable to sail for a week or more.
which

Unity

Nickerson.
Miss Tliurstou was
those rare people whose life was a

abnegation

a season.

He contem-

!

j

!

1

i

J

j

Faithful, loyal, loving
thirty-two years with

SO,

CALL

—
_

To the sorrowevery duty nobly done.
stricken mother and her affianced, Mr. C. H.
Mitchell, tlie friends here extend their
sympathy. The grave was covered with
flowers from the following friends:
Mrs. L.

MASON & HALL’S,

Thurston, a pillow bearing the word
“Lulu,” Mrs. Chas. Sullivan, bouquet; Mr.

“!E» Chicago Electric Hose.

,

...HARDWARE...

(Juarantoed to stand 200 Ilw. |)re88ur«*.
:i
Will not kink.

1

To

:i

f
\

stan.i ).

I
S3P”All
♦

kinds of

HARDWARE, HAINIS,

MASON «$E HALL,

$♦«

OILS and VARMSMt

5VJ Main Street,

Bangor, May 3. Old, sch Izetta, Nye, New
York; b, ar, schs Abraham Richardson, Kendall, Perth Amboy; Banner, Rich, Belfast;
sld, schs Norombega, Frankfort and New
York ; Post Boy, Rondout; 0, ar, sch II Curtis, Eaton, Deer Isie; sld, sch Mary Ann McCann, Gates, Sag Harbor.
Norfolk, May 2. Cld, sch Gov Ames, Galveston; 4, ar, sch Annie P Chase, Ellis, Old
Point.
Bath, May 2
Sld, sch Daylight, Balti-

s%nr

!

BORN

I

Barnard. In Orland, Aj.->
Mrs. Elmer S. Barnard, a son
Blodgett. In Bueksporr v.
Mrs Benjamin K. Blodp-it,
Crawford. In Camden, a,
Mrs. M. T. Crawford, a sot!
.Jones. In Vinalhaven. a.
Mrs. K. A. Jones, a son.
Lord. In East Surry, A|>t
Howard C. Lord, a dautrhte.
Moore. In Bucksport. M

j
;

\
|

..

..

Percy Moore,

a son.

v

Hollins, in Camden, a*
Mrs. David Hollins, a son.
Whitcomb. In IslesDnro
Mrs. Fred E. Whitcomb. a s-.i

MARRIKI)
Oakland Baku"! R. ln>
21), Rev. C. N. Oarlatid am! M
both of South Deer Isle.
Hanscom LaI’kaik. In P
Frank Hanseom ami Mrs. 1.of Malden, Mass.
1’AitNALL Coombs.
In oi>
Samuel Alexander 1’arnali aEstelle, daughter "f Mr. ami
Coombs, formerly .if Bellas-.
Wksdott BoWDt N
In
Everett ,1. Bowden and Miss
i of Brooksville.

j
)

j

\

v

j

j

!) I KI >

In

Bakkman.

Brooks-.

A

Baketnan, agetl Go years.

Brown, in Sound, \pn
Arthur Browu, aged 2-8 \.\rBkadshaw. In We-i K*Mary C. Bradshaw, aged
Dork, ill Buek-p-.rt, A
Dorr, aged 71 years, 1! m
Dyer. In Vinalhaven, April
8G years.
Eernald. In Minneap lis,
:ih -.
Mrs. Lois A. Eernaid.
ARRIVED.
M ARINK M IS< ELLA N V.
7 4 years, 3 montiiN 2 .ia\
May 4. Soli. Lizzie, Bangor.
OlLLKY. Ill Bucks). -I
April
A
G
1
LiverShip
Rivers,
Spoken.
Ropes,
May f). Solis. M. K Rawley, Messervey,
J Oil ley, aged *17 y ea
pool, for New York, April 25, lat 48, long 41. 1 II KKKK'K
I Hoboken; Menawa, Pendleton, do.; Fred
Iu Blueliill. Apr
Sch
Charlotte
L Morgan, built at Beverly,
rick, aged 72 years, H‘ ui-ecii'
Jackson,
Weiden, New York;
Maria
Mass., in 1851, and bailing from Bueksport, ! Jones. In East I'lii'i:. A
Webster, Turner, Rockland.
! Me, lias been purchased by parties in Boston Jones, aged 85 years.
7.
Sell.
Silver
New
May
York.
Spray,
! and is being repaired at Bueksport to re-euMagee. In Brooksville. M
May 8. Sclis. A. Hayford, Ryan, Boston;
Magee, G4 years
tering the coasting trade.
H. Rogers,
Lady Antrim, Sweet,
Moore
In Belfast. May
j- Pendleton, Carver & Nichols, sliiphrokers aged 8-'. years and 3 davs.
Lynam, Mt. Desert.
I at New York, are making a strong tight
PACKARD.
In Roeklam. \
SAILED.
against the demands of the sailors' boarding dage), wife <d Daniel
! a
May 5. Sell. Emma S. Briggs, Osborne, house keepers, and in case of ship Josephus 1 month. 15 days.
m
I’eiekson.
succeeded
InSearsp.it;, M
Hurricane.
shipping her crew at the reguson, aged 1 7 years.
May t> Sclis. Lizzie, Mt Desert, etc. ; P. I! lar rates.
Ill Roekport. V
K.i
HAKDS.
Charters.
Brig Harry Smith 20,«>0<) cases of Mr. ami Mrs Ri<
M. Bonney Burgess, Viualhaven.
liards.
May 7, Sell. Sarah L. Davis, Pattershall. oil New York to Canary Islands, at or a bo
Wn rn i:Y In Bella.-:. May
Bark Willard Mudgett, Boston to terot 'L and Mrs \rthm t
; 15 cents.
Newark, N. J.
May ‘J. Sclis. Grace Webster, Harvey, the Gold Coast, general cargo, p t. Whip years, 5 months ami lo dayE B Sutton, Philadelphia to Wan Fran. i-.,
Yocm;. In Boston. Apr
i Stonington; H. Rogers, Lynam, Mt. Desert;
general cargo £8.50. Ship Wm J Retch. Ralph Young, formerly <
j Lady Antrim, Sweet, Rockport.
Trinidad to Baltimore, asphalt, £2.10
Bark
AMERICAN FORTS.
I C P Dixon, Baltimore te Port Moraut Bay
! and Port Antonio, coal; and back to Salem,
New York, May 2. Sld, ship Manuel
husks, p t. Bark Olive Thurlow,
Llaguuo, Shanghai, sell S M Bird, Rockport; cocoannt
Sau
City f o to New York, sugar,
brig Jennie Hulbert, Port Tampa; 3, ar, £2 75 Domingo
and port charges.
Sch Electa Bailey,
HR1I>A\
;
'ship John McDonald, Yokahaina; sclis Norfolk to
Boston, lumber, £8.25 Sell Lyman
James A Garfield, Macons; Charlotte T|!
M Law, Brunswick to New York, three trips,
j Sibley, Brunswick for Belfast; sld, bark 1! ties, basis 15 cents for 44 5-8 ft, 100 M ft
per
j Adolph Obrig, Amoy; sch Henry Crosby, day. Sch Lizzie B Wiley, Brunswick h
Havana; 4, ar, schs Odell, Bangor for RondNew York, lumber, $5.40. Sch. Celia F
out;
Henry Whitney, Stonington; M irk jI Jacksonville
to New York, lumber £5 75, 40
Pendleton, Bangor; sld, sell Almeda Willey, M ft
Sell Mary E Palmer, Clinton
per day.
Vol *21.
Gov

j

\

\

_i

j

!

\V

inter port.

Joaa Hardy, widow
Hardy, died May 31 at her
Mrs.

tile late A. W
home, of consumption, after a prolonged illness, leaving one son and one daughter to
mourn their loss. Funeral services were held
at her late resilience Friday afternoon, conducted by Rev. D. H. Piper. Mis. F. \V.
Scott came from Portland and Mrs. Lillian
'A hartf from Danforthto attend the fuueral.
_Mr. Friend Drake died at Ellingwood’s
Corner last week-Eddie Lowe and Ralph
Larrahee have gone for a trip on the Howard
Gould steam yacht Niagaria, of which Capt.
C. E. Littietield is first officer.... Mrs. J. W.
Everett is visiting friends in Bangor-Mrs,
H. T. Sanborn of Bangor visited her sister
Mrs. A. It. Fellows, last week, and Miss
of

Jennie Grant returned to Bangor with her
Saturday_Mr. Frank Atwood of Bangor
aud his mother visited Mrs. Morgan over

Sunday.The
Peter Tibdo.and

millionaire, Mr,
his bride,visited her cousin,
Montana

Rosa Nickerson, last week. They will
their western home very soon.
At the annual meeting of the W. C. T. U.
Tuesday afternoon the following officers
were elected: Miss E. M.
Hall, Pres.; Mrs.
J. H. Baker, 1st V. P.; Mrs. J. O. Moody,
2d Y. P.; Mrs. J. W. Everett, vice president
at large; Mrs. J. H. Baker, Rec. Sec.; Miss
S. B. Chase, Asst. Sec.; Miss Effie M. Littlefield, Cor. Sec.; Mrs. Alberta George,Treas.
Mrs.

leave for

The remains were takeu to Lincolnville for
interment-David Cummings has bought
Will Cobb Perry's farm....A company of
seven Indians are encamped on the land of
S. A. Simmons near the ‘‘Allen Brook.”
They are doing a prosperous business selling baskets_Mr. aud Mrs. M. F. Hanly
arrived home last week from a three weeks
visit with friends in Boston and New York.
_Miss Edith Gushee is teaching school in
the Gurney district; Geo. Fish teaches the
Burkettville school; Miss Fanuie Gusliee
lias the Primary in Grade district; Wm. I).
Hall of Rockland

is

instructor

in

the Gram-

department; Bernard Pitman has the
Ridge school, and Miss Lottie Wadsworth
teaches the North Appleton school-E. R.
mar

Keene met with a painful accident while at
work at his mill at North Appleton last
week. He was hit by a rolling log and the
bones badly shattered at the ankle jointGeo. Stuart is at home from Boston and Is
attending to the spring work on the Eli
Sprague farm....News has been received
here of the death in Minneapolis, Kansas,
April 8, of Mrs. Lois A. Fernald, aged 74
was one of a
family
years and 3 months. She
of eleven children, six of whom are living.
Thomas
and Alden Robbins and Mrs.
Susan Cummings of Appleton; Mrs. 8. L.
Farrar of Bath; Mrs. Farrar of Searsmont,
Mrs.
and Mrs. Chas. Mahoney of Hope.
Fernald was the daughter of the late Jesse
Robbins... .Samuel Ripley is in very poor
health at his home at North Appleton.
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Brunswick; 5, sld, ship
Robie, Hong
Kong; cld, snip W H. Conner, Hong Kong;
sell, Carrie A Bucknam, Ponce; <5, cld, sch

Annie Lord, Porto Rico; ar, schs Fannie &
Edith, Rockport; Wm H Bailey, Somes
Sound; 8, ar, sell Hannah Coomer, Booth-

Undertakes a Contract Without the
Sanction of the New Administration.
All the mail

dropped in Belfast, Maine,
postoftice addressed to East Surry. Maine, a small
tour
miles
of Ellsworth, and al1
southwest
village
matter

letters ami papers addressed to Belfast mailed in
East Surry for si me years, have passed through
the hands of Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Gray. When Mr.

Gray unlocked the mail bags and shook
contents,

out

the

locked them up for the mail carrier to
the depot, it mattered not to him

or

convey to
whether the letters

were harbingers of peace and
joy, missives containing regrets or condolences, or
ordinary duns for long overdue accounts, bis ob'
ject was to get through the task as soon as possi
blc, as easily as possible, and to sit down and rest,
for bis back ached, and every movement of his
arms brought him pain.
Very concisely he states

below what he considers

was

the

cause

of it, how

he tried to

get rid of it, and finally what agency
employed to radically root out thetrounle. Mr.
Gray says: “In 1861, when in the army, near
Washington, I contracted measles, which did not
break out, and the trouble settled in my kidneys.
he

This
to

be

ihestart of wThat afterwards turned out
rather serious kidney complaint, produc

was
a

ingalame hack and an annoying urinary weakness,
particularly noticeable at night. It is a miserable
thing to have so bad a back that you are afraid to
stoop over or lift anything for fear of twinges. I
have been laid up with mine all the way from

a

day to eight weeks. I used a good deal of medi*
cine and spent a good ileal of money looking for
a cure. Doan’s Kidney Pills were the last attempt
and I believe they have done me greater good in
a

'•[

..

I

bay.
Boston, May 2. Ar, s< h A W Ellis, Ryder,
Rondout; cld, sell Charles 11 Triekey,
Somes Sound and New York; 3, ar, soli A
_The W. C. T. U. held a very interesting Hayford, Ryan, Belfast; 5, ar, s<di Mary
service Sunday evening. The program con- Farrow, Belfast; Hattie S Collins, Deer
Isle; Jennie G Pillsbury, Rondout ; Rabboni,
sisted of readings, recitations, solos, duetts Weehawken; (», ar, sch
Georgia Gilkey,
and choir singing.Mrs. H. N. Abbott is Humauacoa, P R; 7, ar, sell Maggie Mulvey,
Perth Amboy; 8, ar, sell Laura
Pendleton,
her
a
few
Dr.
Edweeksjwith
son,
spending
M Luut, Cummings, Fernandina.
mund Abbott at Providence, R. I.
Philadelphia, May 3. Cld, sch Puritan,
Mr. Adam Fisher of New Bangor, via Millville; 6, old, sch, Carrie E
Appleton.
Pickering, Haskell, Stonington.
York.the architect employed by Mr. Oakes to
Baltimore, May 4. Ar, sell A B Sherman,
superintend the construction of bis house
on the Sullivan place, has been here the
past week. He seems to be satisfied with
the work done thus far by Mr. Colliding
and his crew of carpenters-Geo. C. Dunton and wrife have arrived home from Boston. Mr. Dunton had his right eye removed
at the Eye and Ear Infirmary, and is very
much improved in health... .Mrs. May Berry
of Searsmout is visiting her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. G. C. Dunton-Mrs. II. C. Pease
is at home from a visit of several weeks
with friends in Winthrop, Mass.The
fuueral of the late Mrs. Henrietta Young
was
held at the Baptist Church, Sunday,
April 30th, Rev. Geo. Jenkins officiating.

2
>1
1

.-

Crockett, Brunswick.

Belfast conducted a brief service at the
grave, reciting a short but very appropriate
We do not know the title, or the
poem.
author but these lines were particularly im-

II. |t,,„

=—■..

T
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pinks, Friends, wreath; Mr. and Mrs. C. G.
Blanchard bouquet. Rev. Ashley A. Smith of

on

1

RUBBER HOSE?

FOR

j

I

!

AREiTARKET
IF

;

his return from
pressive.
Massachusetts, where be had been at work,
“I know not where his islands lift
home
of
his
the
were brought here to
brother,
Their (ronde l palms in air ;
more.
William Twombly, and services were conI only know I can uot drift
Mobile, May 2
Ar, sell .-Una, Havana;
ducted by Rev. J. S. Blair. Much sympathy
Beyond God’s love and care.”
3d, chi, sch Jessie Lena, Havana.
Brunswick, May 8. Sld, schs Melissa A
is felt for his two motherless children-! -The late Dr. D. C. Perkius of
Rockland,
’Wiley, Coombs, Bath; 4, ar, sch Susan N
Mrs Belle J. Palmer has been confined to | whose death was
mentioned in last week’s Pickering, Boston; 7, sld, sch D D Haskell,
her bed the past, week with heart trouble.
Eaton, New York.
Journal, was the youngest brother of Mrs
Mrs. Franklin Chase is able to sit up a very
New Orleans, May 4. Cld, sch Lucia PorJohn Royal of this place....The Swauville
ter,
Farrow, New York.
little from her recent sickness. She is under Union S. S.
reorganized last Sunday and
Savannah, May 4
Cld, sch Viola Itepthe care of Dr. Holt_The little child of
elected the following officers for the coming pard, Dunton, Perth Amboy.
Mr. and Mrs. Myrou Parker has been sick;
5.
Sabine
Pass,
May
Sld, sch Edward H
year:
Supt., Capt. Neheiniaii b.nart,;Vice
also Mr. P.’s mother, Mrs. Fred Parker....
Blake, Smith. Providence.
Supt., Mrs. Hattie F. M. Phillips; Secy Mr. j
New London, May 7.
Sld, seh Charlotte
Miss Lizzie Moore, who spent the winter
H. M. Chase: Librarian, Miss Julia
Chase; I T Sibley, Brunswick for Belfast.
with her mother, has returned to MassachuSavaunah, May 7 Ar, sch FC Pendleton,
Trea?., Mrs. Mary F. Nickerson; Organist,
Burgess, New York.
setts, where she has employment.Mrs. Miss Julia M. Chase. School is to
begin
Punta Gorda, Fla, May 8
Cld, sch J ManHelen Cooper, who has been visiting in New
next Sunday at 1 30. standard time ; sermon
chester Haynes, Hamilton, Baltimore.
Jersey and other places during the winter. directly after
sch
<8.
Portland, May
Ar,
Mary Farrow,
by Rev. Ashley A. Smith Boston
returned home last week-Leander Staples
of Belfast.
FOREIGN PORTS.
has gone to Boston on business.... The pulSavana-la-Mar, April lb. Sld, hark Josepit here ami at the Centre was occupied last
phine, MeClean, New York.
CABTOIIIA.
unday by Rev. Otis Frost of Bangor, while
Gibraltar, April 27. Passed, sch Edward
Kind ',0U Have
Bears the
Bought
Rev. J. S. Blair was at Milo assisting in a
Stewart, Girgenti for Bangor.
Kingston, Ja, May 2. Ar, sch Abbie C
series of meetings-Arthur Ritchie, Esq.,
Stubbs, Whitney, Pascagoula.
of Liberty called on frieuds iu town last
Macoris, April 12. Ar, sch Methebesec,
Snow, Cayenne (to sail for New York about
week....C. E. Holt, dentist, of Dover made
Apri I 2bth).
SH II' NRY\>.
a brief visit to his brother, Dr. H. A. Holt,
Shanghai, April 1. In port, bark Sachem,
last week_Miss Nellie Staples has a fine
for New York via Hong Kong
line of millinery which she selected iu BosHilo, April 21 Sld, ship Henry B. Hyde,
POKT OF BELFAST.
Scribner, New York.
ton.
West Winterport,

at

!

it.

and Mrs. H. M. Thurston, bouquet of red
pinks;Miss Maud AdeliaThurston,bouquet;
Mrs. J. J. Lowden, 32 white pinks Mrs.
Geo. A. Dudley, wreath; Friends, piece of
roses; Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Appliu, dower
piece; Mr. C. H. Mitchell, basket of dowers;
Miss Warren Nickerson, 32 pink roses; Mr.
J. L. Parlin, bouquet of iouquills; Mr. and
Mrs. J. P. Chase, pink roses; Miss Boynton,
bouquet; Mr. B. C Kinnear, bunch of white

every

I.oule, New York, Bojtoo. Philadelphia
———i=

C.

The infant son of Mr. and Mrs.
Guy Twombly died last week, after a short
illness, at the home of her parents, Mr. and
and Mrs, Jere Bowen. Much sympathy is
expressed for the parents-The remains of
Hiram Twombly, who died of typhoid fever

I

of

one

complete

she rounded out her

Monroe.

:

THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY,
Chicnifo. St.

of self in

hastening to gratify

Sunday afternoon in
Troy church; and at Gerrish Corner and
Green’s Corner, alternately, Sunday evenings_Mr. Lewis Harding, in addition to
his home farm, will carry on the George
Ross place this season. Mr. Harding is a
hustler and believes that farming pays, when
properly conducted.

hold services

Large package of the World’s best
cleanser for a nickel. Still greater econMade only by
omy In 4 pound package.

devotion to others. To
Mrs. Thurston she was all that an own
daughter could have been, anticipating
her every wish before it was expressed and

are

Waterville for

V

adopted
daughter of Mrs. L. C. Thurston of Everett,
Mass., were brought here last Thursday, accompanied by Mr. C. £L Mitchell and Miss
Marion Nickerson, who returned to Everett
that night, accompanied by Miss Gussie

plates entering Maine University, Orono, in
September_Our new minister, Rev. W. A.
Luce, is well liked by the people who are
privileged to listen to his sermons. He will

...

at

Saturday moruiug, which measured 23
inches from tip to tip and weighed 4
pounds
and 13 ounces.... M r. Sewell IJarriinan lost
a cow in a peculiar manner last
weak. They
took her from the barn to turn
away to pasture, and she broke loose, ran into the lake
and was drowned... .The Grange hall annex
is up and boarded, the first floor
laid, ami
the roof partly shingled-Miss Celia Nickerson was at home from
Searsport Sunday.
-The remains of Miss Lulu, the

Mr. Edgar
pained to learn of his
Dr. Dodge
serious illuess with pneumonia.
was recently called in consultation with Dr.
Claire Whitney on his case, and considers
him very dangerously ill.... Miss Eva Garcelon, who spent the winter in North Carolina,
has returned to her sister’s,Mrs. Claire Whitney’s, in Unity, and will remain with her for
a while_Fred Bagley has secured a situaof

Something Newt I

trout

death....The many friends of

Harding

Weymouth teacher; also the school iu Weymouth district taught by Miss Minnie Weymouth_ Frank Woodbury lias his new

....

Admission, 15 cents. Supper will be. served
at b o’clock, standard
All are heartily invited.
Five ships commanded
by Searsport
captains have been detained at New York
for some time by reason of the agitation
over sailor*’ wages now going on there. One

her wrists.

COUNTY

S. A

ship

denly from

Carr of

a

YORK._

Troy.

Rev. and Mrs. Johnson, who have been
Palermo. S. G. Norton of Belfast waa in
revival meetings at this place, have town tast week on business-Mrs. Hannah
holding
schoonerGeorgia Gilkey
returned to their home in Portland. During Cain sold the John Cain farm last week to
arrived from Boston by City of Bangor
the two weeks they were here twenty-eight Merton Norton of Belfast. The deed was
Tuesday morning.
In last made Saturday by L. A. Bow ler of North
started ou the Christian journey.
Hollis Webber is learning telegraphy and
week’s locals your correspondent stat- Palermo.Samuel Marden went to Auat
railroading
Norwich, Conn,, with his ed that Rev. Mr. Johnson was a Salvationgusta May 4th_Thomas Rowe returned
uncle, Reginald Fitzmaurice.
est, which was a mistake; he is a evangelist last week from Albion, where he had been at
Our young people of the High School have from another demonination.
has
work in the tannery_Roscoe Carr
in rehearsal a drama, to be given the eveniug
The Sunday school at this place was or- taken his old barn dowu and will build a
of the graduation of the first class.
horse ran
ganized last Sunday with a full attendance. shed in its place.... L A Bowler’s
Congratulations are in order to our Following is a list of the officers: President, away last Saturday, doing some damage.
American express agent, Fred E. Whitcomb,
The barn doors were partly open and the
Win J. Matthews; Vice President, C. O.
who is the fatherlof a boy, born Tuesday.
horses ran in and the wheels caught the
Fernaid; Secretary, Benjamin Robertson;
Tyler Crockett and wife, who have been Treasurer, Lester Dow ; Librarian, Carrie B. door and shattered it.
Knox. Newell White has beenjappointed
spending the winter with his daughter in Stinson ; Collector, Shirley Dow -.teachers in
Dorchester, Mass., returned home Tuesday. the Bible class, Mrs. Win. J. Matthews; Miss town clerk in place of W. P. Kenney, resignHereafter the mid-week services of the Louise A. Merithew and Mrs. Mae Robert- ed_Rev. H. Small preached a very interM. E. Chur«-h will be at 7.30 r m., instead of son ; chorister, Chester Trundy.
esting sermon at the Baptist church Sun7 r. m., as they have been through the wiuday_Miss Mildred Hamlin, who has beeu
WEST SEARSPORT NEWS.
at work for Geo. E. Bryant the past six
ter.
Ed. Scribner of North Monroe was in months, has gone to Belfast to work in the
It is seldom that trout are taken from the
town last week on business.
shoe shop, and Mrs. Nettie Webb takes her
null stream, but Saturday quite a string was
place.... Edith Bryant is at work for J. H.
Mr. 1>. M. Nichols and daughter, Miss Mae,
caught by Laura May Carver. Several of
Say ward of Thorndike-Anson Shibles has
visited friends in Waldo last week.
them weighed one-fourth of a pound each.
improved the looks of his new' house very
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Nickerson iu last
A large delegation went to Bangor on
it another coat of paint.
w-eek’s locals should have read N. E. Nicker- much by giving
the steamer Tuesday, among them Dr. E.
Eells is working for Henry
....Robert
son.
Hopkins, F. E. Curtis. Fred M. Sawyer,
Hutchins, and Walter Gerald for Job C.
Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Towle of Mt. Ephriam
Andrew Allen and J. W. Black.
Vose_J. H. Brown and Bert Vose are
visited her sister. Mrs. Frank Herrick, last
Frank Morrow, who has had employment
losing a number of their sheep by some disSunday.
with the Boston and Maine R. R. at Arlingease.
Mr. and Mrs. Augustus Nickerson visited
ton, Mass., during the winter, has returned
Morrill. The schools began last week
her father. Mr. Willis Harvey, in Frankfort
home, and has engaged with C. H. Monroe
in the new' schoolhouse at the village, taught
last Sunday.
for the summer.
by Misses Myrtle Mitchell and Grace Hall
Mrs. E. W. Robbins fell in her shed going
of Belfast. School in the Cross neighborThe Grand Chapter, R. A. M., at their anfrom the house to the barn and injured one
nual meeting at Portland last week, granted
hood began last Monday with Miss Rhoda

Hervey

CO., NEW

Swanville.
Mr. E. H. Nickerson of
Portland was in town last week_Mr. W.
W. Gray was called home last week
by the
illness of his wife. She is
improving and he
returned Monday... .Mr. Fred Miller and his
mother arrived from Chelsea
Saturday
.Mr. W. E. Damm
caught a tine

short time than any or all medicines 1 have ever
Doan’s Kidney Pills do more than is claim-

THE SEA BREi

Point to Egmout Key, stone £1.05.
1 he
heights.
Freight Circular of
Brown & Co., New York, reports for the
week ending May 6th : There is seemingly
less demaud for large tonnage in long voyCase oil shippers have indicated
age trades.
a willingness to take up a few vessels for
Java, Japan and outside China ports, and
for such have met previous rates, but to

Shanghai, Hong Kong

Calcutta they
submit lower bids when tonnage is offered
for their consideration.
To the latter port
It) cents has been accepted. The Colonial
and

lines have considerable tonnage under ugagement, therefore there is a lull ai present
in that department
There has been no
special revival of interest in barrel petroleum
tonnage. Orders are said to be very scarce,
but as suitable vessels are not plentiful,

previous

rates

are

maintained.

Shippers

of

lumber from Gulf ports to the River Fiats
continue iu quest of tonnage, and though

indicating

willingness to meet some advance upon
previous figures are unable to
To
promptly cover their requirements.
a

Buenos Ayres ami Rosario £13.50® §14 50
would probably be paid.
Provincial tonnage is also wanted, and somewhat higher
rates are obtainable.
Two vessels to load at
Bridgewater, and one at Dorchester, secured
£10 50® £11 50 to Buenos Avres ami Rosario,
and from St. John $0 50 a £10 50 was paid.
Brazil freights are quiet, the full rates gen-

erally required by

owners

operating

to

from Brunswick to New York. Somewhat
figures are quoted for tie tonnage
from Southern ports, iu one instance as low
as 15 cents from Brunswick to New York
being accepted; this rate, however, is regarded as below the actual market. There
is no improvement in Coal freights to the
East. Tonnage is quite plentiful, and with
orders rather scarce, shippers yet possess the
easier

advantage

as

Belfast, Me.,
Tin* pen is

mightier that
So inanv people thin!But the tiling that make
la plenty of printer-' it

Arbor

Day.

Summer-tinn
Bursting bmiThe Sm lin.

?.

has

cottages for rent at
port, U ill, or write

j
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p^nvu CEO
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root:

“LITTLE MISS NOBO
j
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Price Current.

CORRECTED WtEKLV FOR THE .JOURNAL.

Produce Market.

im riii'i

\vi: I’Kisr

EfmTopt*s, EljcrI'ard*, + Hooklci*. en>
A Nolo llp:i(ls,+]‘nstt*i '.
+

to rates.

Belfast

Mu

re-

business.
Tonnage for the West
Indies, out and home, is quite actively inquired for, ami notwithstanding the good
rates generally bid, vessels
are
offered
sparingly. For lumber tonnage coastwise
there is a fair inquiry, and owners are holding out for full recent rates, say £5 40-' >5 50
strict

/‘rices Pool Producers.

FOR SALE, HOUSt

and three and one half am
6 00®8 00
Apples, F bu,
TJxolOo; Hay, fc> ton,
tb,
dried, F ft. 4@5l Hides,
7®9 formerly occupied by ,1. \\
1 30(ol 40 Lamb, p Jb,
Beans, pea,
7®9 lars inquire of
o\v i:n
medium, 1 30^x14 0| Lamb Skins.
50®75
4a5
yel’weyes, 1 50<a 1 60 Mutton, |> lb,
15.018 Oats, fc> bu, 32 lb, 35®40
Butter, F ft.
Beef, F Mb
60® 70
6(ffi7 Potatoes,
freedom nc
4 1 2®5
Barley, F bu,
40(a45 Pound Hog,
6 00® 7 00
Cheese, F ft.
11 Straw,
ton,
This is to notify all persons
Chicken, F ft.
16® 17 given to my son. ItOKKKT K
10^12 Turkey, #> lb,
Calf Skins,
1 1-2® 3
until his majority, and shall
5(\a75 Tallow,
lb,
Duck, F lb.
14(al5 Veal,
6® 7 earnings nor pay any debts -i
13 Wool, unwashed,
17 after this date.
Eggs, F doz,
3 50®5 00
Fowl, F ft,
8@10 Wood, hard,
Frankfort, May t>, 1899.
3 50®4 00
(ieeae, F ft.
3wl9*
M
13(^15 Wood, soft,

\
{

]!

■

Retail Price.

5

\

|

Retail Market

lb, 7(28 Lime, p bbl,
Beef, corned,
90@1 00
Butter salt, 14 lb bag, ~18 [)at Meal. |> lb,
4ia5
ed for them.”
49 < Unions, IP1 lb,
bu.
Corn,
^4
Just such emphatic endorsement can be had Crack* d Corn, %> bu, 49 < )il, kerosene, gal, 9@10
49 !Pollock,
lb,
3tg:4
right here in Belfast. 'Call at Kilgore (Sc Wilson’s Corn Meal, ^ bu,
14 1 Pork, V lb
TvO.8
lb,
Cheese,
drug store and ask what customers report.
1 12
Cotton Seed, ^ cwt, 1 26 IPlaster, <y,bbl,
Doan’s Ointment is for sale by all dealers, price Codtish, dry,
lb
3
6®8 1 Rye Meal,
^ lb
12 S Shorts, ^ cwt,
90@95
60 cents, mailed by Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, Caniberries, $ qt,
5 l-2@6
seed.
S Sugar, $ lb,
Clover
10(211
N. Y., sole agents for the United States.
35
4 60(24 76 i Salt, T. I., #y bu,
bbl,
Flour,
Remember the name, DOAN’S, and take no sub* G. H. Seed, bu. 1 50@2 00 i Sweet Potatoes,
5
@3
8(29 Wheat
Lard,
$>,
stitute.
used.

»
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